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U. S. CCVNISSICN al CIVIL RIGH'I'S

The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights is a temporary
independent, bipartisan agency established by Congress in 1957

and directed to:

. Investigate complaints alleging that citizens are being
deprived of their right to vote by reason of their race,

color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin, or

by reason of fraudulent practices:

. study and collect informatiaz concerning legal
developments constituting discrimination or a denial of

equal protection of the laws under the Constitution because

of race,-color,-religion, sex, agP, handicap, or national

origin, or in the administration of justice;

. Appraise Federal laws and policies with respect to
discrimination or denial of equal protection of the laws

because of race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or

national origin, or in the administration.

. Serve as a national clearinghouse for information in

respect to discrimination or denial of equal protection of

the laws because of race, color, religion, sex,- age,

handicap, or national origin;

. Submit reports, findings, and recommendations to the

President and the Congress.
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

THE PRESIDENT
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Sirs:

EMI
raskingion. D. C. 20425

The United States Commission on Civil Rights transmits
this report to you pursuant to Public Law 85-315, as
amended.

Confronting Racial Isolation in Miami is based upon
Commission public hearings held in Miami, Florida after
the civil disturbances in that city in May of 1980 and
upon research conducted prior to, during and since the

hearings.

, The report examines the-roleo-f-local4-State-and Federal
governments and the private sector in the development of
racial isolation in Miami. ,The manifestations of thit
isolation include high unemployment and a lack of access
to job training andiiadvancement, adequate housing, the
justice system, and equal educational opportunity for the
city's black population. The success with which these
problems are addressed will have profound implications for
the civil rights status of the residents of Miami and,
perhaps, for the Nation as a whole.

,The. report concludes that greater commitment and a
coordination of effort and resources on the part of all
levels of government and the private sector in Miami will
be required to make meaningful in that city our Nation's
promise of equality for all. It is our hope that the
findings and recommendations contained in this report will,
be of assistance in this regard.

Respectfully,

Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr., Chairman
Mary Louise Smith, Vice Chairman
Mary F. Berry
Blandina Cardenas Ramirez
Jill S. Ruckelshaus
Murray Saltzman

John Hope III, Aching Staff Director
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PREFWg

In Mai 1980, Miami and the surrounding political

jurisdiction of Dade County became the scene of the first major

racial disturbances of the decade. Subsequent disturbances

occurred in Miami and other American cities. After reviewing

events in Miami, the'White House Interagency Task BOrce on

Civil Djsturhance in Miami - Dade County concluded that urban

tensions have not decreased since the mid-1960s.

The underlying causes...(cd] violence...

exist in virtually every depressed inner

citY community in the country. The anger,

frustration: fear and hopelessness ds

expressed...by the black citizens Of [Miami]

are identical to those documented in the

report of the National Advisory COmaission

on Civil Disorders of 1968. 1/

current conditions in the Nation's cities indicate that

discrimination based on race and ethnicity continue to permeate

and undermine the lives of the urban poor. It remains unclear

whether the progiams and attempted solutions of the 1960s and

1970s failed or whether those efforts were simply overtaken by

unanpcipated recent changes in America. Some suggest that the

1/ White House Interagency Task PorceFeport co Civil

rasturbance in Miami -Dade County, Florida (1981), p. 1.



Nation treated only the symptoms -of protest and unrest and

failed to achieve lasting structural change. Others have

-charged that the efforts to produce national change were

half-hearted and underfunded. The possible explanations are

many, and events pi Miami raise questions about tlw_Nation's_

capacity to meet the dhpllenge of its pluralistic origins-.

Prompted ty the civil disturbances of May 1980, the

Commission undertook an investigation that focused primarily on

federal laws and policies. In the process, the Commission

encountered a black community, once vibrant and economically

viable, that has been'iSolated and excluded from the explosion

of economic growth occurring all around it in the last two

decades. Beyond the specific findings included in this report,

the Commission found that sustained displacement and exclusion

from economic opportunity and mobility have resulted in a

serious erosion of spirit in the black community. Where the

prospects for success have continuously become dimmer, apathy

has replaced drive and amibition among many of Miaii's black

residents. There are sufficient exceptions to this observation

to indicate that the potential for the black community's

economic viability remains. However, unless a racially

conscious effort is made to overcome the social and economic

disadvantages imposed on black Miamians and to offer them the

opportunity to develop a prosperous community again, the

vi 6
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4

present sense of alienation and frustration will continue to

pervade black life in Dade Cbunty.

After reViewing the underlying conditions and events

leading to the civil disturbances in the greater Miami

community, the Cormiissicerl reommand courses of action that

should be taken if. other urban areas are to prevent a tragedy

.simch as that which became pawn as Liberty City.

vii
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CHAPTER I o IN THE SHADOWS CF CONFLICT

The Miami-Dade Setting

The Miami-Dade County area is a rblativelynew

that expanded primarily as a result of the resort industry;

Very few families in MiamiWhite, black, or Hispanic--can

trace their origins in the community beyond two or three

generations. 1 At the turn of the century, tflere were fewer

than 5,000 people living in the small agricultural settlents

that dotted the area. 3/ In°1896, railroads linked Miami to.

the reit of the country, and the population grew to 30,000 by

'1920. 4/

The area's patterns of population growth usually have been

cyclical: economic "booms" followed by "busts." The first

%

major population increase
occurred between 1920 and 1925, when

Dade County experienced the "wildest boom" in its history.

Five years of overspeculation and Overbuilding, however, turned

the economic prosperity into a."bust," which was aggravated by

2/ Maurice Ferre, Mayor of Miami, testiliony, Hearing before

the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Miami, F14., Dec. 8-11,

1980, unpublished transcript, (hereafter cited as Hearing

Transcript), pp. 1141-42.

3/ Edward Sofen, TheMiami Metropolitan Expkiment,

Illoomington: Indiana University Press, l963 t, p. 11; Nixon

Shiley,-Yesterday's Miami, (Miami: 4NBINVIIII Plibrishing, 11c.,

1973), p. 27.

4/ Smiley, Yesterdaes,Miami, p. 28._
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a devastatingrhurricane in'1926. Miami liBd not yet recomme4

when the Depression of the 1930s arrived, and all development

`ceased for a period. 5/

The onset of air transportation and an organiz tourist

industlytmtught econthic prosperity and growth once again._

1935, the rest of the country was still suffering the

Depression. But things were different in Miami. Tourism kept

the city thriving, and the area's growth was remarkable. In

the decade preceding 1940, Dade County's population almost

doubled, from 172,000 tb 268,000. 6/ Miami glittered as new

luxury hotels rose andthe ocean fronts of Miami Beach were

developed.

Air travel following the Second Wbrld War stimulated the

next major period of growth. The renewed tourist trade

benefitted from the large-scale development of Ihe aviation

industry, the arrival of-retirees and former military

personnel, and widespread air-conditioning. 7/ The general

5/ 1b4d., pp. 59-60; David B. Longbrake and Wbodrow
Nichols, Jr., Miami: Sunshine and Shadows, {Cambridge, Ma.:
Ballinger Publishirt0o, 1976), pp. 15-17.

*ileyiYesterdires Miami, p. 107.

7/ =ley, Yesterday's Miami, p. 108; Lcngbrake and Nichols,
Jr., Sunshine and Shadows, p. 17.

1
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prosperity of the area continued into the 1960s, when Miami and

the Dade County area experienced an economic decline. 8/

Tburism slackened as the hotels aged, and Miami began to

face stiff competition from Caribbean resorts. The dalmtown

commercial district became blighted and decayed. 9/ =The influx

of Cuban refugees from the Castro revolution of1959 and other

migration strained existing sdhools, social services, and

housing. But in, the midst of thisLedonomixdecline, Cuban

migration began to transform the city and the county.' Indeed,

refugees and visitors from Central and South America have been

major contributors to Miami's,groWth, 10/ and, for the last two

70 percent of-the local population growth has been

Hispanic. 11/ It was this Hispanic influx that revitalized the

declining city.

New Families, New Generations

While Miami is a relatively new city, blacks have lived

there from its beginning.- They came not as tourists, but as

8/ See pp. 10-18, infra.

9/ Longbrake and Nichols, Sunshine and Shadows, p. 38.

12/ City of Miami, Urban Development, Action Grant Application,

Watson Island-Development, Economic feasibility, p. 11=10-13

(April, 1979).

11/ ,Carlos J. Arboieya, "The Cuban Community TAO: Caning of

Age as 'History Repeats Itself" (1980) (unpublished article in

Ctimission files) thereafter cited as Arboleya, /he Cuban

1')
dia
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workers. The first blacks who migrated to the Miami area came

from the rural South, the Bahamas, and other Caribbean

nations. 12/ Coconut Grove is considered the site of Miami's

first black community. "The Grove" was originally settled by

lighthouse keepers, Bahamian fishermen, and numerous slaves who

had come to work on plantations. 13/ By the late,19th century,

Bahamians mere the major-source,of labor in the Miati area.

The Overtown section of Miami became the economic hub of

the black community. Overtown was the second oldest black

community in Dade County and contained black-owned stores,

restaurants, nightclubs, and cther enterprises. Overtown's

economic base evolved into commerce, entertainment, and

servicing nearby downtown Miami. 14/ Overtown was known at

various times in the past as CUimer,Central, and Colored-TOwn.

Originally, it was a tract of land the railroad had bought to

house its black laborers since restrictive land covenants and

12/ Smiley, Yesterday's Miami, pp. 12, 14, 23; Metropolican
Dade County, Office of the County Manager, Profile of the Black
Population (1979), pp. 42-43, 67; Longbrake and Nichols,
Sunshine and Shadows, p. 47.

13/ Profile of the Black Population, p. 67.

14/ Ibid., p. 63.

13
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segregationist statutes prevented blacks from obtaining housing

as they migrated south to work on the railroads. 15/

As the railroad extended through Dade County beyond Miami,

black settlements grew alongside its tracks. Goulds was

settled at the turn of the century, and black enclaves

developed in Homestead, Florida City, Perrine, and Larkins, and

in rural areas along the southern petit of the railroad. 16/

Northwest of Overtown, in Brown's Scab, black families bought

land and constructed their own homes during the 1920s, while a

preplanned city, Cpa Locka,.was being built further north to

f

house the black railroad workers. 17/

Black families also moved into Liberty City, south of

Brown's Sub. 12/ The Liberty City area was developed after the

Second World War as a relatively low density site for public

housing. At that time, neither Brown's Sub nor Liberty City

was exclusively black. As late as 1950, more than 50 percent

of the residents of Brown's Sub were white. 19/ As both

15/ Chas. S. Thompson, "The Growth of Colored Miami," The

Crisis, vol. 49 (March 1942), p. 83.

16/ Profile of the Black Population, pp. 71-79.,

'12/ Ibid., pp. 51, 55.

18/ ibid.A. 56.

19/ Ibid., p. 52.

14
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Liberty City and Brown's Sub expanded and merged into an area

now known as Model Cities, however, the population became

predominantly black. 20/' Other areas with concentrated black

populations include New Liberty City, Lake Lucerne, Carol City,

and Richmond Heights. 21/

The heydays for Overtown and the black community were in

the 1940s. Although it could not compare with affluent white

Miami, black Miami nonetheless boasted 70 churches as well as

social and civic associations. 22/ Black businesses prospered,

and it became traditional for blacks to patronize black-owned

businesses. 23/

Overtown was segregated from the rest of the social and

economic life in Miami. 24/ Miami was a prime vacation spot

not only for white tourists, but also for the country's leading

20/ Ibid., p. 55. The name derives from the Great Society
program sof the 1960s. Longbrake and Nichols, Sunshine and
Shadows, p. 47.

11/ Profile of the Black_Poeulation, pp. 47-48, 74.

32/ Thompson. "Colored Miami," pp. 83-84.

23/ Ibid.; p. 83; Stanley Ivern Sweeting, "Night Life in
The Crisis, vol. 49 (March 1942), pp. 97-98.

24/ The plan that incorporated Miami in 1896 specified a
segregated city. All property on the Bay and on both sides of
the Miami River was reserved solely for white ownership and
development, while black Miamians were restricted to three
small areas away fron the water. Thompson, "Colored Miami," p.
83; City of Miami Planning Department, Overtown Redevelopment

.-=
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black professionals. These blacks, who could not register in

white-owned hotels, stayed in Overtownalong with

internationally known black entertainers, 3410 performed at

hotels in which they, too, were forbidden to register. 25/

Jobs and money, at least during the tourist season, were

available for the black community. 26/ As a result, black

citizens in Overtown and other sections of Miami had more

economic security than their counterparts in other American

cities. Wages were low, however, and there were few jobs

outside the service industry. Consequently, underemployment

was widespread among blacks. 27/

24/ (cont.) Plan (October 1979), p. 102. During the first two

agcades of this century dhe Ku Klux Klan was an active and

powerful force in Dade County. Profile of the Black

Population, p. 43;Smiley, Yesterday's Miami, p. 92; Sheila

Payton, "looking Back at Being Black," The Miami Herald,

Feb. 1, 1976, p. 8-G. For most of its political existence,

Florida was a segregated State and Miami a segregated city.

Cf. Fla. Coast. Art. 12, Sec. 12 (1885) which mandated

segregated sChoolt. In the 19205 Coral Gables, an incorporated

municipality in Dade County, passed an ordinance prohibiting

blacks from living there, and the Miami municipal golf course

was only opened to blacks in 1953. Payton, "Looking Back at

Being Black," p. 8 -C. As late as 1965 blacks had to carry

identification cards. Profile of the Black Population, p. 43.

25/ City of Miami Planning Denartment, Overtown Redevelopment

Plan, p. 104.

26/ Thompson, "Colored Miami," p. 84; BWeeting, "Night Life in

Miami," p. 97.

27/. Thompson, "Colored Miami," pp. 84-85.
a.
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Overtown continued its relative stability during the 1950s,

but life was to change in the subsequent decade. By 1965, much

of Overtown had been razed for highway construction and urban

renewal. The same forces that destroyed or altered the

physical structures also weakened the social underpinnings that

had kept the community stable. Businesses folded, churches

closed, and many Overtown residents were forced to leave.

In contrast to the bustling community of less than a

generation ago, Overtown today sits grimly beneath elevated

highways. A few small businesses struggle among the abandoned

and boarded up buildings. Vacant lots, regiments of unemployed

workers, And overcrowded, rundadn housing are, all that remain

of Overtown. 29/

Many of the thousands of black families displaced by urban

renewal in Overtown moved to the previously rural Model Cities

neighborhood that surrounds Liberty City. Today, Model Cities

is the largest black neighborhood in Dade County and contains

approximately 37 percent of the county's entire black

28/ Dewey Knight, Assistant County Manager, Metropolitari Dade

M'unty, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp= 761-63; City of
Miami Planning Department, (Amer
Study--Overtown, Dorsey, Viheatley; Mutating Cbnditions (1979),
p. 3; Profile of the Black Population, p. 65:

22/ CUlmex Redevelopment Study, pp. 53, 55; Athalie.Range,
testimony, Hearing Transcript, Op. 758-60.

17



population. 22/ Model Cities is\a severely depressed area with

inadequatelibusing, a high unemployment rate and a pervasive

sense of hopelessness and anger. 21/

In 1960, in the midst of the black community's displacement

Imul±the_Miami area's general economic decline, the first wave

of refugees from the Cuban revolution arrived. 32/ Since then,

the growth and development of the Hispanic community has been

the most striking population Change in Miami. In 1980,

Hispanics constituted 41 percent of the population of bade

County, up from 5.4 percent in 1960. 33/ The black population

has been estimated at about 16.4 percent in 1980, a modest

increase from 1960, when it was 14.7 percent of the Miami

total. 34/ In addition Miami has a substantial Puerto Rican

population that, according to a witness at the Commission

hearing grew from approximately 10,000 in 1950 to 100,000 in

1980. 22/

33/ Profile of the Black, opulation, p. 45.

21/ Behavorial Science Research Corporation, Social Service

Needs and Resources of the City of Miami, (Oct. 1975), p. 28.

22/ Longbrake and,NIChols, Sunshine and-Shadows, p. 49.

22/ Jan Feagans, Report on the Development of the Political

and PreDram Structure of Dade County, Florida (November, 1980),

p. 10 (prepared for the U.S. Omission on Civil Rights).

34/ Ibid.

35/ Alicia Baro, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 67, 70.

113
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Cuban immigrants, the major contributors to Miami's

population growth in the last two decades, have presented a

distinct social and economic profilel Many had been business

people and professionals in their native Cuba before the 1959

revolution. 36/- Some already had connections in the Miami

community. Many Cubans, who took menial jobs immediately after

arrival, eventually reestabliShed themselves economically. For

example, approximately 3,500 doctorS and related medical

1

professionals eventually revalidated their credentials and

created new practices in Miami. 37/ Cubans_ established nearly

18,000 businesses in Miami, 38/ and some sectors of the local

economy have bwome strongly associated with the Cuban

community. About,two-thirds of all local construction workers

are. Cuban, 39/ as are 85 percent of the workers in the local

garment industry. 40/

The large Spanish-speaking population has attracted Central

and South American immigrants, who feel comfortable in what has

-hem's -a bilingual cannunit- Approximately 100,000 emigres

36/ Working-Class Pnigres from Cuba, p. 1.

37/ Arboleya, p. 4.

22/ Ibid., p. 2.

22/ Ibid., p. 5.

ly
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presently living in Dade County are from Venezuela, Colombia,

Peru, and other Latin American countries. 41/

The Cuban migration from 1960 to 1980 had two principal
4

effects on the demographic composition of Miami and Dade

Cbunty. ¶L primary effect was the "Latinizition" of large

areas of the county -- predominantly in central Miami and

Hialeahwithin a brief time span. 42/ Many of the Cuban

emigres settled southwest of Cvertown in an area that became

-known as Little Havana. 43/ The second effect was massive

suburbanization Of Dade County that resulted from the

immigration, as thousands of non-Hispanic whites left Miami and

settled elsewhere in Dade Canty and in Broward County to the

north. 44/

The past 5 years have been a waterahed for the Miami-Dade

area. As a consequence of Hispanic migration to Dade County,

lfiamd Herald, litftlitet 11, 1980, p. 1-8.

P.

42/ Dongbrake and Nichols, Sunshine and Shadows, pp. 38,

41-42. Hialeah is the largesEincorporated suburb of Miami.

43/ Office of the County Manager, Dade County, Hispanics in

Dade County: Their Characteristics and Needs (Spring, 1980),

p. 4.

41/ Behavidial Science itasearch Institute, The Miami Race

:Mots of 1980: Historical Antecedents and Riot Participation
(January 1981), p. 79 (prepared for the U.S. Commission an
Civil Rights) (hereafter cited as BSRI, The Miami Race Riots of

1980).

2 0
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non-Hispanic Whites no longer constitute a majority of the

county's population, although they barely remain the largest of

the three ethnic groups. The black population has dropped from
4

second to third in size. Dade County estimates, based on

preliminary 1980 Census data, indicate that Hispanics now

comprise 41 percent of the population, blacks 16 percent, and

non-Hispanic whites 43 percent. 45/

In the spring of 1980, about 10,000 Obans seeking to leave

their homeland occupied the Peruvian nbassy in Havana. The

Cuban Government dealt with this embarrassing incident by

opening the port of Mariel to all wishing to emigrate to the

United States. 46/ A massive flotilla organized by Cuban

Americans f4rried Cuban refugees from Muriel to Key West. 12/

As a result, approximately 125A00 additional Cubans immigrated

to the United States in a 6 month period, with more than 86,000

arriving in one month. 12, Various sources estimate that

60,000 to 80,000 of these new arrivals reside in Miami or Dade

Feagans, Political and Program Structure of Dale County,

of the Cuban-Haitian Task Force p. A-9.

12/ Ibid., 3-4.

A4/ ibid., pp. 1 Al5.
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County. 49/ The new refugees, however, differ from their

predecessors. Earlier refugees from Cuba were mostly white,

and even if they were not middlior upper-class themselves,

they often had relatives in the United States who were.

According to witnesses at the Commission hearing, many of the

C

recent Cuban refugees appear to be non-white, unskilled, and

without blood ties to American citizens or residents. 52/

The new wave of Cuban immigration into Florida sparked the

resistance of non-Latin white residents to the visible

transformation of Dade County into a bilingual, bicultural area

of strong Latin influence, where Spanish increasingly is used

in businesa and public transactions of all kinds. A symptom of

this resistance was the overwhelming approval of an

antibilingualism ordinance in the November 4, 1980

election. 51/ The ordinance prohibits the expenditure of

county funds for utilizing any language other English, or

thiepromoting any culture other than that of the Unit des.

49/ Ibid., p. 84. These are estimated figures because the

refugees arrived after the decennial census was completed. ,

50/ Theresa Saidise, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 30;

grivia Unzuta, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. E92. See also

Report of :the Cuban Haitian Task Fbroe, pp. 61, 81-82.

11/ The Miami Herald, Nov. 5,- 1980, p. 11. Ibid., Dec. 19,

1980, Section 2, p. 1.

_ _ _
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EnEconoandNeWConflicts

Although pressured-by the recent and rapid arrival of new

residents, the Miami-Dade area is enjoying marked economic

growth. This prosperity has been fueled by the expanded

Hispanic c9mmunity and Miami's reemergence as a trade and

vacation center for Central and South America.

Tbday, Hispanics shopping in Miami's retail stores annually

spepi over $1 billion. 52/ The downtown area of Miami is

undergoing extensive renovation, construction projects'are

- rising in record numbers, and real estate values spiral

steadily upward. Fbrmerly empty stores are now repaete with

consumer and luxury items. The longstanding white business

community in Miami has Shared in the economic boom and has

actively solicited the support and cooperation of the Hispanic

business community.

Almost'every indicator shows that Dade County's economy has

grown consistently faster than that of the nation as a whole.

In 1956, the private sector provided 224,000 jobs in

approximatelY 20,000 different business'establishments in Dade

County. 53/ TWenty-one years later, the private sector economy

-Ian rake and Nichols, p. 38.

52/ U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau,of the Census, County

Businew Patterns: Part 6Florida (1956), 'table 3, pp. 31-33.
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had added another 300,000 jobs and 18,000 e ablishments. 54/

-The job marketgrew 133.4 percent, and there was a 92.2 percent

increase in the number of businesses. Nationally, during'the

same 217year period, the ndMber of jobs had grown only 59.7

percent and the number of business establishments only 39.1

percent. 55/ Siiilarly, themhblesale and retail trade

industries in Dade County added 78,131 jobs and 6,350

businesses between 195' and 1977, 56/ increases of 103.4

-percent and 89.5 percent, respectively. Nationally, jam in

the same industries grew only 65.9 percent and new

establishments only 39.1 percent during the same period. 57/

q

54/ U.S., Department of Commerce, County Business
Patterns- Florida (1977), Table 2, pp. 44-53.

55/ In 1956, 3,129,148 private establishments provided
'45,692,115 jobs. County Business PatternsU.S. Summary
(1956), Table 1, p..3. In 1977, 4,352,295 private
establishments provided 64,975,580 jobs. County Business
PatternsU.S. Summary (1977), Table 1A, p. 1.

56/ County Business PatternsFlorida (1965), Table 3, pp.
31-33; County Business Patterns --- Florida (1977), Table 2, pp.

44-53.

57/ In 1956 nationally 1,314,871 wholesale and retail
establishments provided 10,815,671 jobs. County Business
PatternsU.S. Summary (1956), Table 1, p. 1. In 1977,

nationally 1,638,454 wholesale and retail establishments

supported 17,946,354 employees. County Business Patterns--U.S.
Summary (1977), Table lh, p. 1.

4
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In the volatile construction industry, however, the

national -rate of growth for the period from 1956 to 1977

exceeded Dade County's rate. The number of jobs in the

construction industry increased 40.9 percent nationally and

21.3 peroent in Dade County, and the number of construction

businesses increased 49 percent nationally and 39.3 percent in

Dade Cpunty. 50

increases in the number of new businesses, hover, do not

necestsarily correlate with empoyment Opportunities. Service'

industry employment, which grew faster nationwide than it did

in Dade County, illustrates this phenomenon. From 1956 to

1977, 10 million service jobs were added nationally, an

increase of 252.1 percent, while such employment grew by 216.1

percent in Dade County. In 1956, though, the service industry

was a more central tart of the edbncmy in Dade County than it

was nationally. At that time, the service industry provided

more than 25 percent of all private sector jobs in Dade County,

while providing fewer than 10 percent of all non-governmental

Jobs nationally. Nevertheless, the number 'of businesses in

this industry still increased sUbstantially,faster in Dade

County than in the country. There were almost 6,300 more

J

12/ These figures are based on data from County Bus...less

Patterns, 1956 and 1977.
_
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service establishments in'Dade County in 1977 than in 1956, a

112.4 percent increase. Nationally, the increase was only 17

percent. 12/

Dade Cbunty's economy not only created jobs and saw
- 0

businesses established at a rate higher than that of the United

Statetiara--wbole, but the county's economy also increased in

revenues faster than the national economy did. In 1477,.Dade

County's whelesale-trade industry produced sales revenues of

48.68 billion, a374.6 percent increase from 1963. 60/ The

corresponding national-increase was 251.1'percent. 61/

Similarly, receipts for services and retail sales increased

faster in Dade County than nationally during the same 14-year

period, 62/ and payrolls for all businesses increased twiedlis

59/ Ibid.

RU.S., Department. of Ccuinerce, Census of Business and
esale Trade (1963), Table 5, pp. 11-12; Bobby Ruseell, U.S.

ment of Commerce, telephone interview, Feb.25, 1981.

1/ Census of Business and Wholesale Trade (1963), Table 1,
pp. 1-7; Census of Wholesale Trade--United States (1977), Table

1, p. 528.

62/ _Based on data available Ate Census of Aujiness(1963),
lible.2, pp. 1-7f and Table 4, pp.--11-16; Census of Service
Industries -- united States (1977), Tabl1 1, pp. 5248; Census of
Service-Industries -- Florida (1977), Table 4, pp. 10-29; Census

Of Busfness--Part 1 (1963), Tabae 2, pp. 7 and T&le 4, pp.
11Wnsu-7f3-0,Ftetail Trade--Florida fl 7), Table 1, pp. ,

10-80; Bobby Ruseell, Department of Conner telephone
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much in Dade County as nationally in the 21 years preceding
r.

1977. 63/

The black community has been notably absent from this

- economic success story. 61/ By all social indicators, blacks

as individuals and as a community have been excluded from the

economic mainstream in Miami. Their living conditions worsened

as their families were dislocated by urban renewal and highway

,construction.

. .` -

$ 62/ (cont.) 4interview, Feb. '25, 1981. Retail sales in Dade
County rose 239 percent between 1963 and 1977, as compared to
only 196 percent nationally, and.over the same time period
receipts from, services rose 315. perCent in Dade Comity and 302-
percent nationally. While figures-for the same period
concerning the vale of manufactures shipped is ;lot available,
between 1967 and 1977iDadeemalti%realized 204 percent increase
while. tale- national increase was only 143 percent.

631, Eased on data from County. Business Patterns, 1456 and
177.

A

64/ Bollowing the riots in 1980, Florida's governor appointed
iditfiens' comeittee to investigate the underlying causes of
the riot. It's report noted:

Economic growth in Dade County has been
astonighing....Eccomically, Dade County is
in a better position than elsewhere in the

Unitid Stittes. The overall rate of
unempl9yeent is below the national average
and.thOre are fewer total uneanployed in Dade

than five years ago. Yet the
statiltics show that this economic growth
onge again has passed by...Erede County's]
blacks.

Report of the Governor's Dade Comty Citizens' Committee
(October 1980), IT. 14-15.-

27
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, In 1968, while immigration was taxing Miami's economic

base, the first race-related civil disturbances occurred. 65/

Compared to those in other American cities, Miami's disorders

were minor,- but they clearly pointed to the poor living

conditions of blacksconditions that were deteriorating. 66/

Fbr the black community, economic stagnation was occurring

at the same time that regional economic expansion was

outstripping national growth. The result has been deprivation,

both relative and real, for blacks. Fbr those in the Model

Cities and Overtown neighborhoods, where most of the rioting

occurred in 1980, the situation is acute. Dade County blacks

stove a 4ttle improvement in income levels or economic

65/ Cf. Miami Study Team of the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence, Miami Report (1969).

66/ The Special Task Force noted: "The disturbances
originated spontaneously and almost ehtirely out of the
accumulated deprivations, discriminations, and frustrations of
the black community in Liberty City, which are similar to those
of urban black communities throughout the United States,
exacerbated,by the following s9ecial local circumstances:

(a) Loss of local jobs by blacks over the prior several

years to Cuban refugees.
(b) Failure of the Dede County business community during

the, summers of 1967 and 1968 to prtmide_a sufficient number of
jobs for black youths despite widely publicized promiseg to do

so.
(c) Tensions of many years standing between the Miami black

community and the Miami police, which had sharply increased in

recent months."

Ibid., p. viii.

2&
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stability, and in many-neithbothoods,""actually fell further

behind. Not only did blacks lcee wound relative to the white

population, which showed overall large gains during the decade,

but they also lost ground compared to the neaii-arriveMdaan
0

refugees.

This relative shift is shown dramatically when the economic

conditions of Dade County's Hispanic and black populations are

contrasted. For example:

-- In 1960, the median family incomes of Hispanics

(predominantly Puerto Ricans) and blacks were $3,777 and

0,367, respectively. Both wer well below the Dade County

median of $5,348. By 1510, median family income had increased

to $8,091 for Hidpanics, $5,983 for blacks, and $9,245 for Dade

County as a whole. Although the Hispanic median had increased

substantially in relation to the county: average; the black

median remained well below average. E/

-- In 1960, black and Hispanic unemployment levels were

both well over the Dade County average of 5.6 percent; the

level was even higher for Hispanics (8.0 percent) thin for

blacks (7.1 percent). By 1970, overall employment had improved

for Dade County, but black'unemployment levels were stiff more

than 25 percent higher than the county average. By contrast,

§2/ BSRI, The Miami Race Riots of 1980, Table 8, pr. 27.



Hispanic unemployment had decreased remarkably and was actually

lower than the Dade County average. 68/

facial disparity in unemployment rates continued during the

past decade. In 1979, with the national unemployment rate at

5.8 percent, 69/ a county study disclosed.that, while the

countywide unemployment rite was 5 percent, the rate was 15.3

in the community development areas where 73 percent of Dade

County's black population resides. 70/ In Overtown, Model

Cities, and Coconut Grove the unemployment rate was even*

higher: 19.4, 17.8, and 16 percent respectively. 71/

There are other indicators of the black community's social

and economic problems. In 1970, 29 percent of all Coconut

Grove families, 34 percent of all Overtown families, and 30

percent of all Model Cities families were below poverty

level. 72/ Overall, 28 percent of the black families in Dade

id., Table V, p. 19.

S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
t and Earth -- Jan 1981, p. 162.

70/ file of Law Income Areas, p. 17.

71/ lb d.

'72/
9, p.

Ebonom
Park in

county's
County,

and Hous

, The Miami Race Riots of 1980, Table 17, p. 41; Table
and Table 5, p. 21. The Dade County's Office of
Development Coordination reported that in 1976 Culmer

had the lowest median tncome for any of the
community development target areas. Metropolitan Dade

Year Communi Plan: Vol. I Community Development
1978), p. 5.
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Countyhimi incomes below poverty level, 73/ and blacks had a

high - school - ,dropout rate of 27 percent. 74/ At the same time,

only 7 percent of all non-Hispanic white families countywide

were below the poverty level, 75/ and the high - school - dropout

rate for all of Dade County was 16 percent. 76/

In 1980, a Dade County study profiled conditions in 18

community development areas. 77/ Three-fourths of all blacks

in Dade county lived within these areas, the focus of community

development. In 10 of the 18 areas, blacks comprised more than

70 percent of the population. Ev The study reported that

renters constituted more than 70 percent of all households -in

all 18 areas, and that almost half of those renter households

had incomes below $4,900. 72/ In Coconut Grove, more than 70

73/ Profile of the Black Population, p. 22.

74/ BSRI, The Miami Race Riots of 19R0, Table 13, p. 34.

75/ Profile of the Black Population, p. 22.

76/ BSRI, The Miami Face. Riots of 1980, Table 13, p. 34.

77/ Dade County Department of Human Resources, Profile of

Social and Economic Conditions in Low-Income Aria-W-5715W
County, Florida (1980) (hereafter cited as Profile of

Low-Income Areas.).

78 mid., p. 2.

79/ Ibid., p. 10.

31
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percent of the renters had incomes below $4,900, as did 63.5

percent in Model Cities and 36.1 percent in Cvertown. In both

Overbown and. Coconut Grove, the percentage of renters was

considerably higher than the average, for all 18 coramity

development target areas as a whole.'08/

The 1980 study also reported a particularly strong

rebe.ionship betweeMi housetbold coepositicn and income;

single-parent families headed-by a female were likely to have

considerably less income than others. 81/ This relationship is

notable in Model Cities, Coconut Grove, and'CverJtown where more

than half of all families reportedly are headed by only one

parent, the majority by women. 82/

Housing conditions, which gave always been worse for black

Miamians than for whites, also appear to have deteriorated

since 1970. In that year, 13 percent of the cotInty's

population resided in overcrowded housing; however, over 30% of

the county's black residents were inadequately housed. 83/ The

80/ Ibid. , In town, 96.9 percent of all households were

renters, and in ut Grove, 80 percent of all households

were renters.

81/ Ibid., p. 10.

22/ Ibid., p. 11.

83/ BMX, The Miami Race Riots of 1980, Table 5, p. 21. The

Rik cenausidefiniticn of overc ing is a housing unit with

more than cm perobn per roma. ile of the Black

Population, p. 38.

32
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1980 county study reported that, although overcrowding may have

eased somewhat in Coconut Grove and remained constant in Model

Cities, it has increased in Overtown, so that slightly more

than 40 percent of all housing units in Overtown currently are

overcrowded, a 7 percent increase in 10 years. 84/ MUch of the

housing stock also is in need of repair. In 1975, 65 percent

of the housing in the Culmer P?rk section of Overtown either

was dilapidated or needed major repair, although only 10

percent of the housing stook in the city as a whole was in such

condition. 22/ Today, the housing stock in Model Cities and

Coconut Grove is deteriorating, las well. 86/

Educational problems eso have become more severe in

Miami's black neighborhoods since 1970. The high school

dropout rate in Overtown was 37 percent in 1970, 87/ and, by

1978, over half the population aged 20-24 had not completed'

84/ Profile of Low- Income Areas, p. 25, Table XII, states that
11%7 percent of the housing in Model Cities, 24.) percent in
Coconut Grove, and 40.3 percent in Overtown are overcrowded.

EMI, The Miami Race Riots of 1980, Table 5, p. 21; Table 9, p.
28; and Table 17, p. 41 state that in 1970, 31 percent of the

housing in Model Cities, 33 percent in Coconut Grove and 33

percent in Overflown was overcrowded.

22/ Community Development and Mousing Needs, Profile of Needs,
Calmer_ Target Area, Table 5, p. 6.

22/ Ibid.; Profile of Needs, Model Cities, p. 17 Coconut
Grove, Table 5, p. 5.

22/ ESN, The Mismillece Riots of 1980, Table 9, p. 28.

3
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high school. 22/ Similarly, in Coconut Grove the dropout rate

was 28 percent in 1970, 22/ and, by 1978, 40 percent of those

aged 20-24 had not completed high school. 90/

Black exclusion from the economic renaissance translates

into low earnings, high unemployment rates, reduced job

opportunities, and the absence of capital formation and

investment :;venturijs.= This lack of a black economic base, in

either emploYMent;or ownership or a combination of both, has

significant lang-/term implications for the black community.

The effects of lori incomes and low employment rates among

:

Miami's black families are poor quality and overcrowded

housing, low home ownership rates, neighborhood problems, and

health:and dfetary problems. The most notable consequence of

the black cOmmunity's lack of economic power is its lack of

political power in thellarger Miami community. 91/

88/ Profile of Low-Income Areas, Table X, p. 19.

89 Bell, The Miami Race Riots of 1980, Table 17, p. 41.

90/ Profile of LowIncome Areas, Table X, p. 19.

21/ Since the late 1960s there has always been one black city

commissioner and one black county commissioner, and since 1970

there has been a black'member of the county school board. The

system of at-large election for these commissions virtually

ensures that black reprieentation on those bodies will not

increase. Pagans, Political and Pro9ram Structure of Dade

County, pp. 23-30.

34



Underlying the violence that exploded in May 1980 was a

sense of the black community's inability to produce change or

affect fate. Even 1X70, tWO years after the violent civil

disturbances, that sense of powerlessness remains. In the

booming Local eoonomy, as the memory of civil disorders.

recedes, the interest, activities, and concern for the black

community fade away. 22/

92/ Cf. Ted Nichols, Chairman, Florida State Advisory
Caimittee to the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Hearing
Transcript, p. 26; Theresa Saldise, testimony, Hearing
Transcript, p. 30; Milliard Testimony, Hearing Transcript,

pp. 45, 73, 75; Padron Testimony, Hearing Transcript,
pp.-57-88; Hardwick Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 62, 85;
Baro Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 67; Irwin Block,
testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1170-71; Robert Simms,
Execdtive Director, Community Relations tbard, t stimony,

Hearing Transcript, p. 1175: Perry Testimony, ing
Transcript, p. 1188.
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CHAPTER II

=MICH: SHORT-CIRCUIT IN THE SEARCH FOR EQUAL CPFCIFTDUITY

Following the landmark Supreme Court decision in Brown v,

Board of Education, which struck down dual school systems and

rejected the "separate but equal" doctrine, those who believed

in equal Cpportunity looked upon the public epiucation system as

the institution that would move blacks into the economic and

social mainstream of American society. In Dade County,

education no longer is perceived as the ultimate equalizer.

Remnants of a dual school: system persist: racially

identifiable schools, oftedundercapacity and unable to provide

a full complement of programs, continue to operate in the inner

city. Furthermore, the burden of student reassignment for

desegregation purposes rests almost entirely on the black/

coamunity.

Vocational training, which teaches technical ski14 needed

in the workforce, arguablyhas become as necessary /a component

of modern education as reading, writing and arithmetic. In

Dade County, minority Students must make do with; the inner city

schools' outdated and dilapidated eqUipment. ThEse students

also are particularly affected by the general syptem-wide lack

of adequate guidance counseling.
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Finding 2.1: Black students are experiencing serious
difficulties in the Dade County Public Schools.

The Dade County Public School System is the fifth largest

in the oak:try, with a total enrollment for the 1979-80 sdhool

year of 224,181 students. The 1979-80 student population was

35.6 percent white, 29.9 percent black, and 33.7 percent

Hispanic. 1/ After the latest influx of Cuban refugees, the

number of Hispanic students swelled to 86.133. 2/ In addition

to the Spanish - sneaking students, the Dade County, Public School

System serves some 40 language minorities. The student/teacher

ratio is 20/1, with a total number of 11,984 instructional

staff, of whom 62.3 percent are white, 25.6 percent are black,

and 11.7 percent are Hispani. 3/

The most Obvious means for assessing the quality and

success of an educational system is to evaluate student

progress as measured by standaid achievement norms. According

to Dr. Ray Turner, Executive Director of Program EvaluatiOn, in

1/ Dade County Public Sthools, Office of Management and -Xadget,
'Ethnic/Racial Characteristics of Pupils and Staff as of ,

September 1979" (May 1980) {hereafter cited as Ethnic/Ractal

Characteristics), Table 1.

2/ Mr. Hobert Little, Director, Attendance Department, Division

FA Student Services, Office of Student Support Programs, Dade

County Public Schools, telephone interview, Max% 31, 1982.

3/ Ethnic/Pedal Characteristics, Table 9.
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almost every category, Dade County students score consistently

above the national average. At the primary level, Dade County

students are above the national median in mathematics and

slightly above median in reading. At the intermediate school

level, students' reading and mathematical skills are slightly

higher than the national median. At the junior and senior high

school levels, Dade County Public School'System students are

above the national average in mathematical computation, at the

national average in mathematical concepts, and slightly below

the average in reading skills. According to the Dade County.

Public School System, the lekoel of educational skills has been

rising over the past 5-6 years in Dade County. 1/

It is unclear, however, whether the rate of achievement is

the same for black students as for other students because Dade

County Public_Sdhool Systesidbes not break down the Wores by

ethnic categories. 5/ Mbreovbr, the Dade County Public School

System appears unable to determine whether black_ students are

making any significant educational progress. In fact, the

dropout ratelone possible indicator of performance, shows that

4/ re. Ray Turner, testimony, Executive Directbr, Divisicq. of

Program Evaluation anclAinagement Analysis, Mde County Public
Sdnools, Hearing Before the U'.S. '-oimission on Civil Rights,

Nth*, Fla., Dec. 8-11, 1900 (hereafter cited as Hearing,
Transcript), pp. 198-99.

.1/ Turner Testimony, Hearing Transcript,.pp. 19940.

3
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black, students may not be faring as well as their white and

Hispanic counterparts. Although fewer than one-third,of white

and Hispanic students dropped out of the.1979 graduating class,

more than half of the black students did so; The black dropout

rate has risen steadily in recent years-, while the rate has

increased slightly for whites and has been fairly stable for

Hispanics. y

Despite indications that the dropout rate for black

students is increasing, little is being done to counter the

trend. The Dade County Public Sdhool System lacks, an effective

method for identifying potential dropouts, and even if

potential dropouts could be identified early on,- school

counseling services are inadequate to fill the needs of these

students. There are far too few counselors, particularly at

the elementary school level, 7/ and caseloads at the secondary

6J Paul 100aS, Chairman, Dade County Public School Board,
testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 314-15. Bough figures for
the overall population of the 1979 graduating class dhow a
dropout rate of 35.9 percent. %ben this percentage is broken
&salty race, the figures dhow that 31.6 percent of white
students have left school, up from 28 percent in the 1977
graduating class; the rate for Hispanics is 29.7 percent,
roughly stable since 1977; and the rate for black students is
50.57 percent, up from 40.5 percent ii' 1977. The dropout rate

for blacks has risen steadily and preliminary figures for the
197940 sdhool year indicate a rate of 49.6 percent.

2/ Gwendolyn Jennings, Director of Student Development
Services, rade Courtty Public Sdhools, testimony, Hearing
Transcript, p. 203 (hereafter cited as Jencinge-Tietimcny).
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level are so high as to preclude intensive, effective

counseling. 1 A great amount of tirgcounseloreg time is

consumed by paperwork, which means.that they cannot schedule

_ student appointments promptly. EVen though the dropout rate

for black students indicates special needs different 'ram those

of the general sdhcollopulation, no attempt is made to tailor

-cconseLing to meet these needs. Nor does the placement of

counselors take into account the racial makeup of student
e.

populations. 2/
Adrottmt prevention program, Bilingual Alternative for .

Secondary- Education Guidance Program (BASE), funded throu4h-

title IV of the lementery and Secondary Education Act of

1974, 12/ was established to help potential dropouts

at the junior high school level. The program has been expanded

to include other minorities, particularly blacks, and

currently available in some senior high-schools. 21/ The

student takes BASE in lieu of another course, and the ,

8/ Ibid.

'1 Ibid., p. 204.

12/ Education Amendments of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-280, §1V; 88

Stat. 484 (1974) (codified at 20'U.S.C. 1241a-2411, §887a-900a-5

(1976 and Stapp. lII 1979)) .

f 11 Dr. /vette tiorgen, testimorri, Hearing Transcript, pp.

S.
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curriculum consists of five units communication, negotiating,

4 I A

values, decisionmaking, and dmaling postkivety with finger.

School principals/bannot be forced to ,adapt project BASE. 12/

If they accept t program, the guidance counselorq who will

teach the BASE course receivb in-service training. The guidance

counselor then uses a behavioral problem checklist to determine

which students to enroll ih theyrogram. The counselor

.discusses each unit in advance with the parents of l'Articipating

students. 13/

Although BASE is a step in the right direction, the-project

is operating at a very limited level of its full capacity. th

a potential to serve 2,000 students, it currently serves only

400. 14/ One barrier may be the school administration's

/

unwillingness to encourage principals to accept the program. 15/

Another may be that the inadequate number of guidance counselors

within the,sdttools-are already overworked. 16/ Whatever the

reason, the dropout-rate for black students is significant.

12/ Ibid.

11/ Ibid., p. 212.

11/ lbid. p. 205.

'/

I

1

15/ Dr. Ivette Morgan, interview in Miami, Fla., Nov. 7, 1980.

16/ Jennings Testimony, Hearing Transcript,,p6 203.
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Por the black students who remain in school, teachers and

administrators often create obstacles by refusing to recognize

that the socioeconomic background of many of these students may

contribute to classroom behavioral problems. 12/ In the

"alternative opportunity" schools, which Dade County Public

School System created to serve students with-severe disciplinary

problems, blacks are overrepresented. 18/ According to Arthur

Wbodard, principal of Miami MacArthur North Senior High School,

an alternative opportunity school, staff spend more time

counseling and addressing the behavior problems of white

students within the regular classroom environment:

As we make comparisons, utilizing the

folders, we find that a black student's

folder is very thin when it gets to us and a

white student's folder is thick, so we are

saying there that the white student seems to

get more ample counseling...before he is

assigned to us. 12/

17/ Ibid., p. 211.

18/ Out of a total pupil membership of 1,216, 88.2 percent

TY,073)'were black, 7.6 percent (93) were non-Hispanic white,

ex 3.9 percent (48) were Hispanic. Ethnic/Pacial

Wiracteristics, Table 1. 1

12/ Arthur Wbodard, test3mony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 208-09.
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Ctinsequently, the alternative opportunity schools have been

criticized as "dumping grounds" for blacks. Despite the higher

teacher-pupil ratio for all alternative opportunity schools, 20/

the dropout rate is above 70 percent, 21/ appreciably higher

than the general dropout rate of 17.6 percent. 22/

Finding 2.2: Meny minority students are being denied the
benefits of a desegregated school system. Two key fkrs have
contributed to this results the desegregation plan was not
adjusted to a ehiftin9 populatial, and both school system
officials and the court failed to monitor with sufficient vigor
the implementation of the plan.

/7

In 1954, the United States Supreme Cburt in Brown v. Board

of Education held that, "[I]n the field of public eduoatiOn the

doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place. Separate:

educational facilities are inherently unequal." 23/ This
I

decision established that separating black children ",from others

of similar age and qualifications solely because of their race

3i0" The teacher-pupil ratio is 1 to 16 in alternative
/opportunity schools. VitcdWard Testimony, Hearing Transcript,
/206.

21/ Ludwig Gross, Assistant Superintendent, Student Support
Programs, Dade County Public Schools, telephone interview,

Mar. 29, 1982.

3Z/ Joseph Sherron, Supervisor, Placement and Follow -tip
Service', Department of Career Education, Office of Student

.SUpport Programs, telephone interview, Mar. 29, 1982.

23? 347 U.S 483, 495 (1954).
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generates a feeling of inferiority as to their. status in the

cammunity that may affect their hearts and minds in away

unlikely, ever to be undone." 24/ This case paved the way for

the_subsewent desegregation of American public5schools. -

The Dade County Public School System operated a segregated

school system until 1959. In -iteMber of that year, the school

board established a policy permitting students to transfer from

=the school in which their race was a majority to a school

their race wawa minority.' Students were also permitted to

transfer from schools where they were in the minority to schools

where their race was a smaU.w.-. minority. 25/ By October 1965,

only 92 of the county's°208 public schools were racially mixed.

By 1967, the number had increased to 123 of 213 schools. 26/

The Dade County Public School System apparently undertook

complete school desegregation with reluctance. The school board

developed an interim desegregation plan for the 1969-70 sdhool

year in response to a Department of Health, Education and

Welfare review that found the sdhool system racially

21/ Id. at 494.

25/ Pate v. Dade CO. 707bool Bd., 315 F. Sapp. 1161, 1174 (S.D.

Pia. 1970).

26/ Ethnic /Facial Characteristics, p. v.

27/ Ibid.

k
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segregatel. ailit was brought against the school board in a

Florida State court, and the case was removed to Federal

district court. 22/ In March 1970 the board filed its final

desegregation plan with the court. 29/ The plan was approved

with court-imposed revisions. 30/ The court order included the

creation of a permanent biracial committee to monitor the

transfer of students according to the desegregation plan and

report to the court. 21/ The board appealed the decision to the

fifth circuit, 32/ which made further modiricaticxs, including

increased pairing of schools to accomplish more balanced

desegregation and an orderthat the District Court retain

jurisdiction over the Dade County Pubilic School System plan. 33/

28/ Pate v. Dade Co. School Bd., 315 F. Supp. 1161 (S.D. Fla.

1970).

29/ Id., at 1163.

30/ Id., at 1164 -65.

21/ Id., at 1174. The Committee also makes recommendations as
be site selection and acquisition of property and construction of
whole's. Dr. Leonard Britton, Superintendent, Dede County Public
Sdhools, letter to Paul Alexander, Apr. 30, 1982, Attachment 4,

r 5 (hereafter cited as Britton letter). See Appendix A for
Britton letter (attachments maintained in Commission files).

32/ Pate v. Dade CO. School Bd., 434 Fad 1151 (5th Cir. 1970),
mt. denied, 402 U.S, 953 (1971).

33 / Id. at 1158.
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In 1970, the district court ordered the desegregation of

faculty and administrative staff. 34/ Some 2,000 teachers were

reassigned in an effort, to eliminate segregated teaching

staffs. Black /white teacher ratios wcze established for each

academic level within the school system. 35/ Proportionately,

more black teachers were transferred because there were more

white schools than black schools. The school board gave

individual principals at the predominantly white schools

authority to make the teacher transfer decisions. The nature

of this selection process permitted white principals to select

the most competent black teachers while retaining their most

capable write teachers. As Dr. EVerett Abney, a Dade County

Public School System area superintendent, explained to the

commission:

The problem with...Cths) transfer process is

that...teachers that were returned to

Northwestern were selected by principals of

the schools they were coming from...and

Northwestern (a predominantly black school)

34/ Ethnic/Racial Characteristics, p. v.

25/ Patrick Gray, Assistant Superintendent, Office of Personnel,

Dade County Public Schools, memorandum to Dr'. Leonard Britton,

*ReportActions to Effect tr Attainment and Maintenance of.

Faculty Racial Ratios in All ;.kola" (Apr. 21, 1980) (hereafter

cited as Britton Letter).

4 G



round up with...individUa.ls that, for the

most pert, were not able to serve the needs

of the youngsters in Northwestetri,iii of

whom were black. 2§/

The court-ordered desegregation plan called for school

pairings in order to accomplish student transfers writhe

minimal amount of busing. As a result of the pairings, a

numbir of "one race" sdhools in predominantly black

neighborhoods were closed so that the board could desegregate

schools in predominantly white neighborhoods. 37/ In recent

years, the number of students who are bused has increased and

additional sdhools have been closed due to dwindling

enrollments. 38/ Black parents in the inner city hive become

26 / Mr. Everett Abney, North Central Area Superintendent, Dade
County Public Schools, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 151-52
(hereafter cited as Abney Testimony). Dr. Britton, however,
indicates that the transfer process proceeded according to
procedures spelled out in the teeter-union contract, not by
principal discretion. Britton letter, Attadment 4, p. 6.

221 Dr. `Gordon Poster, Director, Masi Desegregation Assistance
Ginter and Bilingual General Assistance Center, testimony,
Merin; Transcript, pp. 14849. I. Britton, however, indicatesr, indicat
that only one such school was cloned. Britton letter, Attachment
4, p. 6.

Abney Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 165-66.
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increaipingly vocal in opposing school closings because they view

them,as contributing to the erosion of their communities. 39/

The DaCe County Public School System chose a pattern of

busing for desegregation purposes that has reaulted in an

increasing number of black students being bused to edhools in

predominantly white neighborhoods, which are often/long

distances from the black communities. Few white students are

busedto the inner-city schools om which black students are

bused. As a result, many inner-city schools are operating at

less thmi their capacities, unable to provide a full complement

of programs an facing continual threats of closing. 40/

To equalize school enrollments, the Dade Cbunty School Board
ry

shifted attendance zones.} These zones have been changed

frequently, partially because the population has grown rapidly

in outer areas of the county, 11/ but also because the Dade

County Public School System has been unable to formulate a

39/ Miller Dawkins, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 134-35.

12/ Three black high schools, Dorsey, Booker T. Washington,
and Omer, were closed as'high schools during efforts to

desegregate. Foster Testimony, Hearing transcript, pp.

148 -49. See also Nathaniel Miller, Outreach Specialist, Family

Health Center and President, "Dorsey Western Alumni Association,

testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 161; Abney Testimony, Hearing

Transcript, pp. 165-66.

41/ Miller Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 161.
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long -range boundary plan. 42/ This inability is,due in part to

political pressure exerted by white parents who refuse to have

they their children bused to inner-eity schools. 43/ Bowing to

this pressure, the Dade County Public School System has made

attendance boundary changes that have permitted white students

to remain in their neighborhood schools.

No provision was made for Hispanics in the covirt-ordered

desegregation plan, which applied only to black and white

students. Although the order was never formally modified, as a

.matter of course, the Court started appointing ethnic

representatives to the biracial committee in the 1970s, 44/ but

it did not order a revision of the desegregation plan. Through

its method of realigning the boundary zones, the Dade County

Public Sdhool System has apparently used Hispanic students to

"dlesegregate. schools to avoid transferring whites to black

schools and Vice versa. Despite the Dade County Public School

System's desegregation efforts, many Dade County schools remain

42/ / Foster Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 149. See also

ller Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 153.

43/ Ftster Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 158 -59. See

.so Terri Packer, Chairman, Dade County Public Schools
Miens AdvimxyCommittee, testimony, Hearing Transcript,
pp. 160-61.

44/ Clerk, UhiteclStates District Court, Southern District of
Prorida, telephone interview, Mar. 30, 1982.
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virtually one-race schools, particularly in affluent white

neighborhoods and inner -city black neigborhoods. 45/

In 1979, the Dade County Public School System administration

issued an ambitious boundary plan, which would have affected 56

sdhoole. The plan angered many white parents because it

entailed wide-scale, busing of their children. The school board-

vetoed the plan. 46/ Subsequently, the Dade County Public

Sdhool System Superintendent appointed a Select Committee on

Attendance Zone Guidelines to devise both Short- and long -rangy

plans to accommodate the goals of desegregation with minimal

community disruption. The Select Committee recommended the

creation of an Attendance Boundary Committee (ABC) composed of

citizens and school administrators, and such a cosiittee was

convened in September 1980. 12/ The ABC's function is to

identify target schools for boundary adjustments based on

individual school capacities as determined by school

principals. The ABC acts in an advisory capacity, while the

sdhool bows3 makes all final boundary decisions.

45/ Foster Testimony, Hearing Transcript. p. 149. See also

Mier Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 153.

16/ Clarence &ell, Chairman, Biraoial/Triethnic Committee,
interview in Miami, Fla., Oct. 7, 1980.

12/ Select Committee on Attendance Zone Guidelines,
Flaommadaticela for a Community Based Plan on reveloping

School Attendance Zones for 1981-1982" (September 1980), pp.

6-7.
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MUd -of the recent need tolrezone school attendance

boundaries resulted from.the'influx of Cuban and Haitian

refuisei into Dade County. Neilxxsds Where refugees settled

have_seen dramatic incrmses irizohool enrollment. 48/ Portable

school annexes, Which originally were used under the school

/.

desegregation plan, have be shifted and used for additional

classroom ghee to accommodate entrants. 49/ The Dade County

Public School System now faces the formidable task of creating a

plan tointegrate entrant students throughout the school system.

The desegregation process inMiami has been much more

\painful and problematic than necessary due to serious flaws. in`

tie design and implementation of the plan for desegregation.

Although the federal district court retains jurisdiction, which

in itself is an acknc .edgement of the failure to aChieVea,

unitary Adhbol system, it has done little to cure the problems

that pervade the plan's implementation. The biracial, triethnic

committmelvuilbeen the only citizen group that has brought

before the court\complaints demanding adjustments to the plan to

gca7aul W. Bell, Associate Superintendent, Bureau of
tion, Dade Omatilsublic Schools, Prepared Remarks to the

Florida.Advisory Counci on Intergovernmental Relations,
Sept. 3, 1990 ( in Ccaniaakn files). As of

September 1960 an 13,000 school age entrants would be

entering thelDade Canty Ribald School System.

2f Padcar Testimony, BearingTranscript, pp. 163-61._
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deal with the changing reality in Dade County. 52/ However, the

court has largely ignored the,committee's recommendations. 51/

Prior to desegregation, although black students did not

receive equal educational opportunities, their attendance at

black schools staffed by black teachers inblack neighborhoods

created a strong sense of community. Teachers usually resided

within the community and often knew the parents of their

students. If a student was not doing well,in school, the ,

teacher and parents were likely to have personal contact.

Teachers working and residing in the community were positive

role models for young blacks. 52/

The teacher transfer process, however, changed the

teadher-student-parent relationships. Black students lost

valuable role models, and personal contact outside the school

setting between teachers and parents decreased markedly. Rather

than interactifigiociaily with students and their parents as-the

black teachers had done, the new white teachers left the

don unity immediately after school hours. 53/

12/ Foster Testimony, Hearing Transcript. pp. 176-79.

51../ Ibid.

13/ Miller Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 167-69.

51/ Ibid.

52

1
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Black students, bused out of their neigHbothoods to attend-

sc hools in white neighborhoods, were confronted With the extreme

economic differences of black and white communities in Miami4Dade

County. limy black students spent 6 to 8 hours per day in the

Raffluenosof the white community, only to return to the

poverty of the black inner-city at the end of the school day. 54/

`4.Axordirsi to Dr. George M. Kdonce, Jr., principal of

predominantly black Miami Northwestern'Seniof High School,

the advent of the desegregation era, blacks placed much hope in

ptiblic.education as the great social equaliser. 55/ Initially,

many black parentawere enthusiastic. about sdhobl desegregation

because they.siw the original plan as a means for assuring an

equitable, quality education for their. children. 56/ Although

Dade Cbunty's sdhool desegregation efforts have not been

entirely unauccessful, eomelaspects ofthe plan's implemantation

by the Dade Cbunty Public Sdhool System have proved destructive

in the black community.

54/ Ibid.

22/ Er. George M. Koonce, Jr., principal, Miami Nbrthweatern
Senior High School, Dade County Public Sdhools, interview in
Miami,rIa., Oct. 15, 1980.

L6/ Patricia rue, testircny, Hearing Transcript, p. 491.

53
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Pihditit2,3:1 Vbcational,prow
Sdhoole &tail fail tojprovide

t lls, which 1=1

cowithin the<Dade'unty PLblic
with approptiate

erl affects the abil'

Eft to compete success
.,

Providling soundvocaticcal counseling and--relevant training.

Skills notionitwould be an effective mean* for reducing "the
-r-

i

dropout rite foi blacks, but also would provide students with ai

valuable education that could reduce unemployment. The Dade

County Public School System vocational programris notsie-etiw

y hn the jab mar

these needs.

The V&ational training facilities available to inner city

black students are generally infertarlo those offered to

,suburban students. Vocational equipment in inner -city high

sdhools often is outdated and in poor condition. 57/ In

addition to vocational daises within each high school, Cede!'

County Public School System opertestwo vocational institutions

opento high school students On a shared-time basis. 58/

Neither f these trainipg schools, one in the south end of the

county and the other in the far west, is claim enough for

inner-city students to attend. Creating a consortium of the

57/i Dr. George M. Koonce, Jr. tes4mony, Hearing Transcript,

E4

5§/ Koonde Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 249. -See also

Dr. Fred Schollmeyer, Director, Vbcati Program Services,

Dade Cbunty Public Sdhools, Testimony, wring Transcript, p.

258.

54



inner-city high schools to provide improved 'vocational

facilities has been discussed, b4t has not yet occurred. 59/

But more important than facilities is the black community's

perception that blew' adents are steered into vocational

education programs that train students for low-paying,

less-skilled jobs without potential for upward mribility.

CUidance counselors play a central role in helping students

determine whid vocational prograMs meet the students' aptitudes

and career goals. In addition to questions concerning whether

there are sufficient numbers of counselors, there are simply not

enough counselors to be effective. '60/ Many counselors are

poorly informed about the training programs and the current job

market. Some counselors seem to believe that, following high

school graduation, all students should go on to college and

eventually become professionals. 61/ Even if the Counselors see

vocational training as an option, they are unable to tell

students what vocational skills are nee-led within the Dade

County business sector. As a consequence, many students

complete vocational training and find their skills useless for

meaningful empioyment.

52/ Sdhollmeyer,Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 258.

62/ Ibid., pp. 250-51.

61/ Ibid., p. 251.
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Young blacks are not represented proportionally in

vocational training for unionized trades,, although such training

would provide access to jobs with higher salaries and more job -

security. According to the director of the Dade County Public

School System vocational program services department:

We have very few programs [for unionized

trades] in our system. Most of our

programsmost of the unionized Shops in

this area are in the building trades and we

only have one program in the building trades

area and that happens to be at Miami

Central, and I daresay that most of the

students that are participating in that

program are black.

We do have a large apprenticeship training

program that takes place at ptetsecondary

level and there is a lack of black

participation in those particular

programti. 63/,

Many people believe that &Jack of role models causes young

blacks not to avail themselves of more highly skilled

Schollmeyer Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 261.
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vocationall programs. As a black Ilighsdhool principal told the

Commission:

DIN just don't have mass numbers of black

people who are computer teehnicians, or who

repair Xerox madhines, or who repair any

kind of business office marines where the

employment opportunities Eare]...we don't

have enough that they present enough of a

mirror that would provide the aspiration on

the part of some minorities getting into

that. 63/

Several major Miami-Dade employers have criticized the Dade

'Munty public school system, contending that many students

cannot read or write or communicate effectively. 64/ The

private business sector generally has criticized the Dade

County Public School System vocational program for providing

Lade-quote and inappropriate training and for graduating

ostensibly trained students who lack the skills to fill the

many openings in the Dade County job market. Consequently,

62/ Koonce Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 262.

54/ Richard Mawen, Chairman of the Board, Burdines Department
Store, Federated Department Stores, testimony, Hearing
Transcript, p. 629; Joseph O'Shields, Senior Vice President,
Southeast Banking Corporation, Ibid., p. 638.
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many larger businesses are being forced to recruit employees

from outside the metropolitan area and the State. 65/

Critics say that one reason students lack usable vocational

skills is that Eede County Public School System has not

maintained sufficient contact with the business sector. Better

relations with employers would keep Dade County Public Spool

System abreast of current employment trends in order to tailor

Dade Dainty Public School System vocational courses to reflect

local employment needs. In fact, the Dade County Public School

Systm actually does make sane effort to correlate vocational

training offered in the public sdhools with employer needs.

The State of FIorida_requires its school systems to design

5-year plans including the probable number of students to be

trained for various occupations. 66/ The Dade County Public

Sdhool System created 62 craft advisory committees to advise

its vocational program services department about necessary

course content, equipment purchases, and employment

opportunities in their particular fields. 67/ The business

community contends that these advisory committees are not used

65/ Daniel Bronson, Vice President for Industrial Relations,
Racial-Milgo Electronics Corporation, testimony, Hearing
Transcript, p. 648.

66/ Sdhollmeyer Testimony, Hearing Transcript. p. 252.

67/ Ibid.
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to their fullest potential to respond systematically to area

employment needs. 62/ The Dade Cbunty Public Sdhool System is

effective, however, in creating vocational training courses in

response to extraordinary new needs. 62/

One witness pointed out that such communication failures

cannot be attributed entirely to the Dade COunty Public School

System.

I want to hasten to add that responsibility

is not all the school system's. There are

enormous amounts] of responsibility

involved on the other side, in the employing

systems in the community, also, so I think

that, if we could apply the same techniques

and the same emphasis and the same concept

of tailor-making programs to the system as a

whole as we do these special needs that come

up and seem to attract a little sore

attention because of the glamour involved,

it would be very helpful. 101

68/ Freeman Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 255.

69/ Ibid., p. 253.

70 / Ibid., pp. 253-54.
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Finding 2.4: Although bilingual programs have'been emphasized
in the Dade County Public Schools, bilingual programs have not
provided black students with any degree of proficiency in
Spanish as a second language.

The number of Hispanic students in the Dade County Public

Schools increased substantially after 1960. In 1967, there

were 25,650 Hispanic students enrolled in Dade County. By

1970, that number had increased to 46,552. 71/ In 1961, the

school board established two programs, Spanish for Spanish

Speakers and English for Speakers of Other Languages. A more

comprehensive bilingual education program was added in the

mid- 1960s, 72/ but the programs were limited to approximately

3,000 students.

In 1973, the school board strengthened its existing

programs by expanding them to the elementary level, thereby

giving all students the opportunity to cultivate communication

skills in Spanish and English, and increasing the number of

schools offering bilingual education. After an on-site visit

from the H Office of Civil Rights in 1976, the Dade County

Public School System developed a plan to comply with Title VI

71/ Dr. Robert Little, Director, Attendance Department,
Division of Student Services, Office of Student Support
Programs, Dade County Public Sdhools, telephone interview,

Marc 31, 1982.

72/ Ralph F. Rabinett, Director, Bilingual/Fbreign Language
Education, Division of Elementary and Secondary Instruction,
Dade County Public Schools, telephone interview, Mar. 31, 1982.
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of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and strengthened its English for

speakers of other languages and Spanish for Spanish speakers

programs. 22/ The bilingual curriculum content program, which

uses the home language for instruction in various subject

areas, expanded to all schools with students of limited

English- proficiency. The plan also provided for the use of

home languages in any school with 20 or more limited-English-

proficiency students of that language background. 74/

By 1979, the Hispanic student population had grown to

73,600, and Operation Bilingual was introduced. This program's

primary goal .was to increase significantly the number of native

English-speaking students graduating with functional use of

Spanish. The school board developed the program after

realizing that bilingual capacity was important to compete

successfully in the southern Florida job market. 25/

tn--the-whole the fade Cbunty Public Sdhool System ---

bilingual education program has not been effective for black

students. Although one its stated goals is to give students an

oral command of Spanish, the program has failed to provide most

black students with functional language skills. Spanish is

Di Ibid.

741 Ibid.

75 Ibid.
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taught in the elementary schools, but at bed/students receive

only simple instruction. The Dade County public Sdhool System

does not stress the relevance and value of bilingual skills for

all residents in the Dade county community. Many students,

disappointed with their progress, do not continue with the

optional Spanish program at the secondary school level.

Given the multi-cultural, bilingual nature of the

Miami-Dade County area, a functional command of Spanish is

advantageous, particularly in the area of employment. Mary

businesses actively seek Spanish speakers. If blacks could

communicate effectively in Spanish, job opportunities might be

more readily available. 76/ Witnesses at the hearing affirmed

the significance of being bilingual as the following excerpt

from a panel on vocational education shows:

Counsel. I would like to address the

question to the entire panel. How important

is the ability to speak Spanish to finding

gainful employment in Dade County?

Dr. Koonce. I think it is important....I

think the perceived importance might be

greater in fact than what it really is, but

I think the ability to speak Spanish in

It/ Freeman Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 266.

C 2



terms of increasing or enhancing one's

ability is needed. 77/

Mt. Freeman. I think that for a very small

additional personal investment to learn the

other language the opportunities are

increased many-fold and I think that it is

virtually a functional necessity for that

youngster who really wants to participate in

all the economic opportunities in this

county to have a conversational knowledge of

Spanish.

Ms. White. I agree with the other

gentlemen. It is very important,,especially

if the students are going in on an entry

leVel position. 79/

Dr. Sdhollmeyer. I agree with the other

panel members. I would like to add, though,

and I need to underscore this: What we're

saying is, it is important that the students

22/ Koonce Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 266.

gy Freeman Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 266.

72/ Cathy Whitej Occupational Placement Specialist, Dade
CbUnty PLblic Schools, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 266.

63
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be able to speak both . anguages, not only

just -Spanish, but English and Spanish,

and then I would def nitely say that the

person with that lity has an advantage

over a person who y speaks English. 80/

The/stated goal of Dade County Public School System, to

give students bilingual kills, 81/ has not been widely

fulfilled. Because = Spanish being taught appears not to be

functional, black =shave begun to question the necessity

of their children ing taught Spanish. One parent accurately

pinpointed the f tration:

Mb Eue In the school system presently

have the choice of having their kids

Spanish or not take Spanish. Over the

t 4 or 5 years, I have given my consent

for my children to take Spanish, but it is

80/ Sdhollmeyer Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 267.

81/ Daft County Public Schools, Miami, Fla., Division of
Elementary and Secondary Education, Procedures Manual-Bilingual

Education/Foreign Languages (1978), p. vi. "The Dade county

Public Schools... is committed to...ensuring that every student

becomes proficient in English combunication skillet is strongly

urged-to become proficient in understanding, speaking, reading

and writing Spaniell...and...is strongly urged to use a language

other than English in addition to English as a tool for

learning and as preparation for entry into the world of work."

64
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not meeting their needs....[Tlhey still

cannot converse with anyone in Spanish...Me
1

are going to have to have a progressive type

Spanish rather than teaching the days of the

week and the colors and a song or two every

year.

Maisel. It [the Spanish program foi native

English speakers] is not geared towards

being functional in terms c' day-to-day

activity?

Mb. Due. It has not been with my Children,

no.

It is not certain that black students who became fluent in

Spanish would be assured jobs upon- graduation; however, a

functional command of Spanish is a valuable qualification that

could give blacks a competitive boost in the Dade County jab

market.

23/ Due Test Hearing Transcript, pp. 117-18.

G5
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Chapter III

MUSING: TO BREED EESPAIRAND VIOLENCE

Much like a family, col, or workplace,'a neighborhood

can either nourish or restrictitsresidents. In the

neighborhoods where EadejCounWs black population resides, the

\.,/ ,

buildings are deteriorating. Many are squalid. Cvercrowding,

severe rodent infestation, and delapidation characterize much

of Cvertown, Mbdel,Cition and other black elaves ih Cede

Cunty. Fbr most people,, these conditions engender apathy,

hopelessness, frustration, and anger.

Governmental policies and actions undertaken in the

mid-1960's contributed to present conditions in both Overtown

and Model Cities. Urban renewal and highway construction

devastated Overtown, at that time the central black

neighborhood in Miami. Overtown's/displaced black residents

ndgrated to Mbdel Cities, Changing a large]. rural area of

single-family houses into a swollen ghetto populated well

beyond available housing resources.

Public agencies subsidized the construction of much of the

housing that exists today in Dade County's black neighborhoods.

These agencies, while continuing to subsidize or manage the

housing, have allowed it to deteriorate. Improving the housing

stock in the black neighborhoods would require a massive

rehabilitative effort. The influx of refugees, however, has



' inflated housing values ih an already tight market and enabled

landlords to reap significant profits from deteriorated

properties without having to upgrade them.

Finding 3.1: SUbstantial numbers of Miami's low-incom.z black

population live in sUbstan4Welhousing..The large-scale
occupandy in such deteriorating housing .is a consequence of
governmental urban renewal and highway construction, which
eliminated many units of exist' low-income housing and failed

to replace it.. The resulting ah tage grew worse as the rental

housing vacandy rate in Dade-Cbunty shrank to exceptionally law
levels of availability.

The report issued by the. Governor's Dade County Gitizens'

Committee found that one of the underlying causes of the 1980

civil disturbances was the mounting frustration of daily life

in Dade County's slums. 1/ Conditions that prevail in Miami's

law-income black neighborhpods, the committee found, inevitably

produce "apathy,. frustraf4an, hopelessness, unrest and

crime." 2/

In describing the general character of the black community,

the committee report noted, "[I]n most instances, both public

and private housing...fall far below the minimum s d of

decency. Disrepair 48 pervasive: holes, in walls ceilings,

broken plumbing, and vermin infestation are the r e rather

1/ Governor's Dade County Citizens' Committee, rt of
Governor's Dade County Citizens' Committee (Oct -r 30, 1980),

p. 17.

% 2/ Add., p. 17.

C7



than the exception." 3/ The committee looked even more closely
4

at the Oviitamm area:

,

[Ighere are over forty vacant slum buildings

These abandoned buildings are wide 46n,

door* and windows agape, floors strewn with

filth and the rooms overrun with vermin:

Murder and rape, much of which is never

reported and virtually ail of which ie

Unsolved, abound in these buildings. The

City of Miami turns a blind eye an the

festering sore and hides behind the dual-.

excuse of lack of funds and the inability to

_affect the purported legal rights of owners

by fotcing appropriate action to remedy this

threat to health and safety. These excuses

are totally unacceptable. We doubt that

these conditions would be40tmitted to

continue if they existed. in a,White section

of the city. 9/

3/ Ibid., p. 16.

4/ Ibid., pp. 20-21.
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/he Dade County Department of Housing and Urban Development

("Little HUD") manages almost 10,300 units of public housing=5/

and provides subsidy assistance for another 1,600 units of

existing housing under the Section 8 program. 6/ An additional

2,000-5,000 units of federally assisted housing are planned or

under construction in Dade County. 7/ Fbr fiscal year 1980,

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urba,. Development allocated

an additional 100 public housing units for Dade County and 200

for Miami. 8/

"Little HUD" has made efforts to upgrade its public housing

units and has built several smaller complexes containing single

family dwellings. 9/ Despite its efforti, much upgrading

remains to be done in many of its housing projects. Juanita

Horton described the upgrading that was occurring in the James

E. Scott project, where she lived:

WevMetropolitan Dade County Department of Housing and Urban
alopment, Units in Management (May 1, 1980).

6/ Melvin Adams, Director, Dade Cbmty Department of Housing
and Urban Development, staff interview, Sept. 15, 1980.

7/ Ibid.

fV Ibid.

2/ Ibid.
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Me. Horton. We have an urban initiative

prograit...and...we receive[d] 5 million

to...upgrade the electrici.y, to, close in

the breezeways, to put in individual hot

water heaters....new refrigerators, new

stoves, painting [for the] interior and

exterior.

Counsel. Does that meet the needs that

exist in the local housing?

Me. Ho.t An. It meets sole of the needs. 10/

Allowing existing housing staid( to deteriorate without

making substantial improvements Oten results in rat

infestation, and the level of its occurrence is an indicator of

the housing conditions in low-indore black neighborhoods. 11/

The Dude CountyiDepartmont of Pub4c Health, which is

responsible for rodent nontrol, toCuses on certain areas of the

county in its efforts to minimize rat infestation. 12/ Alberto

-7-

/FOG, project director for the Rodent' Control Project, inspected

the James E. Scott housing project and testified at the

Commission hearing:

10/ Juanita Horttn, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 813.

11/ Alberto Ras, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 810.

12/ Ibid.
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[Our survey is interior and exterior and we

go through every single apartment. We try

to find all the causative conditions, rat

harborage, environmental conditions inside

,the house, inside or outside, that will

, create rat infestations....01 those units

[inspected]...I would say that almost 100

percent is roach infest.', about 85 percent

have rodents inside, and we haw) almost 100

percent known rat infestation. 13/

Housing conditions in DNILOounty's black neighborhoods,

particularly Model Cities and Overtown, have resulted from

apecificgovernmental policies directly affecting black

Miamians. The black community has had little, if any, control

-over these policies. Large numbers of black residents from

Overtown, once Miami's most viable black community, were

literally forced out of their homes 11/ and into what is now

known as the Mbdt.1 Cities area. This shift in the black

population was occasioned by a number of factors, principally

12/' Hos Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 832.

11/ Oliver Kerr, Uiben Renewal: The Practical Difficulties
Nrcublithed paper, Mastsrls program, the Catholic University
of America, 1973), pp. iii, 1--2, 19.
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the urban renwlal program. 15/ Urban renewal was the-vanguard

of Federal programs designed to change the character of the

inner city. Yet despite laudable goals, the program in Dade

COunty had devastating consequences that were an important

element in the discriminatory process that denied black

Miamians open access to and full participation in the Miami

community. 16/

Dewey Knight, the Assistant COuntyNbmager for Dade (aunty,

described the process of urban displacement that accompanied

urban renewal:

[T]he Urban Renewal program...was [designed]

to...replace [the poor] housing in the area;

the Urban Renewal program, hcwever,...did not

plan for people. It planned on replacing

housing and in the process it cleared acres

and acres of land. It cleared away thousands

and thousands of people.... 17/

15/ Ibid.

16/ Patricia Mellerson, Chair, Miami Area Community Housing

resource Hoard, telephone interview, Feb. 26, 1982.

12/ Dewey Knight, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 761.
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Because the program failed to provide them with adequate

compensation or relocation assistance, many of those displaced

by urban renewal were unable to find comparable housing. This

consequence was not only foreseeable, it was the inevitable

result of the manner in which the urban renewal program was

implemented. Destroyed housing was not rebuilt, and displaced

families essentially were left to fend for themselves in a

housing market that could not accommodate them.- Juanita

Horton, a former Overtown resident, was one of those tomcod out

of her neighborhood:

Counsel. You were originally settled in the

Overtown area before the relocation

occurred...and you moved into the Liberty

City [Model Cities area] after...[urban]

[r]enewal.

Ms. Horton. Yes, I moved into Carver Sites,

which is a part of the James E. Scott

housing complex.

Counsel. Was \any assistance provided to you

by Federal or county official° in helping

you find housing...?

Ms. Horton. No, there wasn't. 1§/

18j Horton Test-in:fly, Hearing Transcript, p. 812.
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The failure to provide adequate relocation assistance

contributed substantially to the current housing conditions in

Miami's low-income black neighborhoods. As Assistant County

Manager Dewey Knight noted;

The land was bought at what was considered

theTvalue of the land and, therefore, you

could not get a replacement house for what

the government was paying these

individuals....[T]he movement of black

people from the downtown area had to be into

other black areas because of the pattern and

system of segregation. That meant then that

Brownsville and Li = =y CLty, which were

really developed initially as...kind of

single-family areas...suddenly became

overcrowded with concrete monsters...without

the facilities and resources to support that

movement of that population. 19/

Highway construction bisected the remnants of Overtown,

forcing still more residents out of their homes. This

population shift occurred over roughly a 20-year period. In

1960, Overtown had a total black population of 38,621. In

19/ Knight Testimony; Hearing Transcript, p. 762.
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1970, this figure had dropped to 20,901 and remained stable

through 1974. 20/ In 1960, the Model Cities area had a total

black pOpulation of 48,024, which ballooned to 74,138 by 1970

and to 76,064 by 1974. 21/

An extremely low vacancy rate has exacerbated the housing

situation for black families. The vacancy rate for rental

units has been less than 1 percent for at least the past 2

years. 22/ Testimony by Oliver Kerr, a Dade County planner,

describes what this vacancy rate means in terms of possible

mobility:

Essentially what you are seeing is no

vacancies at all, no reasonable chance of

movement. All that you have is a turnover in

unita....[The recent influx of Haitian and

CUban refugees]...has had a major impact.

Th4 market prior to the influx was already

extremely tight. As I say, half of one

percent, no other metropolitan area. in the

comtry has such a rate. [The situation for

22/ Metropolitan Dade County, Office of the County Manager,
Profile of the Black Population (1979), p. 65.

21/ 53.

23/ Oliver Kerr, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 809.
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low income families is] particularly

severe. We have been impacted by a

tremendous spate of conversion of existing

rental units...to condos, and now with the

influx of a total of 125,000 refugees in the

past year...[that] translate[s] into 43,000

additional households seeking assistance.

That's added to the severity of the

situation, particularly for low-income

[families] because these refugees, of

course, have absorbed every available room,

every shack, every available space in the

county. 23/

There are few places to_which blacks can relocate. If their

incomes remain low, they are confined to the same kind of

housing in which they are presently living. Even if their

income levels begin to rise, locating new housing is virtually.

impossible.

Neighborhoods are not merely physical locations containing

housing. Neighborhoods are also social structures, which

either support or limit the activities of their residents.

Dade County's black neighborhoods, because they hive suffered

23 / Ibid., pp. 809--10.
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such rap d and massive demographic changes, generally lack

suPPorive social structures. In looking at the housing
/

l
,ornd ions of Dade County's black neighborhoods, the Governor's

'ttee recognized the interrelationship of these conditions

w th social behavior:

There is a direct correlation between

high-density housing and high crime

rates...[as] borne out by the vicaence and

destruction...[of] the May riot And the July

v disturbances. The cruel truth is that

inhabitants of slums are locked into them

and are eventually borne down by them as

well. Children growing up in tiny,

dilapidated surroundings are unlikely to

perceive themselves with any self esteem.

Likewise, youths surrounded by people living

on welfare, struggling merely to survive are

unlikely to identify with any role models

capable of inspiring them to achieve a

better future for themselves and tneir

families....Government subsidized housing

and welfare programs...provide...

disincentives to time who want to rise

above their ghetto environment. The slum

77
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dweller...learns that [because] public

housing is...[bazed on income levels]...hard

work.:.(that increases income]...results, not

in a rise in standard cf living, but merely

in increased rent and food stamp costs. 21/

The existence of racially identifiable slums in Dade County

is not isolated from other factors that have had an adverse

effect on the area's black citizens. Inequality is perpetuated

by slums, poor education, Unemployment, and crime. 25/

Finding 3.2: Ci and county officials have not vigorously

enforced the ham n5 code even though they were were of

numerous violations.

Dade County has a limited amount of low -income housing

relative to ,the staggering need for such 'housing. The influx

of refugees, rather than providing an impetus for building new

housing, instead has created greater demand for existing

low - income housing. Glenn Shuman, acting executive director of

Legal Services of Greater Miami, described the problem:

You have a supply and demand problem. As a

supply dwindles and the demand increases,'

the cost of rent goes up....[T]he areas that

24/ Citizens' Committee Report, pp. 17-18.

25/ id., pp. 16-21.
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may...[have been] occupied by lollw income

people ark now being occupied by people Who

have a little bit more money, so they can

afford houses, thereby increasing the

density of the Liberty city area....[The

influx of]...refugees.. :has only canpounded

the pioblem., 26/

The current supply and demand situation permits landlords

to maintain rental housing in whatever condition is most

financially advantageous. 27/ The incentive to keep property

in good repair is replaced by the awareness that even the worst

housing is guaranteed i profit. According to Mr. Shuman:

. a
- There's absolutely no reason for landlords to

make many efforts to making any repairs of any

'housing in D6de 0ounty....[With] a vacancy
t

rate of less than one percent...[the tenants]

are at the mercy of the.landlor& 32/

26/ Glenn Shuman, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 839.

' 27/ Ibid., pp. 840--41.

22/ Ibid., p. 840.
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If tenants are dissatisfied with housing conditions and choose

to move,ithere are always,others willing to inhabit even the

most deplorable units. The influx of Cuban and Haitian

refugees has' made rental housing a profitable business.

Refugees are forced to live in any Vailable housing and'tftay

exorbitant rents. Because of their uncertain status in this

country, they are reluctant to protest poor housing

\mnditions. Refugees often will overcrowd housing units to be

ured of living space and to share in rental costs.

In Dade County, there are More than one half million

brumdmgrurftts, 29/ of- which an-estimated 10- percent are

subetandard. 30/ Black families occupy the substantial

majdrity of this substandard housing.

!'he local agency resAnsible for enforcing the housing code

is a department of the Dade CountY Department of Housing and

Urban Development, the Neighborhood Reh ilitation Division

01RD), which is composed of two operating sections. 31/ The

Rehabilitation Assistance Program Section coordinates, Federal

29/ Eugene Miles, testimony, He

30/ Ibid.

Transcript, p. 842.

31/ igene Miles, Director, Neighborhood Rehabilitation
Metropolitan Dade County DeparNment of Housing and

Urban Development, interview in Miami, Fla., Nov. 4, 1980.
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program assistance with local effortsto rehabilitate

deteriorating-housing stock to, prevent the loss from the local

housing market if it were to become uninhabitable or be

demolished. 32/ The other section,. the Minimum Mousing

Standards Enforcement Agency; has enforcement authority

throughout Dade County. 33/

The Neighborhood Rehabilitation Division investigates

housing code vicaations both in response to specific complaints

and through routine inspections of housing units. Currently, 4

full-time field inspector's are assigned to conduct routine

inspections in Liberty City. There are only 34 inspectors to

cover the entire Dade County area, and consequently enforcement

has been i74dequate. 34/ A

Emergency situations usually are handled by the complaint

method, although they occasionally are spotted during routine

inspections. The severity and numper of emergency conditions

prevent adequate enforcement. NRD director Eugene Miles

recognizes the inability of Dade County HUD to keep abreast of

emergency housing conditions:

32/ Ibid.

22/ Ibid.

21/ Miles Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 843.-
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Cw3e do not pretend to be on top of all the

emergency housing conditions because...many,

many tenants are just inhibited fran

reporting poor housing conditions becauseof

the possible th4at of retaliation of being

'--evoNred fran the premises while the repairs

are being made....Many hazardous housing

conditions...[exist] that we know nothing

'4 about. 35/
.

7

4
Once a violation, is found, NED notifies the property owner

Ito make repairs within 30 to 90 days, depending on the' number

of-violations. If repairs are not made within the allotted

-time, NRD refers the violation to the State Attorney's Office

(SAO) for, prosecution as a criminal misdemeanor. 36/ The SAO

also is empowered to bring civil suit against a landlord if it'

believes the housing code violatPons amount to maintenance of a

public nuisance. 22/ The ran* of remedies available under a

civil suit are broad, whereas a criminal misdemeanor conviction

only results in a.fine and an order to repair, which is seldom

35/ 'Ibid., p.,844:
.

/ 2s/ Ibid.

22/ Kathryn Rundle, testimony, Hea5ing Transcript, p. 847.
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monitored. In a civil case, the judge may order that the

remedy applies not only to(the named landlord, but also to

successors, agents, employees, assignees, and lessees. 38/

Although the SAO can bring civil suit against landlords-

the office's staff is too small to make the remedy effective.

Kathryn Rundle, Deputy Assistant Chief State Attorney, pointed

out the difficulty of vigor3us enforcement by the SAD:

MS. Rundle. At the county court level...we

have one attorney that handles specifically

the intake, any of the housing code

enforcement aciencies go to him and he files

the case. Those cases are then distributPi

blindly through the county Court systems and

we have five prosecutors that prosecute

those misdeleanors at the county court

level. Of course, they are also prosecuting

the batteries, aggravated assaults,

lotteries, prostitution, all the other

misdemeanors that are occurring in Dade

County.

38/ Ibid., p. 151.
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COunsel. Are you the only person currently

having responsibiliti for civil housing

cases?

Mi. Rundle. Yes, at the present time.

Counsel. Do you think that's adequate

staffing?

MS. Rundle. Well, the problem is so great

that in housing...the criminal area, I think

that, of course, we need to have the entire

office staffed. We need more people to work

in all those areas. 39/

There are not anoujh government resources and staff

allocated to enforcement of minimum housing standards. The NED

does not have the necessary enforcement power and must rely on

the State Attorney's Office (SRO). The SAO, althoUgh it has

sufficient legal authority, does not nave enough personnel

asegned-io monitor and enforce housing standards

effectively. 40/

39/ Ibid., pp. 848-49.

40/ According to the State Attorney's Office, inadequate funds
caused the allocation of insufficient personnel' to this

enforcement function. Janet Reno to Paul Alexander, April 15,

1982, Appendix B (hereafter cited as Reno letter).
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Rigorous enforcement could result in better housing

conditions. Continued enforcement could force landlcwds to

maintain their housing units in standard condition. Property

maintenance is expensive and a continuing responsibility. In

some cases, landlords with multiple violations may sell a

rental property rather than seek to maintain it. The sale of a

property may be used as a means of avoiding liability for

housing code violations. 41/

Criminal penalties imposed on slum landlords rarely are

substantial or have any serious rehabilitative effect on the

property in question. 42/ Slumlcwds seldom receive prison

sentences. In 1978, 280 code enforcement cases were filed in

the county court, which levied a total of $10,234 in fines and

$2,606 in court costs. This represents an average of $46.25 in

cases where the landlord was assessed court costs and $36.95 in

fines without court costs. 43/ Fred Dellapa, education and

training 'director for the Eleventh Judicial.District of

Florida, suggested possible explanations for the low fines:

11/ Ibid., pp. 850-51.

12/ Miles Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 862.

43/ Fred Dellapa, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 853.'
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Basically, judges don't have a broad enough

knowledge of the'Whole area of housing and

all its interrelations...[S]ome of them...

feel...Why should someone be in court on a

criminal matter for not enough paint on the

walls or a toilet that doesn't flush

properly. A lot of them also have the

idea..."well if I do something heavy to this

person,...(such as impose a fine that could

be as high as]...$500 per unit and you've

got a 25-unit building, that has 120 counts,

that's a lot of money."

He feels that "If I put a fine like that per

count maximum, the person is .going to dump

out of the building, just leave it. What

happens to all those people? They go out

into the street."

Of course, the other side of the coin is

sane of the judges, and one of them said

this crite recently, "I ought to close this

ing and condemn it." There were 1,300

people in that building....What do you do

then? Where do you go? You point at a 0.5

available rental rate in Dade County...in
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low-income rentals. It is probably even

less than that. It is, in fact,

nonexistent. 44/

Although city and county officials recognize the danger and

harmful results of housing code violations, enforcement remains

a very difficult problem. Imposing minimum fines for

violations will not necessarily'result in corrective repairs.

The landlord ofter finds it far less expensive simply to pay a

fine. Legal action is time-consuming, for units of local

government and consumers. Elected officials have t t ensured

allocation of the resources nee el to enforce the housing

code. Authorities are hesitant to penalize landlords severely

since this could result in the sale or demolition of needed

housing units. 45/

44/ Ibid., pp. 853-54.

45/ Eugene Miles, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 845.
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CHAPTER II/

11=434D2 EEVELOPMERN THE MISS= PARTNER

During the 1960s, civil in American cities

focused attention an the plight of poor and black people in

urban areas. Those groups were not then nor, as Miami

demonstrates, are they now equal participants in the ecalamic

mainstream. In Miami, present-day discrimination and the

lingering effects of past discrimination continue to discourage

black entrepreneurs from starting or expanding businesses. It

remains extremely difficult for blacks to obtain venture and

operating capita.

Recognizing the barriers to economic activity and job

creation in the central cities, the Federal government

developed programs and policies to promote revitalization.

Urban renewal, model cities, and canmunity development each

attempted to CemOVe blight, build new housing, and attract new

business to the ghettos. Although these programs had sppcific

benefits for a number of individuals in terms of a better house

or job, the programs, as implemented in Miami, ,did not overall

significantly improve economic conditions for the black

camnunity.

Dewey Knight, assistant county manager of Metropolitan Dade

Chatty, faulted the urban renmal progrlun for its zeal in

razing housing without adequately planning for the displaced

occupants:



It planned on replacing housing and in that

process it cleared acres and acres of land,

it cleared away thousands and thousands of

people....

There was a very swift movement in terms Of

tearing down but it was very slew movement

in terms of rebuilding units, and then when

they were rebuilt, the people that had

previously occqr!si the area had either

resettled in other places or couldn".t afford

to get back.... 1/

Knight noted that the *Model Cities program was supposed to

address, the problems urban renewal and other programs had

created. Model Cities targeted a full, range oftroblems--

housing, education, transportation, water and sewer, providing

$9 million a year in seed money for a 9.7 square mile area

where more than 150,000 peok-le lived: Knight criticized the

implementation of changing Federal urban policies in Miami:

CAjs the program was beginning to bear some

fruit, with its ups and dcwns and successes

and failures, along came another

1/ Dewey Knight, testimony before the U.S. Commission on Civil
ghcs, hearing, Miami, Florida, Dec. 8-11, 1980, transcript

(hereafter cited as Hearing Transcript), pp. 761-64.
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administration that decided it was not even

going to run the final year of [the Model

Cities] program. Now we have the community

development [block grant] program which,

instead of concentrated resources and

attempcing to develop one. -area, tended to

disperse resources into 26 areas. 2/

Finding 4.1: The effects of past and present discriminatory
practices continue to inhibit the entrance of black
entr ,s into the economic mainstream of the Miami-Dade

As previously illustrated, blacks in Dade County have

limited employment opportunities in both the public-and private

job market. Barriers to full participation in the economic

life of Dade County, however, are not restricted to employment.

Discrimitory forces also limit opportunities for independent

black business men and women. 'Consequently, Dade County's

black entrepreneurs are few in number and generally own small

and struggling businesses. While the number of black-owned

businesses rose.40% from 1972 -1977, black businesses in Dade

County over the same period employed 25% fewer people. 3/ In

2/ Ibid.

MJanus Associates, Economic Adjustment Plan for City of

ami and Dade County (undated), p.
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1977, Miami's 2,148 black businesses, supported only 380

salaried employees. 4/ A survey of gas stations showed that

between 1960 and 1979, the percentage of black owners or

operators declined from 27% to 9%. 5/

The primary reason for the lap( of growth in the size and

number of black commercial enterprises is the inability of

black entrepreneurs to obtain sufficient venture capital to

start businesses and operate them through the initial slow,

non-profitable stage. When blacks are able to obtain loans,

they often are undercapitalized. As.a result, small temporary

shifts in their markets can leave them without the means to

continue in operation. No data have been compiled to document

the ribber of loan applications by potential_ black

entrepreneurs whom commercial financial institutions and the

Small Business Administration have turned down. No one in

Miami, however, disputes the fact that black entrepreneurs find -

it exceedingly difficult to get loans.

The three major commercial loan qualifications most lending

institutions consider are collateral, equity in the business,

4/ James Risen, "Bleak Picture painted of Miami's Black
tininess," Miami Herald, January 14, 1981, p.

52/ Jan B. Luytjes and Anne Yilhasz, Black Ehtrepreneurdhip in
:L:mNdeCouiAnExerciseinUnderstandi, Florida

International University School of Business and Organizational

Sciences (June 1979), pp. 9-10.
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and track record. In each of these areas, black P.411ixmints,

due to past discriminatory,practices that kept them from

competing successfully in the mainstream economy, are less

likely than other applicants to qualify for loans. Collateral

is a problem for the black potential entrepreneur because he or

she is unlikely to have accumulated savings or property

holdings of significant value. Few black firms can dhow
Ir

significant equity because their businesses tend to be very

small. 6/ George Greene, President of the Miami-Dade Chamber

of Commerce, explained the dilemma:

[T]he problem that I see it as, if the

:private sector uses the same criteria in

they---loan-whits 1,...minessmen money,

they- black businessmen will never receive

any money or commitments. We don't have the

equity. We're not collateralized to the

'degree they would ex:ect, and as a result

we're not going to get the loans. 7/

The problem for black potential entrepreneurs is a circular one,

simply put, that one has to have money in order to borrow money.

6/ Stanford Williamson, Executive Director, Southeast Florida
Business Development Center, _testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp.

881-82.

7/ George Greere, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 907.
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Past practices of racial discrimination denied blacks

opportunities to obtain business experive in the

white-dminated private sector. Now the lack of sufficient

experience is used as a reason for rejecting loan applications

frojit blacks. As one unsuccessfulappaicant, a management

consultant seeking to start a new business, described:

The loan that I applied for was turned down

because .of lack of sales experience....[T]he

product I have will sell itself. I have a

ten minute cassette that demonstrated the

jroduct and how tt could be used and any

professional material handler would have

bought the product based on that product

selling itself. My experience [is] in

manacjement, which I would think is more

important, than me being a sales person, I

can buy knowledge. I can buy a salesman....

I think the merit of the product and the

market it has Should play a bigger, role more

so than can I sell a product. 8/

8/ Donald Cook, President, DISC Management Consultants,

testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 772.
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Regardless of the steps that financial institutions take to

encourage loan applications from minorities, lending will not

increase signficantly unless the evaluation criteria Change"

Often the crucial factor in a loan decision is the

subjective opinionof the loan officer based upon personal

contact with the applicant, One successful black businessmIn

noted theirelportance of creating and maintaining relationships

between the banking officials and loan applicants, In his

words, "Friends in banking makea difference and blacks havt

not had this luxury." 9/ Blacks-often may be denied loans

because bankers, being free to exercise subjective t6gment,

may act on personal biases that might have racial underpinnOngs.

S6ue area businessmen, white and black, contend that the

loan situation for blacks would iiprove if there were a

black-owned and -operated financial institution in Dade

County. A black - -owned bank might well adopt policies and

practices that are more conscious -of flow discrimination has

prevented blacks from becoming financially successful in the
s,

past. Several banking associations, including the Miami -Dade

Urban Bank Group, Lupport the establishment of a black-owned

9/ Sonny Wright, President, Universal RealEstate, Inc.,
interview in Miami, Fla.; Oct. 15, 1980.

9 4
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bank. 10/ The lack of capital in the alack cOmmunity is the

major stumblingrblock to starting such a bank. Ii/

The failure of Dade Ozunty's black entrepreneurs to Secure

enture capital or to.establidh a black -awned financial

-institution fuels their pessimism:

don't have a black bank and how dok we get
.1

a start to borrow money. We can't With do

economic base and no means of obtaining

capital, whether...we're trying to initiate

a new businesii; or extend 1.(e business that

't

we're in. There's-no way for a black

,busidss to survive, especially.in these'

economic times. 12/

The director of the SM41 Business Development Center at Florida

International !Jniversity (FTU) believes the low participation

by blacks in Centat seminars and technical assistance programs
.Ore

stems from disillusionment with the "system" lending to'

cynicism &put the potential value of the Center's
) 1

ti

12/ Charles F
Assistant Vice
Association, t

1.1/ Ibid.

Community Reinvestment Officer and
rifirst Federal Savings and Loan

y, ing Transcript, p. 792.

ill

12/ Greene Te timony, Hearing Transcript, p. 908.
.:4-.

,

r.;

1.7
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.
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services. 13/ According to George Greene, president of the

all-black Miami -Eade Chamber of Commerce:

[If] you come on with la program right now

and, if you announce tie program that yd.:

had $300,000 toloart.Jwith no strings

r tttadhed, I doubt if you would have people

'jlined up to borrow the money because we have

duped, misled, lied to, and were just

at a point of just total utte frustration

at the types of programs that have been

brought in.... 14/

Black professionals are concentrated in the public sector

in Miami and are noticeably lacking as mid- nd upper-level

managers in the private sector and as small business

entrepreneUrsi; 15/ Stanford Williamson, who -directs the South
_

Florida Business Development Center, an Urban League-sponsored

management and technical assistance program funded by ti-re

Minority Business Development Agency, attributes this to an

13/ Marvin Nesbet, Acting Director, Small Business Development
Center, Florida International University, interview in Miami,
Fla., Nov. 5t 1980. '

14/ Greene Testimony, Hearing Ttanscript, p. 912.
/

15/ See Chaioter 5, Employment, of this report.
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unwillingness to take risks. 16/ G r Greene described back

teachers who might otherwise became entrepreneurs:

1

These are...black people that have

traditionally gone.to the education side--

teachers and what have you, for the security

of a $14 or $15 thousand a year job, that

have the business aCtinen to run a business

second to none.

The auto mechanic teacher that teaches in a

vocational school, why shouldn't he have one

of the biggest auto mechanic repair shop[s]

on Biscayne Boulevard.... 17/

Dr. Jan Luytjes, a professor at the FIU School of Business

and Organizational Science, has undertaken a study of what

happens to educated Mac* in Miami. His study documents their

migration to areas such as Atlanta and Washington, D.C.,

because of a lack of opportunities in Dade County. Dr. Luytjes

believes there is "motivation for blacks to leave the area." 18/

16/ Stanford Williamson, Executive Director, Southeast Florida
Business Development Center, interview in Miami, Fla., Sept.
16, 1980.

17/ Greene Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 946.

18/ Dr. Jan B. Luytjes, Professor, School of Business and
Organizational Sciences, Florida International University,
Oct. 9, 1980.,
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Several witnesses told the Omission that insurance

"redlining" is a common problem for blaCk entrepreneurs. Mrs.

Athalie Range, a prominent black businesswoman and former City

Commissioner, testified, "[for] those of us who own businesses

in the predominantly black section, it is exceedingly hard to

get full insurance coverage. One must go far and look a long,
.

long time to get the proper insurance coverage, so along those

lines I think that redlining is very, very much with us." 19/

According to one area insurance executive, there has been

"reluctance to insure in black areas." 20/ Insurance costs for

the Liberty City area are two to four times higher than the -

costs in other parts of Miami, and the bureau that promulgates

insurance rates sets a surchabge for the area. 21/ In one

instance, the insurance premiums of a supermarket looted during

the 1980 riots increased from $3,000 to $5,000 after a damage

claim was collected. 22/ In his testimony before the

Commission, Dade County Manager Merritt Stierheim took note of

19/ Athalie Range, former Miami City Cbmmissioner, testimony,

Hearing Transcript, p. 769.

20/ Earl Litnick, Vice President, Poe & Associates, General

Insurance Brokerage, interview in Miami, Fla., Sept. 18, 1980.

21/ Ibid.

22/ Ibid.

93
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the problem and suggested that "the [State] insurance

commissioner could setup [a program] that...would provide for

the insurance in the high risk areas that I think now are

redlined.... 22/

Finding 4.2: Although the private sector has initiated
pro/rams to encouragP the development of black businesses, such
programs have not had any significant effect.

The Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce is the primary

Organization of the private, commercial sector in Miami. In

addition, minority entrepreneurs have formed three smaller

chambers--the Miand-Dade Chamber of Commerce (black), the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce (bLack), and the Latin Chamb!r of Commerce

(predcminantly Cuban). The Greater Miami Chamber has

coordinated with the Miami-Dade Chamber on several economic

development projects with no demonstrable success. Accord_ng

to the director of a minority small business technical

assistance center, "[T]tle fact that we have three chambers is a

reflection of the social problems in the community. W'have a

Community that is divided into segments, and there is just not

enough cooperation among the three." 24/

Fbllodng the civil disturbances in May 1980, the Greater

Miami Chamber and the Miami-Dade Chamber developed two joint

23/ Merrit;:. R. Steirheim, Dade County Manager, testimony,

Waring Transcript, p. 1101.

24/ Williamson Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 896-97.

33
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projects. The goal of the first, the Black Enterprise Loan

Program,tis to. increase the number of black businesses in Dade

County by expediting applications for SBA-guaranteed loans.

The Greater Miami Chamber has obtained pledges from local

financial institutions to set aside money for this program.

Interested black entrepreneurs or potential. entrepreneurs

submit their applications to the Miami-Dade Chamber, and its

Loan Review Committee evaluates the applications and forwards

those of eligible candidates to the Greater Miami Chamber. If

approved by that Chamber's Economic DeVelopment Committee, the

applications go to members of the banking consortium with' the

understanding thatiboth Chambers will provide managerial and

technical assistance to the applicants on a regular basis once,

the loans are approved.

Several sectors of the business community have criticized

the Black Enterprise Loan Program. 25/ As of November 1980,

the Greater Miami Chamber had received 200 loan inquiries,

considered 16, and referred 2 to a bank, which rejected

both. 26/ Entrepreneurs go through an additional step, having

both. Chambers review their applications, but otherwise there is

25/ See Williamson Interview, September 16, 1%C; Wright

interview, October 15, 1980; and Bernard Layne, District
Director, U.S. Small Business Administration, interview in
Coral Gables, Fla.. Nov. 6, 1980.

26 Layne Interview, NbOember 6, 1980.

100
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no change in the same basic criteria or st ds,,sudh as_

collateral and equity, that were barriers in the past. The

project's only apparent accomplishment has been to add another

layer of frustration. The Small Business Administration had to

make a public announcement to counter the impression that all

applicants for SBA guaranteed loans must go through the Chamber

screening process. 27/

In their second joint , the two Chambers contracted

with the City Venture Corporati to develop a holistic

revitalization plan'focLiberty City. City Venture, a

Minneapolis-based for-profit corporation, 'initiates, plan*, and

manages the implementation of large scale job creation /urban

revitalization-projects, approaching the tasks as a total

process. 28/ City Venture's three underlying prerequisites for

a successful effort are the cooperation of the local community,

a coalition of all sectors (business, government, neighborhood,

religious organizations, organized labor, educational

institutions and the non-profit sector), and the understanding

that the most important source of jobs is small business, not

big business.

Ibid.

g'Caty Venture Corporation, A Proposal for Preparation and
tial Implementation of a Job Creation and Community

Revitalization Strategy for Liberty City, January 1981, pp. 1,

17-22, 34.

II-



The Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce raised $42,500 for

City Venture's initial report. City Venture received 080:000

in Federal grants to produce details of its plin. -Implementing

the proposed five-year plan would cost more than $10,000,000,

some of which would came from City Venture'i parent company,

Control Data Corporation. re Greater Miami Chamber, however,

did not continue City Venture's contract when it expired in

May, 1982. 29/ The Chamber's Business Revitalization Action

Committee has developed an economic de ,elopment piax that it is

I

now seeking private sector funds to implement. 30/

Finding 4.3: By concentrating the great mnjority of its

Federal Comm pity Development Block Grant 0.70813) funds on

structural improvements, Miami has missed opportunities to use

its am funds to Comte v v commercial and economic

revitalization.

Since 1975, the city has funded a large variety of programs

and projects using monies from the Community Development Block

Grant (CDBG) Program, administered tr the U.S. Department of

Housing and Urban Development. 31/ This revenue sharing

29/ Miami Herald, May 6, 1965, p. 4C.

30/ Greater Miami Chamber of 6.0 .-rce, Business Revitalization

Action COmmittee, Report on New .) terprise Center: An Action

Plan for the Economic Revitalization of Liberty City, April 14,

1982 (maintained in Commission files).

21/ Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, Pub. L. No.

93-383, 88 Stat. 633 (codified at 42 U.S.C. H5300-5317 (1976

and Supp. III 1979)).
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program, which was created by Title I of the Housing and

Community Development Act of 1974, as amended, 32/ replaced

several categorical HUD assisted urban-renewal Programs. 33/

The purpose of the CDBG program is to promote the

development of "viable wban communities by providing decent

housing and a suitable living environment and expanding

economic opportunities, principally for persons of low and

moderate income" 34/ including "Et]he alleviation of physical

and economic distress through the stimulation of private -4-

investment and community revitalization in areas with

peculation outmigration, or stagnating or declining tax

base." 35/ A locality may use petgram funds to do such things

as acquire real property, acquire or construct certain public

facilities, enforce building codes, and relocate and assist

persons displaced by community'development projects. 36/ As

32/- 42 U.S.C.A. f45303(a)(1) (1976).

.33A U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Department of Commerce, Local Economic Development Tools and
Techniques: A Guidebook for Local Government (1980), p. 13.

21 42 U.S.C. §5301(c) (1976 & Sul*. III 1979).

11/ Id. §5301(c)(3).

36/ Id. §5305.
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0

the U.S. General Accounting Office noted in a recent report,

the flexibility and broad applicability of the program lends

itself to pressure from politicians and community groups-to

fund projects that are arguably riarelated to community

revitalization of inner cities. 37/

`Between 1975 and 1981, the city received $50,296,663 in

CDBG funds'13/ and allocated approximately $17,987,000 in CDBG

funds to the four predominantly black areas affected by the

1980 civil disturbances. 39/ An additional $167,000 was

allocated to three of the areas as part of citywide community

development projects. 40/

371 U.S., General Accounting Office, Report to the Ranking

Wribrity member, gtamittee on Appropriations, United States

Senate, The Community Development Block Grant Program Can Be

More Effective In Revitalizing The Ntion's Cities (1981), p.

9.

38/ Terry Griffin, Administrative Assistant 1, Miami, Florida,

Community Development Department, telephone interview, Mar. 25,

1982.

3Q/ Miami, Florida, Planning Department, "Approximate city of

Rand Allocations In Areas Impacted by Recent Civil

Disturbances 1968-1980" (June 25, 1980) (hereinafter cited as

"Awroximate city of Miami Allocations") (on file at the U.S.

Oommissicn on Civil Rights, Office of General Counsel). lhe

tare-et areas include Coconut Grove, Edison/Little River, Mcdel

Cit and Cvertown.

gy Ibid. The document indicates an approximate total

iIlocation to these target areas, iecluding other Federal as

well as local funds of $46,589,000 from 1968 through 1980.

10-1



The CE8G funds allocated to the predominantly black

communities were budgeted for the following types of

activities: 41/ $4,274,500 (approximately 24 percent) for

housing rehabilitation or code enforcement; $2,910,410

(approximately 16 percent) went to building or improving

parks 42/ $4,610,486 (approximately 26 percent of the available

CD8G monies) went for street improvements;41,675,229

(approximately 9 percent) went: to land acquisition; $1,429,000

(approximately qr percent) went to certain redevelopment

projects; and $997,950 (approximately 6 percent) for social

services.

In contrast, the city's neighborhood economic development

strategy, discussed in the next section, was allocated only

1711,000 (approximately 4 percent). 43/

41/ Miami, Florida, Planning Department, "City of Miami
eammuiity Development Block Grant Program 1975-1981, Coconut
Grove Target Area" (June 25, 1980); Miami, Florida, Planning
Department, "City of Miami Community Development Block Giant
Program 1975 -1961, Edison/Little Rivet Target-Area" (June 25, .

1980); Miami, Florida, Planning Department, "City of Miami
Community DevelopmErit Block, Giant Program 1975-1981, Mr.del City
Target Area" (June 25, 1980); Miami, Florida, Planning --
Department, '.City of;Aiami Community DeVelopment Block Grant

ry Program 1975-1981, Overtown Target Area" (June 25, 1980)
(Documents on file with the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.)

gt Ibid. This figure does not include local parks for people
funds program 1972-1980 which allocated $5,422,000 for parks in
the four predominantly black target areas. "Approximate city of
Miami Allocations."

9/- Ibid. 1 0
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While completely legal,' it is questionable "whether the

heavy concentratite of funds in capitil and structural

improvements such as parks and street improvements, can

reasonably-be expected to produce ldng term economic

revitalization of these depressed communities.

Finding
of its COmmunity Development Block Gran t for developing a

strategy to revitalize film economic life

for
city's

lowm-incoos and black oommunitie funds' rfund-

neighborhood economic devel among. 11 different

tltorganizations, the city tl diluted the program's

effectiveness. The Miami Capital Developent, Inc., appears

incapable of meeting black entrepreneurs' critical need for

working capital.

Ch July.1, 1980, the city of Miami began implementing-a

strategy for neighborhood economic development funded entirely

with MSG monies. As part of a larger citywide economic

development strategy, the program, includes the city departments

of trade and, commerce development, planning, and community

development, a citywide development corporation,_and

communitrbasad organizations.

The city's department of trade -and commerce development

oversees two specific programs. Uhler its neighborhood ...-

development program, the city is funding 11 community-.based

organizations in its 8 community deVelopment target areas.

Each organization isto receive $50,000 of CMG monies, just

enough to pay the salaries of a director and secretary and'to



cover administrativeexpenses. 11/ Millie organikations are

17 -

supposed to coordinate the city's economic development efforts

at the 18c level and to stimulate i Vnestment and revitalized

economic:activities in low- arxlmoderate-income hreas. In that

capacity, they will'provide outreach to neighborhood

businesses, food or assist merchant associations, compile

information about economic_Oevelopment,'and refer those
=

entrepreneurs 40 need financial assistance to other

organizations, including the Miami Capital Development

corPorat icp t 45/

the Miami Capital Development, Inc., is a quisi-public

delegate,apency, Which the city establisked to provide

financial packaging, builiness development., and technical

assistance services. It is seeking a license to establish,

as a wholly owned subsidiary, a local development

44/ Tony E. Crapp, Jr., testimony, Hearing Transcript,
pp. 873 -874; Miami, Fla., City of Miami Neighbokhood Economic
Development Program Proposal. Package (1980) (hereafter cited as
Proposal Package), 1:4 12. The city of Miami has also been
furxling the New Washington Heights Development Conference to do
economic development in the Overtownicammunitf 4evelopment
target area since approximately 1975. Joseph Middlebrooks,
testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 956.

Proposal Package, p. 4; Crapp Testimony, Hearing
Transcript, pp. 872-73.
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corporation 1.6f to provide SBA leveraged-limns:for laid,

bOlding, equipment, and.madhinery. 41/

The city spent $1 million, or less than,10 percent of its

1980-1981 CMG funds, cm its economic development strategy.

The department of trade an&commerce development received

$250,000; Miami Capital Development, Inc.; received $100,000;

and approximately $550,000 was divided among the 11 community-

based organizations. 48/ \

Tony E. Crape, Sr.,the director of the Business

Development Division of the Miami Department of Trade and

Commerce Development, told omission staff he originally -had

proposed that the city geographically target its CDBG economic

development funds. The funds, however., were so politically

appealing that the city commission decided to fund a community

46/ Proposal Package, pp. 4-5.

51/ 15 U.S.C. §695 (1976). Section 502 of the Small Business

Investment Act of 1958, as amended, authorizMs the MS:- Small .-

Business Adadnietration to lend funds to a "Local Development

Company" (LW), a profit or nonprofit corporation Whose purpose

is to stimulate industry in and near its community. U.S.,

Small Business Administration, Miami, Florida office, Local

Development Company 502-Financing Program, July 30, 1980, p. 1.

48/ Crapp Testimony, Miami Hearing, pp. 873-874; City of

Paimit,Fla., Community Development Application (1980-81

(undated), (hereafter cited", ECommilitypmngLqmslit

Application), pp. 53-54. ;/-

1 0 4'3
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development corporation in each target area. Political

divisions in several of the target areas led the city

commission to fund additional organizations in same of the

areas. 49/

The susceptibility of am funds to political dispersal is

not a phenomenon unique to Miami. The U.S. General Accounting

Office has noted that the lack of Federal regulation brings the

allocation of scarce CDOG funds under intense local political

pressure as everyone vies for a piece of the 'few strings

attached" Federal money. 50/ Further, although ambitious in

scope, Miami Capital Development Inc., through its local

development corporation, will be unable to provide the

all-important working capital for black entrepreneurs.

Without mechanisms to overccueLthe.unigue structural

barriers black entrepreneurs face, the black community will

remain isolated from the economic Mainstream dominated by white

and Latin business. It is too early to judge whether the

city's economic development strategy can halt the economic

49/ Interview in Miami, Florida, Oct. 10, 1980; 'Tapp
Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 874.

WnoU.S., Genaral Accounting Office, Report to the Ranking
city Member, Committee on Appropriations, United States

Senate, The Ccemunity Development Block Grant Program Can Be
Nbre'Wective Itt Revitalizing The Nation's Cities (1981), pp.
7-8.

103
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decline of Miami's black community.. Early indications are that

the strategy may help white and Latin entrepreneurs who already

have gained access to existing financial institutions and

business development programs. For example, according to the

executive dirL.ztor of Miami Capital Developgent, Inc.,

preliminary figures showed that of the 44 business loans

approved or being processed between July and October 1981, 4

were for blacks, 25 for Hispanics, and 15 for whites. The

total value of the loan'applications or approvals packaged by

Miami Capital DevelOpment, Inc. was $16.7 million. The total

value: of black loan applications was $875,000 or 5.2

percent. 51/

Finding 4.5: It appears likely that black residents of

Overtown will not appriENEETbenefit from the expansion of the

garment industry into 'Ifie

includes no provision existin

or black entrepreneurs establish garment industry firms or link

uU with existing manufacturers` retailers.

On July 23, 1979, the Miami city commission appcokeda plan

to permit the expansion and redevelopment of the city's garment

industry 52/ southward into'Overtown. 53/ The plan was

51/ Jose A. Hernandez, Executive Director, Miami Capital

Development, Inc., interview in Miami, Florida, Oct. 7, 1980,

P. 3.

52/ 'City of Miami, Fla., Planning DepartMent, Garment

Center /Fashion District Redevelopment Plan (1979Tftlireinafter

atea as Redevelopment Plan"? pp. 87-88. The county

commissioners approved the plan in 1980.

52/ Redevelopment Plan, p. 6.

1 1,0 .
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presented to residents of the Overtown and Wynwood communities

as a means of creating approximately 1,200 new jobs. 54/

The garment industry is the largest industrial employer in

Dade County. 551 The expansion of the garment industry was

planned with extensive city and county assistance and

significant Federal funding. The entire project is to occur in

three phasos at an estimated total cost of $10,261,000. 56/

Phase 1 is expected to cost $,553,880 in local funds and

approximately $1,850,000 in CD8G funds. 57/ The city will

acquire approxiAately 16.59 acres of land during a three-phase

land transfer. 58/ The city will remove blighted buildings and

make certain improvements in the infrastructure of

54/ Matthew Schwartz, thief of Advance Planning, City of Miami
Planning Department, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 959,
961; City of Miami, Fla., Pr 1 'lb The Sotith Florida
EMployment And Trainin%Consort um Fbr Garment Center/Fashion
District Vocational Training Program (September 1980),
(hereinafter cited as CETA ProEosal) pp. 16-18.

55/ Schwartz testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 958.

56/ Redevelopment Plan, pp. 32-33, 36.

57/' Ibid., pp. 32, 34, 36. Phases II and Iii,are-ccotingent
upon the availability of funding and completion of relocation
of residents of the targeted area.

58/ Ibid., p. 25.
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remaining buildings. 59/ The city then will sell the improved

land for private garment industry redevelopment. 60/

Matthew Schwartz, chief of advance planning for the city's

planning department, testified that the Garment Center

Redevelopment Plan will displace between 253 and 300 housing

units and 11 businesses. 61/ The redevelopment plan itself

shags, that Phase I will displaCe approximately 200 tenants (190

black), 8 homeowners (4 black), and 16 businesses (10 black

owned). 62/

--The city's position is that the benefits--the creation of

new jobs and the retention of the garvent industry -- outweigh

the costs of displacing Cvertown residents. Tic ensure that the

unemployed would have opportunities for the new jobs, the city

has applied for a-CETA grant to establish a Garment Center

vocational training program. 63/ Although the CETA

59/ Ibid, pp. 15-22.

62/ Ibid., p. 25.

61/ Schwartz Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 960.

62/ Redevelopment Plan, p. 28.

63/ Schwartz Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 959;

1R3evelmment Plan, p. 20.

dam
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proposal was rejected, the,city established its awn program in

conjunction with the public school system. Fifty-six people

have enrolled for the training, which does not provide a

stipend. The project currently underway has an intensive

community recruitment component financed with CMG funds. 64/

Garment industry manufacturers have reportedly, committed

themselves to hiring, on a first-come, first-served basis,

those who have completed the 16 week training course, which

includes on -the -job training. 65/ In addition, the city plans

to incorporate iito the land disposition documents a

requirement that= developers make good faith efforts to employ

residents of Wynwood and Overtown. 66/ The question remains

whether this newest encroachment upon Miami's historical black

commami.7 will produce the promised jobs for Overtown's

residents or whether, as in the past, the community will suffer

yet another displacement.

64/ The participants have been 44 percent black, 40 percent
Latin, 9 percent Haitian and 7 percent other. To date, 21
percent of the participants have been placed in jobs in the

garment industry. Matthew Schwartz, telephone interview,

March 18, 1982.
I

65/ C5071Propoisal, FOrm B, pp. 5, 9.

66/ OEM Proposal, Form B, p. 16.

113
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In the sixties, the garment industry in Miami greatly

benefited -from the abundant supply of skilled CUban immigrants

whawere then willing to work fat low wages. 67/ Asa result,

current employment in the garment industry is overwhelmingly

Hispanic and female: 95 percent of industry employees are

female, and nearly 94 percent of the women are of Hispanic

descent. 68/ After 20 years, the upwardly mobile Cuban

immigrants have left a significant labor Shortage in the

garment industry 69/ despite estimated unemployment rates

greater than 30 percent in Overtown and 20 percent in

Wynwood. 70/ In the past, manufacturers have trained the

entry -level power-sewing-machine operators as they were needed,

although this method of training is not economical. 22/

The small number of blacks in the garment industry's work

force is not likely to grow significantly in the short run.

The proposed training program is to turn out only 180 skilled

62/ Redevelopment Plan, p. 7.

68/ RedevelopMent Plan, p. 67.

12/- Ibid., p. 1. Sam B, p. 17. One
Ananufacturerreportehat there'are already 1,000
unfilled jobs in the industry.

----70/ CBTA Proposal, Pima B, p. 2.

21/ CBTR Proposal, Form B, p. 11.

1 4
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operators a year. Of this number, 57 percent are to be

residents of Wynwood, which it 62 percent Hispanic and 13

percent black] 72/ while 43 percent are to be residents of

Overtown. 73/ Indeed,_the CETA intake center is located in

Wynwood. 74/ In all, 52 percent of the trainee slots are

targeted for Hispanics and 48'percent for blacks. 25/

The wages paid-to starting sewing-machine operators is

close to the minimum wage, which in 1980 ranged from $3.10 to

1

$3.20 per hour. The wage paid during the CEMA training would

be $3.40 per hour. Prior to January 1, 1981, the manufacturers

were to pay graduates of the program 13.25 an hour (15 cents,

below the training wage). Since that date, the rate has risen

to $3.50 per hour in accordance with the increase in the

minimum wage. 76/ Although low by American standards, these

wages may seem attractive to immigrants who are used to

72/ Metropolitan Dade County, Fla., Office of Community
Development Coordination, Community Development and Housing
Needs: 3 Year Ccessinity Development Plan Volume 1, Profile of
Needs, Wxmocd Target Area (March f9781, p. 6.
227 Schwartz Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 962.

24 CEPA ProRosal, Form A; p. 3.

?if Ibid.

76/ ibid., fbrm B, pp. 6, 8.
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hourly wage rates as low as one-tenth the American minimum

wage. 77/

The redevelopment plan does not link the garment center

redevelopment project with any of the city's efforts to promote

black business development, according to Joieph Middlebrooks,

an architect and planner.

The expansion of the garment district

into that area is really an encroachment

on that area....I am not imfact.sure,

but I would believe that it is going to

do the same thing that other developments

have done when they encroached on that

area. I didn't hear the respcnse with

reference...to what has been done by way

of requesting those persons in the

garment. district to develop black

businesses in the garment district. I

didn't hear anything with reference to

merging or integrating that effort

sufficiently with any of the existing

[city business development]

t.

22i Community Development_Application, p. 129.

1 Is



programs....[I]he more significant aspect

of [the] expansion of a business district

into that neighborhood is to assure that

black businesses also are a part of that

expansion.... 78/

Finding 4.6: Although the Small Business Administration
provides financial assisbmmce to small businesses by making
direct loans and by bank loans, black
entrepreneurs in Miami receive inadequate assistance of either

Va.*

The U. S. Small Business Administration (SBA) was

established in 1953 "to preserve free competitive enterprise,"

to assure small business a "fair proportion" of government

sales and purchases, and to enhance the national eammomyL 79/

The SBA provides small businesses with direct loans, loan

guarantees, management and technicaeassistance and Government

procurement assistance. 22/ The agency also licenses and

regulates investment caranies that provide equity and venture

capital assistance to small tusimesses. 811

78 Joseph Middlebrooks, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp.

6-977.

79 1 Business Act of 1953, Pub. L. No. 163-282, III, 67

t. (codified at 15 U.B.C. 632-639 (1976 and Supp. III

1979)).

22/ 13 GIFAL 119.81, 120.2, 121.3-8 (1981).

22/ STAFF CE` MUSE at SMALL BUSINESS, 97th COng., 1st

Sess., StniPtPr-Cf Stik 1 (Com. Print 1981).

17
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Direct and guaranteed loans are available through two loan

programs, 82/ the- section 7(a) business loan program and the

economic opportimity loan progiam. 22/ The latter program is

particularly important to Icw-income groups and minorities.

One of its goals is to preserve or establish small businesses

"located in urban and rural areas with high proportions of

unemployed or low-income individuals or awned by Low-income

individuals or those, who due to social or, economic

disadvantage, have been denied the opporunity to acquire

adequate business financing through normal lending channels on

reasonable terms." 84/

By law, SBA will not extend financial assistance "unless

the assistance applied for is not otherwise available on

reasonable terms from non-Federal sources." 85/ FUrther, "[i]t

O

82/ Bernard Layne; Ed)strict Director, SBA, testimony, Hearing

Transcript, p. 901.

EV 13 C.F.R. §1.119.2, 120.2 (1981).

gl/ 13 C.F.R. f119.2(b) (1981). See Layne Testimony, Hearing
Transcript, p. 901-902.

85/ 15 1636(a)(1) (1976).

118
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is the policy [of SBA] to stimulate and encourage loans by

banks and other lending institutions." 86/ Fbr all loans, SBA

must have "reasonable assurance" that the loans will be

repaicredit standards differ for

EcanosicSpportunity Loans. 88/

Bernard Layne, district directOr of tha SBA in Coral

Gables, Florida, testified that the guaranteed loan program

accounted for over 90 percent of SBA's financing

activities. 89/ Under this program, a participating bank

forwards a loan to the BBh. 2sv The bank approves the loan on

the condition that Bah agrees to repay up to 90 peicent of the

outstanding loan and accrued interest if the borrower

defaults. 21/

gy 13 C.F.R. §120.2(b) (1981).

82/ 13 C.F.R. §/119.51(c); 120.2(c) (1981); Layne Teitimony,

Hearing Transcript, gp. 929-930.

ally 13 C.F.R. §119.2(c) (1981). Fbr example, inadequate
collateral is not a reason to deny financial assistance "unless

the applicant refuses to pledge whatever worthWhile collateral

is available." Id., §.31(d).

Layne Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 915.

22/ Ibid., pp. 929-930.

V. 13 C.F.R f122.10(a')(1) (1981).

1 j
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Direct loans, on the othdr band, comprise a very small

amount of SBWinancing. According to Mr. Layne, lu]nfortu-

nately, the direct loan program has.such limited funding ,that

we are not ever in a positidn to touch more than one miniscule

portion of thoes who are applying for assistance." 22/

SBA data for Dade County indicate that during fiscal years.

1968 through 1980, the atency made a total of 780 direct

loans--37 to blacks, 469 to Hispanics, and 267 to

nonminorities. Of 1,148 guaranteed loans, 58 went to blacks,

525 to Hispanics, and 557 to nonminorities. During this

12-year period, SBA expended $88.5 million in Federal funds for

regular business loans. Of this amount, 5.3 percent went to

blacks, 35.7 percent to Hispanics and 58.3 percent to

nonminorities. SBA also expended $22.3 million for 1,519

economicopportunity loans for low-income, economically-

disadvantaged persons, proyiding blacks with 175 loans and 9.7

percent of the money, Hispanics 1,285 loans and 87 percent of

the money and =minorities 55 loans and 3.1 percent of thi

roney..22/

92/ Layne Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 939.

212/ Documentation on file with the U.S. Commission on Civil

Fights.

120
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One of the difficulties with the guaranteed loan programs,

4

is that. Banks must submit the applications. And in Miami,

banks are making very few loans to blacks. 94/ Mr. Layne

testified that there are a limited number of qualified liean

applications from blacks 95/ and that the problems the black

asatztity faces in obtaining financing--lack of sufficient

management skills and equity-are endemic to small businesses

,generally. 96/ The nunber of Dade County banks participating

in the guarantee program may be one factor. Mr. Layne

characterized the participation by banks as "reasonable". 97/

George Green, president of the black Miami -Dade Chamber of

Commerce and cutler of George Green Insurance and Real Estate, -

disagreed:

It is quite evident that the banks don't

want to cooperate or make the loans. Banks

traditionally in this town don't like SM.

There is a great deal of skepticism about

94/ Layne Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 929-930.

91/ Ibid., v. 917le.

91/ Ibid., 915.

97 Ibid. -rocuments provided by the Small Business
stratian after the hearing indicate that,thp SBA approved

645 guaranteed loans 'submitted by 80 Dude County banks between
1975 and 1980. Bernard Laynec-letterto Christopher Bell,
Octdber=16, 1981, eat .ainel.in Ccemission. files.
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SBA. First of all, the interest rates,

banks thinkand this_ is a myth... the

interest rates are balm sdOpmr,--theyate

not favorable,'that the paperwork is

horrendous, and that to fin&11y foreclose a

loan just creates a great deal of problems

with the govetnment and banks will say it is

much easier for me to out and loan money to

a larger firm and not have to contend with

all of this paper work and all of this SBA

stuff. 98/

Most white bankers in Dade County, Mt. Green noted, 'have

always been reluctant to lend money to blacks, and now,

particularlx5ilter therMhy 1980 civil.dis4mbances, loans to
0

the black community are few. He said:

I had a thence to meet with sane bankers

approximately 2 weeks ago, ani they informed

.7-

me, "George, don't forget, you rioted out

there. Vbu killed people out there. We

don't drive through your neighborhoods

anyliore. Wh didn't you money in the

1

George_Gteen, testimony, flearing.Vranicript, pp. 924-925.
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first place. When we had the White buri-
n

nessee out there we were reluctant. Do you

think we're going to loan you money now?" 22/

Black businesses that get loans from or through SBA must meet

the agency's credit criteria. The SBA uses basically the same

credit criterion-Zthe financial ability to repay& loanas

that of private lending institutions. my The difficulty

black entrepreneurs have in meeting the traditional criteria,

particularly equity and collateral, hampers their ability to

participate in SBA's guaranieed,and direct loan programs.

Charles Johnon, community reinvestment officer at

AmeriFirst Federal Savings and Loan Association in Miami, noted

that his bank had "mounted an-aggressive marketing program

and..swe had to tailor and revise same of our policies in order

tcrenhance the flaw of funding going into the taack

community." 19.1/

One witness described the SBA assistance he experienced as

_an_entreprensur.attempting to rebuild his business after it was

de.stroyed. In 1969c. William Calhoun began a tailor Sop with

$10,000, in savings. By the end of 1971, his shop had a

99/ GreenTTestimOny, -Hearing Tranict-pt, pp. 912-913.

lgy 13 C.F.R. §4119.5(c); 12Q.2(c) (1981).

LOS Charles aohnece, teetheny, Hearing Transcript, P. 765.

V.
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business volume of $250,000. In 1972, he sustained a series of

1
burglaries and a fire that burned his shop to the'ground. 1Q2/

At that time I went to the SBA and other

organizations to get assistance. I could

find none. Finally, after continually going

to the SBA office, I was given the

procedures and was instructed that I _lad to

reconstruct records and those types of

things in order to apply....During this

period of time I was under the impression

that when this was done I would in turn

qualify for assistance, so I put all my
%

energies in doing this,'and...I continued to

try to do business because I had a demand

and I had the ability to deliver.

CAjfter we had reconstructed all of my

records, I went through the program of SCORE

and was told by them that, sir, you have the

ability to. assist us to advise other people

how to run their business in this type of

operation, so after completing our records,

igif..9

William Calhoun, testimony, Hearing, Transcript,

10

1"4
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we went back to the SBA only to be informed

that the SBA was out of money.

So then we took the same project and we went

to all of the banks. lib could get no

financing from the banks....I could get no

assistance....

Now I'm right back....I have now the need

for supplies. I cannot get them. First off

is because the period of time I went

through, I'm asked for collateral; I'm asked

for track records, and you have to remember

that recordkeeping and track records is

developed by your dealings through the

bank.... P

It seems as if what is happening is that a

program is being used in order to render

service, is being used to deny service.

at I'am saying is that it seems that

certain officials and certain programs, when

a person applies foryilp, or the initial

application for a type of services uses that

program toiNnly the services to the person

rather than give it to them, knowing that
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this minimum amount they are destined

to fail. 103/

4.7: The SBA District Office does not k- or monitor

tistics on Amer can black tion in its f nancial

assistance prowlers or is trai reograms

The South Florida district office of the SBA maintains

records of the loans it-administers, but does not monitor the

race or ethnicity of applicants cc, recipients for each of the

24 counties within its jurisdiction. Moreover, the racial and

ethnic categories do not distinguish black Americans from

refugees and foreign immigrants. According to Mr. Layne,

"Haitians, Vietnamese, Cubans, and blacks normally fall into

the same category." 104/ SBA does keeps visual count of

participants in its training programs but places blacks and

Hispanics together'under the rubric of "minority." 105/

Findirg 4.8: Black businesses have had minimal'involvement in
the deign and construction of Dade County's rapid transit

cyst .

Dade County is implementing a transit improvement

program at a cost of 1920 million. 106/ As of September 30,

1981, the Federal Government, through the Department of

101 bid. ; pp. 909-911.

104/ Layne Testimony, Faring Tran4cript, p.

1E2/ ibid.,\p. 943.
A

1.P0/ .

Dvar, Transportation Coordinator, Metro Dade Office,

371Tr. tion Administration, testimony, Hearing

Tr- -- irt, p.1 964.
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Transportation's Urban Mass Transportation Administration, had

provided Metro Dade County with *670,849,000 for the program.

This figure includes $579,190,000 for the rapid transit system;

*81,135,000 for the bus system; and *10,524,000 for a downtown

people mover system. 107/

As a condition for UMZA funds, grantees are required to

establish a minority business enterprise program. 108/ This

program arose from the Department of Transportation's policy

that businesses owned and operated by minorities and women

shall "hate the Maximum opportunity to participate in- the

performance of contracts." 122/

Black support in Dade County's 1978 rapid transit

referendum was crucial to its passage and to the project

itself. Many members of the black community believe that

county officials promised jobs and contracts to get the

referendum passed and the system built. Thesepromises, many

baacks now feel, were empty. 112/

122/ Charles Scum, senior transportation representative, Urban'
Mass Transportation Administration, Atlanta, Ga., telephone
inte6iew, Aug. 27, 1981.

108/ 49 C.F.R. §23.41(a)(2) (1980).

109/ Id., at §23.43(a)(1) (1980).

112/ Editorial: "Blacks Taken For A Rapid Transit Ride," The

Miami Times, Oct. 16, 1980; "Blacks Turn Deaf Ear
Promises," Ibid. (clippings on file with the U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights).
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Black businesses have hardly benefited from the development

of the rapid transit system to date. As Of September 30, 1980,

there were $298,463,849 in total contract commitments,

$29,159,792 or 9.77 percent of which had gone to minority

buiainess enterprises. Approximately $7,775,970, or 2.6

* percent, went to blacks; $14,819,575, or 5 percent, went to

Hispanics; and $5/440,561 or 1.8 percent, went to women. 111/

The cumulative figures- for the rapid transit and bus system

show that as of March 30, 1981, $48,008;000, or 14 percent of

the contracts or subcontracts, went to minority businesses. Of
e A

that numbei, black-cwned businesses received2.4tpercent (17.5

percent of the minority business enterpiise share), Hispanic-

owned firms received 8.7 percent (61.6 percent of the minority

business enterprise share), and female-owned firms received a

little more than 2.6 percent (18.4 percent of the minority

business enterprise share) of the contracts or subcontracts

af,iarded; 112f

111/ Metropolitan Dade County, Fla., Office of Transportation
ministration, "Minority Business Enterprise Utilization
°sanative Recap up to the Quarter Ending September 30, 1980,
p. 2 (Doctiment on file with the U.S. Commission an Civil
Rights).

112 Metropolitan Dade County, Fla., Office of Transportation

nistration, Detailed Minority Business Enterprise Oantract
Omeitments arAimrA, Metro Dade Canty, Cumulabive to Period
ending March 31, 1981. (Document on file with the U.S

ertmeiision on Civil Rights, Table 3-page 2.
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John Dyer, former transportation coordinator of Metro Dade

County's Office o- f Transportation Administration-M HO,

testified that the black business dollar commitments would be
-,-

closer_to6--percent-irmiiatfaiar contracts for it that

cannot be produced in Dade Cunty, such as railroad cars, were

not included in the contract commitment figures. Dade County

had no authority or responsibility over minority business

enterprise contracting on a national basis. 113/ Dr. Dyer

contended that thA actual construction phase of the rapid

transit system, Which began in 1980, would result in higher

black business participation. 111/ Figures for the quarter

ending March 31, 1981, hoover, showed little improvement in

black business participation. 112/ From January 1, 1981,

through March 31, 1981, OM awarded $20,648,000 in contracts

for the rapid transit system. Mine-ity businesses won 20

peccerit of. the contracts, for a total of $4,128,000. The

actual mine:rt.}, business enterprise goal had been 15 percent.

Yet subcontract commitments to black businesses totaled only

113/ Dyer Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 964-966.

111/ Ibid.

litniMetropolitan Dade Cunty, Fla., Office of Transportation

titration, Detailed Minority Business Enterprise Contract-

Casmdtaents, --CRA/MM, From January 1, 1981 thru March 31,

1981. (Document on file with the U.S Commission on Civil

Bights), Table 1.

123
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$692,000, or 3 percent; Hispanic firms received $1,653,000, or

8 percent; and, female-owed firms received $1,783,000, or 9

Percent. 116/ OF theinitiority business enterprise contractaf

black-owned firms received 17 percent, Hispanic -owned firms 40

percent, and female -owned firms 43 percent. 112/

Because =had difficulty complying with UMrA's

requirements for minority business enterprises, four

conditional civil tights certifications were necessary. 118/

Harold B. Williams, LICA's civil rights director, in a letter

to LMPA's Acting Deputy Administrator, concluded that:

[t]he period of time from the effective date

of the [WA civil rights requirements],

from March 1, 1978 to present, appears to be

sufficient time to have carried out these

_assignments.--The-reeerd=shows that

consistent delay and postponement have

116/ Ibid. Beyond the $1,783,000 received by female-owned

Mins as part of the minority business enterprise goals,
female-owned firms received an additional $271,000 as a goal

separate from the overall minority business enterprise .goal.

117/ Ibid.

118 / Lillian C. Liburdi, Acting Deputy Administrator, UM,

letter to John Dyer, Oct. 24, 1979 (Exhibit , Hearing

Transcript, p. ).
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occurred. While Miami's intent might be

good, the action tends to be more promissory

than real.

In the fall of 1979, I)WA suspended new =grant- -farads until

CM *substantially complied," late in Decedoer of that

year. 122/ The Office of Transportation Administration finally

received full, civil rights certification on March 28, 1980, 2

years after UMPA's civil rights regulations had gone into

effect. 121/

Since 1980, Miami (the Dade County transportation

Authority) has set aside for participation of black contractors

the construction of a maintenance facility costing

approximately $13 million. The Transportation Authority also

is setting aside three other related contracts for black

businesses. In contrast with these positive efforts, however,

Miami is considering postponing construction of three rail-'

111/ °Harold B. Williams, memorandum to Lillian C. Liburdi,
Oct. 29, 1979, p. 4 (EXhibit , Hearing Transcript, p. ).

120/ Harold B. Williams, testimony, Heartag Transcript, p.

alf

121/ Barbara A. Ibarra, Regional Civil Fights Officer, letter

to Dr. John A. Dyer, Mr. 28, 1980 (Exhibit Hearing

Transcript, p. ).
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stations in the predominantly black community. 122/ This Last

development calls into question the extent of the city's

commitment to ending black exclusion-Erceveconceic progress 1n.

Dade County.

- 122/ Barbara A. Ibarra, letter to Paul Alexander, Apr. 14,

I.
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CHAPI'ER V

HOPI P; PERSISUNG PATTERNS OF pISCPIMINATICN

Employment and equal employment opportunity are keys-that

can unlock the doors to equality for blacks in Miami.- Although

the Miami area recently has experienced another surge of

economic growth, the black community has not been able to take

full advantage of these newly created jobs. Both Miami's

public sector and, to a pudh lesser extent, its private sector

have recognized this and have taken steps to train and place

black workers in jobs. Generally, however, these efforts have

been unsuccessful.

Contempcirary employment patterns in Miami are as much, a

product of historical and institutional discriminatory

processes as they are a result of intentional acts of

individual disdrimination. Generatidns of explicit and

pervasive race-based employment discrimination have left a

legacy that continues to infect the lab& market.

Additionally, black job-seekers, few of wham are bilingual,

also are finding it difficult to compete for jobs in the

expanding retail and service market that caters to Miami's

Large Spanish-speaking clientele.

Allegations of employment discriminationi4rmpelled the City

of Miami to adopt race-conscious affirmative measures,

including goals and timetables,-to dismantle the'discriminatory

process that had excluded black workers. Consequently, black

.1 3
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employment has increased in the public sector. Nevertheless,

these gains have not yet reached upper and managerial levels of

the municipal workforce and have not occurred in the private

sector.

Finding 5.1: As a result of past and-present discriminatory
practices, Dade County blacks have been effectively excluded-

from the wivate job market. Discrimination in the job market

is so firmly entrenched that unemployment in the black

cti-remity-tsmot limited tofperiods of economic recessimbut
remains unrelieved even during periods of rapid economic growth.

The employment picture clearly suggeks the existence of

f
racial discrimination in Dade Cbunty. 1/ Historically, both

private and public employers have practiced intentional

discrimination in Dade Cbunty and Miami, and the legacy of such

1/ Discrimination is not merely the intentional and specific

&induct of individuals or organizations acting in a vacuum.
Discrimination is self-sustaining and interlocked with bther

societal processes. Pbr instance, discriminatory hoeing
patterns compound problems of educational discrimination, which

in turn affect employment opportunities, and all the patterns
have cumulative consequences that are reinforced bqer time.
Actions and decisions byemployers that appear neutral may, in
fact, support inequality in this country.

tine principle, affirmed by the Supreme CdUrt, that underlies

civil rights law forbidding employment discrimination is that:

,,deficiencies in the education and background
of minority citizens, resulting from forces
beyond their control, not be allowed to work

a cumulative and invidious burden on such

citizens for the rest of their lives.

.MCDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 806 41973).

Set, U.S., Commission on Civil BAghts, Affirmative Action in

the 19801s: Dismantling the Process.ceDiscrimination (Nov.

1981), 16 11-15.

134
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practices persists. Less than/0 years ago the Florida state

Advisory Cbmmittee tb the IMited States Commission on Civil

lights found discrimihation on the basis of race prevalent in

tarsi:

Discrimination in private rip yment is

widespread. Privatiemployers persist in

Negroes-As menial wage earners Only.

According to a survey of Miami...dated May

1962, three out of four Negroes are wcirking

as unskilled laborers and about 15 percent

of these-worWersare employed at levels

below their skills and training. 2/

Employment conditions for Dade County's black population

are in a chropic state of crisis. Unemployment and

underemployment were major factors contributing to toe racial

disturbances in 1980 as well as in the 1968 riots.

Unemployment for blacks is significantly higher than for

.

-se 2/ Florida Advisory Ctemittee to the U. S. Commission on Civil

Rights, Deport on Florida, (1963), PP. 39-40.
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L
A

whites, _tut- official TiienPloyeent figured-ate4sk

the. true extent of inewloyment in Dade County's black

amity. 1 A 1979 study of conditions in OverEown; Miami's

n3et economically depressed black area, found the

3/ Unemployment rates in Dade County from 1973 to 1979 were:

Black and Other White

1973 r 7.5 3.4

1974 8.4 Z .4

1975 16.6 9.8

1976 15.1 7.5

1977 15.7 8.5

1978'. 10.2 5.3

1974 9.3 4:9

Janet L. Norwood, Commissioner for Bureau.bf Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of labor, letter to Paul Alexander. \Acting/
General C C C:Counsel, U.S. emission on Civil -its, Apr. 21, 1981
(maintaiildin,Cosaission files. It is noted that- in thelle
statistics the range of error is + 1.2 percentage points

whites and + 2.2 percentaga points for blacks and other

-According t3 the Bizreau of-Labor Statistics, qb)lacks and
other races include all persons who identified thaamelvies in
the surmy to.bi other than White. In the 1970 census, 89
percent of the black and other Inpulaticn groups were black;
the remainder tears primarily American /aliens, Alaslcan Natives,
and Asians and Pacific: Isianders. Hispanics are included among
both the white and, "black anti other' grows. In the 1970

-cased; about 96'of the Hispanic population classified

themeepme as white." U.S., picattment of Labor, Bureau of

Labor Statistics, c Pkofile of ficloyment and
1979 (heraefter dud as Geograithic

and thoPloweent, 1979), p. 69.

.The UA. Dipartnent of Labor's definition of an unanployed

person--is one wwho did no work during the survey week, made

specific efforts to find a Icb the prior 4 weeks, and NW
_
_available for irk during the. surry_1100; (except tartsnwrary

ilinase)." 12_13fof _
and t

1979, P. 69 +11.
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actual unemployment in depressed neighbOrhoods to be three

times greater than the official rate:

The unemployment rate for Ch lmer [aggregal

name for thrca black inner -city neighbor-

hoods] in 1975 was roughly 900 persons or 9%

of the resident labor force. This figure

hidee. rather than typifies the unemployment

problem within this area. For example, 393

Overtown residents were unemployed ancl

actively seeking work in 1975. An additional

:1337 persons residing 0i,ertovm, it is

estimated, were "hardcore" unemployed:

physically and age-wio..1 eligible to work but

not actively seeking employment. Combining

the two unemployment categories one arrives

at an alarming unemployment rate of roughly

30%. 5/

In1980, unemployment in predominantly, black low-income areas

was three times greater than in the rest of Dade CbOnty. 6/

5/ City of Miami Planning bepartment,,CUlmer -veld nt
rtown, Dorsey, Wheatley; Existing Conditions May

1979 {hereafter cited as Ekisting Conditions- +1979j, p.,16.

W Mftropolitan Dade Cbunty, Fla., Department-of Haman
Resources, Profile cloSocial.and Ebonomic 03 'tions in
Low-Income ValiTEBide County, Florida (1 0 hereafter
cued as ProliTs Edonomic Conditions), P. 17.

137
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As-noted previously, contemporary employment conditions for

blacks in Dade County developed during a period of marked

economic growth_ for the county generally. SoanciWk:praeperity

has not extended to the black community. __In Dade County's

lcw-income neighborhoods, Where the majority of the county's

black population resides, the unemployment rate is 24.4 percent

for those with 1 to 8 years of schooling; 16.2 percent for

those with 9 to 11 years; 13.8 percent for those with 12 years;

9.1 percent for those with 13-15 years; and 6.5 percent for

those with more than 16 years. 2/ Fifty-five percent of the

adults age 25 and over in Dade COunty's low-income areas did -

not complete high school. Approximately forty -four percent of

those working had unskilled or service jabs. 8/

The educational system in Dade County has not provided

black students with the necessary skills to compete success-

fully with whites. 2/ Industry representatives at.the

Ccemissices hearing testified that many young blacks graduated

2/ Profile of Social and Economic Conditions, p. 18.

1/ mid., pg. 17-19.

9f Miller t*wkins, testimony, Hearing before the U.S.

ssi-a an Civil Rights, Miami, Fla., Dec. 8-11, 1980,

unpubliahed transcript (hereafter cited as Hearing Transcript),

pp. 98-100; See discussion of basic skill deficiencies in

Chapter 2, ?Ming 2.3. Patricia Cue, testimony, Hearing

Transcript, pp. 129-31.
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from high school unprepared to enter the job market. 10/

Economic exclusion is greater for black youth than for their

elders, with teenage unemployment in low - income areas at 48

percent. 11/

Pbr Miami's blacks, education alone cannot overcome the

invidious effects of past employment discrimination. Hiring

decisions based on seemingly neutral employment criteria may be

discriminatory if they automatically exclude a large number of

otherwise qualified individuals. FOr example, one major

airline oompany required 2 years work experience and preferred

high school graduates for entry positions as cleaners.- 12/

lbese qualifications gave white applicants an obvious advantage

since they were more likely to have finished high school and th

have gained work experience in Miami. Similarly, a current

4

requirement that applicants for welder, electrical plater, and

industrial maintenance mechanic positions in the airlines

10 Richard W. NcEWen, Chairman of the Board, Burdines
nt Store, testimony, Bearing Transcript, pp. 629-30;

Joseph O'Shields, Senior Vice-President, Southeast Banking
Oorparation, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 638-40.

.11 Profile of Social and Economic Conditions, p. 17.

Ftbramine 1 Office, Eastern Airlines, Miami, Fla., telephone
interview, May 15, 1981.
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industry have 4 years experience 13/ bars many blacks, who are

unlikely to have had access to prior training and employment.

According to 1978 data, although blacks represented 15

percent of the available work force, nearly every major

industry in Dade County's private business sector employed

sm sr proportion of blacks, particularly for professional and

managerial positions. The transportation-and public utilities

industry, for example, employed blacks in-Only 10.9 percent of

its 37,243 positions. 14/ A review Of seven airline companies,

among the largest employers in the area, disclosed that blacks

c)nstituted only 862, or 6.2 percent, of the companies' 13,869

employees.

A study of seven firms in electronics, a growing industry

that employs the largest number of workers in manufacturing

concerns in the Miami area, yielded similar results. Blacks

held only 786 or 11 percent, of the 7,092 positions

sy7veyed. 15/ Blacks constituted 14.6 percent of the 45,204

13/ Ibid.

14/ U.S., Equal Employment Opportunity Cbmmission, 1978

Report: Mi ties and Women in PrivategIndustry (15g 6), vol.

II, p. 168 (hereafter cited as MCC, 1978 Report) .

II/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Staff Memo, Survey of

Minority Aspresentation in Selected Industries (1978), Review

of Black Employment in the Private Sector of Dade COunty,

Florida (Apr. 20, 1981), P. 4.
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warkes in the manufacturing-industry as a whole. But nearly

one-third of the black employees were laborers or service

workers, as compared to 23.4 percent of Hispanic and 6 percent

of white employees. Moreover, blacks comprised only 3.4

percent of officials and managers and only 3.3 percent of

professionals in the manufacturing industry. 16/

Similarly, Miami's finance, insurance, and real estate

incbstry employed 20,105 persons, of Whom 63.4 percent were

white, 25.9 pidroent were Hispanic, and 9.5 peroPnt were black.

Of the 3,400 officials and managers in this industry, only 74,

or 2.2 percent, were black. Blacks comprised 3.8 percent of

the 1,565 employees categorized as professionals, but they

°apprised approximately 90 percent of those classified as

laborers or service workers. 17/ Employment statistics for 45

Dade Cbunty banks revealed that blacks held only 1,489, or 8.3

percent of 17,840 positions. 18/

The wholesale and retail trade industry employed 8,637

workers in 14.6 percent of its 59,000 positions. Althpugh this

16/ EEOC, 1978 Report, p. 166.

17/ Ibid., p. 171.

12/ U.S. Commission on'Civil Rights, Staff Memo, Survey-of
Minority Representation in Selected Industries (1978), Review
of Black EMployment in the Private Sector of Dade ()aunty,
Florida (Apr. 20, 1981), p. 6.,

1,1E
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overall figure nearly equals the proportion of blacks in the

available work force, 45.4 percent of the black employees were

laborers cr service workers.. Only 409, or 4.7 percent, of the

officials and managers in the trade industry were black. Of

the 19,000 sales positions in the industry, blacks held only

1,768, or 9.3 percent.

The services industry 19/ differed from-the other major

industries in Dade County in that blacks constituted 18.9

percent of its more than 55,000 employeeshigher than the

proportion in the available work force as a whole. Within the

industry's hierarchy,, however, the status of blacks was

ccimparable to that in other industries. Only 5.1 percent of

the officials and managers were black, while 61 percent of the

black employees were service workers, as compared with 42

percent of the Hispanic and 31 percent of the white

employees. 1/

Even hotels and motels, which historically had provided a

source of jobs for blacks, employed a disproportionately small

19 The services industry includes health, education,

laneous busiommtimmvices, hotels and lodging places,

non-profit organizations, entertainment, legal, auto repair,

..,,:ofessional and personal services.

291, MCC, 1978 Hskort, p. 172.
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number of blacks. The 12 hotels and motels reviewed employed

blacks in only 9.9 percent of the 4,283 positions. 21/

As these statistics indicate, blacks generally have had

access only to low paying jobs with little prospect for

advancement. Replayed white males in Dade Cbunty are three and

one-half times more likely to be working as professionals and

technicians than employed black males and mare than five times

more likely to be managers ind administrators. Of all working

black males in Dade County, only 7.9 percent are in these two

occupational categories. Fbr all white working males,*the

percentage is 33.6. 22/

Replayed black males are almost twice as likely to be

working as equipment operators or as blue collar workers than

are employed white males; 64.4 percent of all working black

males and 36.1 percent of all worki-g white males 23/ are

employed in those two occupational categories.

21/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Staff Memo, Survey-of
finority Representation in Selected Industries (1978), Review
of Black Employment in the Private Sector of Dade County,
Florida (Apr. 20, 1981), p. 6.

Metropolitan Dade County, Fla., Office of the County
r, Profile of the Black Bopalation (Spring, 1979), p. 27.

32/ Ibid.

143
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fig:0105%d black women tend to be concentrated as either

service or household workers. 21/ EmpLoyerlwhite woman are

more than twice as likely to be warAing as professionals,

technicians, administrators, or managers than employed black

women. The following table clearly shows racial disparity

within the various occupational categories in Dade County.

OCCUPATIMAL STATUS

may...............=

MALE FEMALE

BLACK WHITE BLACK WHITE

Professional & Technical 4.8% 17.1% 8.7% 16.9%

Managers & Adninstrators 3.1 16.5 1.0 5.5

Sales 2.0 11.9 2.5 5.6

Clerical 5.6 9.1 16.9 44.4

Operatives
(including transportation) 23.3 9.0 10.0 5.3

Other Blue (Lollar 41.1 27.1 2.5 2.2

Perm Workers 2.6 0.7 2.6 0.4

Service Wbrkers
(except private household) 16.7 8.5 29.0 14.6

Private Household Workers 0.8 0.1 26.6 1.1

Sauces_ Ymtropolitantede County, 21a., Office of the ( bunty

Menager, Profile of the Black Popilation (Spring 1979), p. 27.

..!mmi.m....w*b...O..r....r

1 44

A
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Traditionally, trade unions systematically denied blacks

access to training programs and excluded them from membetship.

In 1963, not one of the 1,000 pereartaviceship

training programs in Dada County re black, aid the Miami

Shsetmetal tbrkers Local, like most other trade unions, was all

white. Even when black workers developed gainful and

marketable trade skills, they regularly were denied the

opportunity to work or were restricted to-work only in the

black community. Lbder a "gentleman's agreement" with the

*white union, members of a separate black carpenters' union

caul rot %ark= new construction jobs, large Fwojects, or any

construction that occurred in the white community. Blacks

sometimes were "furloughed" in favor of white carpenters when

the only work available was in black neighborhoods. 26/ The

1963 Florida Advisory Oommittee also found "a widespread denial

of licenses by cities and counties to Negroes in the areas of

electricity, plumbing and mechanics. In some cities, such as

Miami...licenses are granted to practice electrical work, but

not plumbing, with the tacit understanding that licensed Negro

electricians will work primarily in Negro neighborhoods." 22/

Ibid., pp. 23, 25.

A/ Ibid., pp. 25-26.

32/ Ibid., p. 40 (footzi)tesomit.ted).
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There i a growing class of blacks in Dade (Unity who

_regain anti 1y outside the economic framework and prosperity

of the society. As the city of Miami reported- in, 1979:

The severity of this [unemployment] problem

surfaces when one realizes that "hardoore"

unemployment is chronic, meaning that

favorable cyclical swings in the loral

economy have minimal impact upon

reducing this iiegment of the total

unemployed. The absence of marketable

skills. and -racial. discrimination within the

local labor market have caused many

potential workers to turn their backs to' the

labor market as a gesture of frustration,

even when the e65nomy is healthy and

creating new- job oworedniX fies
Finding 5.2s 7e Mimi and Dade (bunty governments and the

es located in Miami a eubstantial nutter
number o biack employees in the

Id tams, black s are

conoentra r n Mg one.

The city of Miami is presently hiring and promoting its

employees under the terms of two consent decrees that resulted

ikisting Conditions-1979, p. 16.

A



from lawsuits alleging employment discrimination. The consent

decree in the first lawsuit, Cohen v. City of Miami, 292/ was

signed in 1973 to end discrimination-in-the-Miami Police

Department. Against this background of judicially determined

discrimination against black employees in the police .,,

department, the Federal. Government commenced an investigation

into the employment practices of the city of Miami. According

tothort1.44-Eepartment of Justice,
fi

JP[t]hat investigation revealed, among other

things, a pattern of traditionally assigning

blacks to lower paying, racially identifi-

able service and maintenahcmpositionsr the

exclusion of Hispanics from 1 jobs in

numbers disproportionate t their avail-

ability in the latriL pop the assignment of

women to traditionally

fr-olmtheir exclusion

by men, and the use*'of unValidated test and

selection pttocmdures. 30/

e positions and

traditionally held

gCOben v. City oi , NO. 71-1887 CIV. (S.D. Fla.

2). In this case, district court found that the city of

Miami had discriminated against black in the police department

*using se rate lines of ession for black and white

officers until 1963 and ng blacks until 1960 from

attending the police academy.\

mi Brief for the Unites Stet
sited Strteell. City of Miami,

Rehearing RI Banc, at 7,
1310 (3iFeTi.pe0).



On the hasiii4 this investigation, the Justice Departmene-

fil t 21/ allaying the existence of a pattern and practice

=
-

of employment discrimination throughotit Miami's city government

departments. A consent decree subsequently was signed

enjoining the city frce engaging in any act or practice that

leek the purpose or effect of discriminating- an the basis of

racer color, sex, or national origin againmt'any employee,

applicant or potential applicant for employment with the city.

The decree establishes as a long.term goal "the participation

atall levels throughoet...the city's work force of blacks,

satins and women approximating their respective proportions in

the city labor force." 22/

, As of December 1980, -the city of Miami employed

approximately, 4,500 pavans, of which 3,500 were in
.1216

unsubsidized positions.- Of the unsubsidized positions black

employees held 33.6 percent. 22/ Although minorities and %lc:men

are still underrepresented according to their numbers in

b.

21/ Lhited States v. City of Miami, 614 F.2d 1322-4-1$6,
petition for-rehearing en bane granted, 625 F.2d 1310 (1980).

22/ United States V. City of Miami, 614 F.2d 1322, 1347 1(5th,

Cir. 1980).

Bdbert Krause, director, city of Miami` Department of Human

r testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp: 595 -97.: ,An .

unsubsidized position is one supported totally by lam<l

rather than Federal Aide.

143
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the city of Miami's 14bor force,, recent bikings and prOmotione_

tend to reflect the available labor market. 21(

.City,pffiCials were willing-to take affirmative steps to

biomass minority employment, and they cooperated in developing

the United States- v. City of Miami consent decree. m/ The

city commission adopted-an-ordinance establishing hiring goals

for minorities and women in the police and. fire departments

that were higher than those required by the consent

decree. 2§/ Moreover, it became apparent that civil

serviceules conflicted with the consent decree, the city

adopted new civil service rules. 22/

Despite efforts to increase black participation in-

municipal employment, blacks generally remain conned to lower

level positions. Cpposition to change, particularly from the

34/ Ibid., p. 596.-

giZurice ',erre, mayor city, cit) Idea, testimony, Hearing

ipt, pp. 1128-30.:

The coneent'decree established, annual hiring goals of ,56

'percent for minorities and waken "forseilt,entry level positiff-n----

of police officer, public sertrice aide,' firefighter and,
traditionally Ihite Anglo sale ppsitions in the Department of

Finance and Building." United States v. City of Miami, 614

FM /1322, 1347 (1900). The ordinance established 80 percent

as the hiring goal for minorities and women in the ,police and

fire department. Krause TestimokT,'Bearing transcrilit, p. 599.

37/ Kraues.Teitimony,Hearing Thnecript, p. 597.

14J
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,!

police' and. fire department unions, has been continuous. 18/ As

Robert Krause, director of Miami's Department of Wman

Fissouroes;'testified, the legacy of racial discrimination in

Miami continues to, exert considerable influence upon the
-

employment ptern: Q

If vu lock at the-historic distribution of

jOte'in the city government, blacks have

been assigned to the custodial maintenance

typesof jobs. Seventy-five percent of

black employees are still employed in those

kinds of jobs. We find that in the last '

year-or so, however, we have been able to

make significant progreeZ.MeAre

beginning to break the stereotype but we

still have a long way to go because we still

have 80 pe5c'net of history pehind us.... 22/

1The city's work force, he noted, hatsnot expanded. Almost

all recent hirbs have been replacements for persons who have

,departed. It,was estimated that from 1976 to 1980 the number

ofaansubsidized positions actually decreased by 800 positiccat

.--

212/ Ibid., pp. 597-98. See Brief for the United States of m,

America on Rehearing En Banc, United ,States v. City of Miami,
No. 77-1856 (5th Cir.T, pp. 2.11.

21/ Krause Testimony, Hearing"Transcript, pp. 601-02..

150
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and, except in the police and fire departments,

is expected to continue. 40/

Cbunty as Employer

Dade Cbunty's Metro government is a larger employer than

the city, providing some 16,800 full-time jobs. 41/ Me

county's work force is 31 percent black and -20 percent

Hispanic, 42/ but as in the city government, black employees in

the county government are concentrated in lamer echdinn

positions. Blacks constitute approximately 60 percent of the

ccunty's paraprofessional staff and 59 percent of its service

maintainance staff, but only 10.8 percent of the administrative

this shrinkage

Etaff:431

1be employment pattern is unlikely to .7henge Agaificantly

in the foreseeable future. 1he Metro government has been

eliminating some nanuniformed positions due to budget

40/ \Ibid., p. 608.

41/ Wayne Rosenthal, dt:ector of employee relations,
Metropolitan Dade County, testimony, faring Transcript, p.
603. ,SN

43/ Inadditon to the categories mentioned above, blacks
(=prise 22.8 percent of the county's professional staff, 17.6
percent of its technicians, 11.8 percent of all employees in
protective Services, 29.5 percent of office clerical staff and,

23,6 percent of the skilled craft staff. Metropolitan-Dade

Cbunty, EEO In -Ituse Su , (September, 1980) (maintained in

Chladssion files

- \
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cutbacks. 44/ Black employment gains in county government may

Solidify, but they are unlikely to develop much further.

Indeed, many of the county's black employees were hired

recently, and their low seniority makes them particularly

vulnerable. Substantial cuts in the size of the county's work

force could well erode the progress black employees have

achieved.

The School System As Employer

The Dade County Publig School System is the largest single

employer in the county, providing jobs for more than 25,000

people. 45/ In 1977-78 although almost 28 percent of school

department employees were black, they were concentrated in

teaching positiah in the elementary schools and were

underrepresented in administrative positions. 16/ Seventy-

-0.1ht percent of all administrative positions are held by white

employees, Who'aleo predominated in the upper grades. Blacks

held 13.7 percent of all Administrative positions and 30

percent of all elementary classroom teaching positions. 47/

44/ Rosenthal Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 609.

152/ Miami, Fla., Dade Comity Public Schools, Status Report on
Implementation dd Affirmative Action (1977), p. 3.

Ibid., pp. 3, 10, 16.

47/ Ibid.
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The Federal Government As Employer

There are 92 Federal agencies in the Miami-Dade area, with
1

a combined work force of approximately 12,500 persons. Federal

employees make up 2.3 percent of the civilian Labor force in

Dade COunty.3/4 The size of the agencies varies from fewer

than 50 empaoyees to more than 4,300 employees. 49/ Although a

--
few federal Government agencies have been able to provide

employment opportunities for blacks, glaring deficiencies

remain in particular agencies.

A review of Office of Personnel Management data shows that

whileithe Federal Work for ase by 0.3

percent, black representation was 17 percent in 1978, 18.7

percent in t979, and 20.8 percent in 1980. 50/ These figures

are somewhat skewed, however, because in 1980 the two largest_

Federal employers, the U.S. Postal Service and the VA Medical

Center, employ a disproportionately large number of black

workers. Some 28.3 percent of the Postal Services' 4,318

48/ Frederick B. Heath, Area Manager, U.S. Office of Personnel
Management, letter to Paul Alexander, Apr. 5, 1982 (hereafter

cited as Heath letter).

49/ Frederick B. Heath, Area Manager, U.S. Office of Ebrsonnel
Management, prepared statement, }baring Before the U.S.
Oammission on Civil Rights, Dec. 8-11, 1980, p. 1.

50/ ibid. See also Heath letter.

153
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employees are black, as are approximately, one-third of the

Medical Center's employees. a/

mere are relatively few black workers at the remaining

Federal agencies, including Hamestead Air Barce Base, the U.S.

CUstoms Service, the Federal Aviation Administration, the Drug

Enforcement Administration, and the Internal Revenue Service.

nese agencies, each with more than 400 employees, are the

largest Federal employers in the area after the Ibstal Service

and the Medical Center, but none of them gave a work force that

includes blacks in representative percentages. Bar example,

only 42 of the 819 (5.2 percent) employees of the Federal

Aviation Administration are black. 52/

Office of Fersonnel Management (OPM) data also reveal that

in all but one of the Federal agencies located in Dade Cbunty,

the average salary grade for black employees is significantly

below that for white male employees.

51/ U.S., Office of Personnel Management Miami Agencies--
finority Hapresentation (undated) (maintained in Cbmmission
Meer.

52/ Ibid.

52/ U.S., Office of Fersonnel.Management, CPDF: Minority

DataMiami, Florida By Agency As of,11/30/79 (maintained in
Cbmission files).
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In 1978, as part of the Civil Service Reform Act, 54/

Congress established the Federal Equal Deployment Opportunity

Recruitment Program (FEORP), 15/ requiring that plans be

developed to recruit additional minorities and'women where they

are underrepresented in the Federal work force. 56/ The local

area office of ORM conducted onsite reviews of the affirmative

action plans of a nmmber of Federal agencies in Miami. These

audits disclosed that the agencies were not complying with the

statutory FEORP requirements. Frederick Heath, CPM area office

manager, testified that:

ORM found generally that progress had been

made in improving minority representation.

However, the overall visits indicated to us

a significant lack of progress in

implementing FEOMP plans, in the development

of plans, and in the accomplishment of

specific FEOSP activities.... 52/

51/ Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-454, 92
Stat. 1111, (codified throughout Title 5 U.S.C. (Supp. III

1979)).

55/ 5 U.S.C. §7201 (SUpp. III 1979).

_II/ Id.

52/ Heath Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 612-13.

.160
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Beyond recruiting additional minority and female employees,

affirmative action plans may be used to channel such employees

into jobs with higher pay and responsibility. Underemployment,

or the exclusion from rewarding positions with the potential

for ruareer advancement, has been cited as perhaps an even more

importer* problem than unemployment for black workers. 58/ In

Dade Cbunty, as elsewhere in the country, black Imployees in

the public and private sectors are invariablye.onfined to the

lowest paying jobs. The experience of the Metro government and

the school system demonstrates that black administrators and

managers are available, brit that opportunities for advancement

are limited.

Finding 5.3: Because many black youth lack basic entry level'
skills, they are effectively being excluded from the private
jakomarket. -'ng black jobseikers also fade discrimination
by employers who often have stereotypic perceptions of blacks.

Many new jobs are being created in the Miami area, but the

labor supply available in the black community is not

sufficiently skilled to meet the demand. Employers who

testified before the Commission realized that racial tensioca

would rot ease until the employment prospects for thousands in

58/ Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Neorders (1968), rp. 124-26. This Cbazaission is usually

identified as the Kerner Coamission, after its Chairman, former

Illinois Governor Otto Kerner.

156
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the black community were improved. Joseph B. O'Sheilds, senior

vice-president of the Southeast Banking Corporation, testified:

It's my perception [that] if we don't

handle... [this] problem, and we can't

address it, it is going to blow this

community right out of the water. 59/

The-textile, banking, and retailing industries are all rapidly

growing industries that provide substantial numbers of jobs in

the Miami area. lbe industries have many entry level jaws.

requiring basic skills and inservipe training for employees.

But representatives of each of these industries stated that,

despite the distressingly high unemployment rate in

Miami-Dade's black cammunities, they were having difficulty

finding skilled applicants. 62/

Professionals in the manpOwer training field also believed

that the lack of skills among black youth limited their

opportunities. Dr. Judith Amster, acting director of the Youth

Opportunities canter and director of the University of Miami

drop -out project, testified:

59/ O'Shields Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 657.

62/ Alan Weinberg, Vice - President, Suave Shoe Carp.,

testimony, Hearibg Transcript, pp. 626, 646-47; O'Shields

Testimony, Bearing Transcript, pp. 633, 636-39; Mc Wen

Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 628-30.
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[The] skill levels [of black unemployed

youth] are just so minimal that it precludes

the from getting a job other than the

barest entry level type of job which

generally is rot a long -term job and

[precludes them] from staying on it or

making any progress or headway in that job.

So, if I had to...[identify the] one

overriding factor [that acts as a barrier to

employment] I would say their skills are too

minimal to compete.... 61/

_
Dr. isaster\aloa believed, however, that racial

discrimination by employers played a large part in higher rates

of blacrunempLoyment:

I've grown up and lived down here since

1949....There [are] subtle, pervasive

prejudicial kinds of things going on here.

I think that an employer, given the choice

between a white or Latin youngster and a

black youngster with equal skills may tend

61/ JUdith Amster Tbstimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 476-77.
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to opt for one of the first rather thaa the

latter, and I think that's a reality we have

to face. 62/

This Oammission has noted-that although "individual

discrtminatory_oonduct is ofban hidden and sometimes

unintentional," 63/ it also can be the deliberate result of

deeply ingrained social customs and beliefs. In 1963, for

example, the Florida State Advisory Committee to the United

States Cbsinission on Civil Rights reported that no blacks were

participating in apprenticeship training programs in Dade

County. 64/ Training poogram directors justified black

exclusion by saying that they were "not interested in hazardous

work," and "they lack[ed] the technical understanding of

electricity," or there were few blacks "willing to pioneer" and

"persevere." 65/ Miami's history, however, refutes these

images and perceptions of blacks. the railroads and many of

62/ ibid., p. 477.

63/ U.S., aammission on Civil Rights, Affirmative Action in

the 1960's: Dismantling the Process of Discrimination (Nov.

1981), p. 10.

64/ Report on Florida, pp. 23-27.

65/ Ibid., p. 24.

,159
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the buildings and municipalities that comprise Dade County were

built by black citizens. 66/

Richard W.Mcgmn, Chairman of the Board of Burdines

\ Department Store, testified that his business had too many job

applicants with 16 skills. The problem, Mr. McEwen felt, was

almost exclusively confined to the black oommunity:

In general, the Anglo and Latin communities

provide a quantity of employable workers. The

black =immunity is significantly deficient,

and for these reasons we see materially

inadequate communication skills, either

written or verbal. We have inconsistent

employment experience....[T]heir inability and

lack of interest to comprehend and meet the

codes for dress standards and personal

hygiene, in particular, still is a factor for

either insufficient work experience or no

training....

Matropogtan Dade County Office of the County Manager,
profile of the Black Population, (Spring 1979Y pp. 42, 51;
JIAgarHanderson, "Negro Labor in Miami," The Crises, March

1942, p. 95. '0
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In ail: business we reject between 50 and 60

percent of all black applicants juet at the

first interview. We give no test other than

typists who apply for typing. It's because

they can't get an application form and they

can't complete a sentence at the work spot.

It is a very 'difficult thing. 62/

Otherlknowledgeable observers who testified before the

CommisE'on took issue with Mr. MCEWen's views. William Perry,

prSsident of the Greater Miami Branch of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People, testified:

don't think that persons are being

honest When they make those kinds of

statements. It is like blaming the

victim....I do not accept that it is up to

the victim to correct his condition. 68/

The banking industry in Dade County, like the retail

industry, has also had a growing number of jobs available and

has fodhd them difficult to fill. The industry forecasts even

greater problems meeting its manpower needs in the future. 69/

67/ MCEWen Testimony, cript, 629-30, 643.

68 ry, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1189-90.

62/ COShields Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 636.

Ne'
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Joseph B. O'Shields, senior vice president of the Southeast

Banking Corporation, testified that the problem of an

inadequately prepared labor force is endemic and not limited to

black job applicants:

I don't think it is accurate for me to say

[that we perceive differences in skill.r.s/e

levels based up)n race and ethnicity among

our employees]. We see deficiencies

cmerall...and that is certainly not unique

to any ethnic or racial group. 70/

Ile testified that 46cial differences in llegiance to the

work ethic were sometimes "attributed" to black job applicants

by employers who have their own "impressions" and

"perceptions." 71/

The lack of skills is not the only difficulty faced by

young blacks entering thi private job market. The job market

itself is having difficulty attracting qualified applicants

from the taack,'white, or the Hispanic communities. The

electronics industry, a large and growing industry in the

W.,mi-Eade Cbunty area, has had so much difficulty locating

technicians that it is recruiting from outside the Miami area.

70/ Ibid., p. 638.

71/ Ibid., pp. 639-40.
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Daniel B. Bronson, vice spresident of industrial relations for

Racal-Hi lgo Inc., a large electronics firmlin Dade County,

testified:

We have had a eat demand for electronic

technicians over the past 2 years. As a

matter .of fact, we have hired close to 100

electronic technicians and...we had to go

out of State,. including military bases and

2-year tech sal cols around, the United States

to relocate people and pay the to cane

here, which is notieasy in 'these times..:

14:14, I cattoassure you that -my recruiting
--'

budget would,much 'appreciate having'a local

-,=

base to bite electronic technicians. 72/

Among the litany of cotiplaints cloyed blacks did

not possess the skills eslployers required, nowhere as there a

sign of interest on the part o'f ,eriployers irk providing the

basic training needed by these unskill0 youth. reotyping-

1

that holds black youth responsible- for.n6t 411:3ssei g skills
.

that have not been accessible to them is an indi tion of

continuing institutional discriknation.

72/ Bronson testimony, Hearing lianscript, p.

4
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Finding _5.4: The growing Hispanic community has created an
expanding employment market from which non-Latin blacks are

excluded Amuse, they are rot bilingual.
,

¶I rapid growth of Miami's Hispanic population has had a

profound effect on-the region's emplo nt Patterns., The

Ps

growth of 'the Higpanic-ims;d economy s created many neW'jote

and the need for bilingual employees. 73/ Bilingualism 4 now

very much a part of the business life of Miami's downtown

retail industry, and is likely to tecome even More permanent

and in the future. 74/
.1-

Bilingual regairegents for employment are an obv4ous

barrier to morzSlingual jabseekers. Since few blacks are

r

bilingual, such requirements have been excluding them from a

'Large and growing employment market. Bilingual requirements
i

are becoming more commonplace in tliose limited, areas such as

& "

service andirtail positions,connected With the tourist trade

that, at one time, provided jobs for black workers. 75/

t

O

\41

73/ Alf r wean, testimony, Hearing Ttanscript,46-544=45.

74/ Lester Freeman, executiVe vice president', Grea.E6r-MLami

Chamber of Gomiarce, testinony, Hearing,Ttanscript, pp. 266,

268: Duran Wstimong,H4ring itanscript, p. 546.

25/ Dr. Jan B. Luytjes, Professor, School of Business and
Organizational Science, Florida International University,
interview in Miami, Fla., Ocb. 9, 1980.

. '
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. In addition to posing an additional hurdle for blaqc job
s1,1

applicants, bilingual requirements sometimes mask ineantional

racial discrimination. Hothel FUssel, acting supervieor of the

State EMployment Service (SES) office in Model Cities,

testified that approximately two.,thirds of all job orders

received at SES were for bilingual employees. 76/ She

testified that in many circumstances such bilingual

requirements were pretexts for racialdiscrimination.

Oaunsel: Let me, ask You about bilingualism

again, this issue that keeps coming up. If

-black_studentsmwere to learnLhow to speak

and understand conversational Spanish, would

they be able to get jobs?...

Ms. FUssel: About 75 perc4nt of them, -s.

aunsel: Why do you say 75 percent?,

Ms. FUssel: Well, the bilingual
J

criteria...is placed there for reasons otheL-

thaniust Spanish and English. Sometimes it

singles out unwanted applicants....FOr an

example, if an employer that is a major

Hothel FUssel, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 474-*/.3.
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employer of Spanish-speaking employees

places that restriction on an order...

Specifically to hires2meone that speaks

Spanish and, again, if a black person did

speak Spanish they probably/wouldn't get

hired. 77/

Finding 5.5: The comprehensive Employnient and Training Act

rogram-i-n-Eede-Countylm suffered-ftbETniiManagement and
constantlyfhan3ing program coals.,

the COmprehensive Employment and Training Act (MIA) of

1973 78/ otinsolidated-inany or the Nation's employment and

_training activities under one adMintstrative system. Although

I

the act did not authorize new po grams, it shifted a

substantial degree of authority or planning, administering,

and evsluating employment and training programs from the

Federal government to State and local governments and allowed

the program to be--addinistered ina,flexible manner in response

to local-heeds. 79/

77/ Ibid., pp. 505-06.

78/ Oamprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973, Pub. L.
No. 93 -203, 87 Stat. 839, (codified as amended at 29 U.S.C.A.
§1801-999 (1975 and Supp. 1980)).

79/ Nattonal-CbmMission for Manpower Iblicy, Aa An
Analysis of the Issues, Special Report No. 23 May 19 8)
(hereafter cited as =AI An Analysis of the Issues), pp.
39-40. -
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Under cerh, prime sponsors, generally States or units of

local government in areas with populations of 100,000 or_more,

are responsible for assessing local requirements and developing

programs tailored to local needs. 80/ Federally financed

services include classroom training, on-the-job training, work

experience,, public service employment, counseling, testing_j*

-------developre-nC, child care, and other supportive assistance. 81/

Spot. ors may provide these services directly or by contracts or

subgrants with other governmental or private groups. In either

case, the sponsors must monitor and evaluate all programs..gy

In Miami and Dade Cbunty, unemployment and underemployment

are among the most severe and pressing problems of the black

ccamunity. Unemployment rates, which do not reflect those

persons who are rot actively seeking employment, are

consistently twice as high for blacks as for whites and

Hispanics. }br black male teenagers the picture is

particularly bleak. 82/ An employment and training program

that adequately prepared sufficient limbers of black workers

80/ 29 U.S.C.A. cell (Supp. 1980).

81/ Id., §84§%.,_

82/ /d 110813, 846.

Passel Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 474; Angelo
Rutherford, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 495.
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and provided guaranteed career opportunities in the private

sector is necessary, in order for blacks to be included in the

economic and social mainstream in Dada County. Unfortunately,

although the CETA program in Dade County in the past has

provided employmnt-oppartunities-fut-bladke
in the public

sector and currently is developing conduits to the private

sector, the program has been inadequate.

Under the CETA program, the South Florida Employment and

Training Cbnsortium (SFETC) is the prime sponsor for the citiest

of Miami, Miami Beach, and Hialeah, as well as Dade and MOnroe

Cbunties. 84/ In 1980, the consortium had a budget of $49

million, most of which was distributed to over 100 contractors

and subgrantees. 85/

Although the CEPA program is 8 years old, it is still

evolving because of the complex nature of the Federal, State,
*-

and local systems. Periodic legislative revisions and

competing program goals also ha.".-, hampered the program's

development. There were substantial legislative changes

increasing the program's responsibilities in 1974, 1976, 1977,

84/ Charlotte Gallogly, executive director, South Florida

Employment and Training Cbnsortiam, testimony, Hearing

Transcript, p. 666.

85/ Ibid., pp. 666-67.
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and 1978. 86/ Some of these changes, such as the Youth

Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977, 87/ required

ir=reaseddeproramsspecificallsignated-grother

changes reflected the interplay of varying economic conditions

and competing policy debates over the program's objectives.

At different times and to varying degrees, the cm program

has responded to three different but related c8ncerns:

---
structural unemployment, countercyclical job creation, and

income maintenance. 88/ Initially, the CETAL program was

enacted to assist the economically disadvantaged to find

jobs. 89/ The program was aimed at those individuals who are

generally unemployable (structurally unemployed) Such

individuals might be from law-income families and some might

86/ Pub. L. No. 93-567, 88 Stat. 1845 (Dec. 1974); Pub. L. No.
94-444, 90 Stat. 1476 (Oct. 1976); Pub. L. No. 95-40, 91 Stat.
203 (June 1977); Pub. L. No. 95-93, 91 Stat. 627 (Aug. 1977);
Bab. L. No. 95-524, 92 Stat. 1909 (Oct. 1978). See S. REP. NO.

95-891, 95th Gang., 2d Sess. reprinted in [1978] U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEWS 4480-4581.

87/ Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977,
Pdb. L. No. 95-93, 91 Stat. 632, codified as amended at 29
U.S.C. §1893-898 (SUpp. III 1979).

88/ CETA: An Analysis of the Issues, p. 9.

89/ Employment and Training Report of the President (1980)
Wereafter cited as 1980 Em2loyment and Training Report3, -p.
146.
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even enter the labor force during periods of

But, for the most part, they are people who, because of

discritation, residency in depressed areas, or lack of skills

and opportunity, remain outside pf the labor market even when

unemployment rates are low. 22/ They often are rot included in

official unemployment statistics because they either mver

entered the labor market or are considered discouraged

workers. 91/

Shurtly after the program's inception, when unemployment

became a serious problem during the mid-1970s, =A also began

providing temporary jobs for those who were unemployed because

of the recession. 92/ This kind of countercyclical program

*.1ne experienced or skilled workers who have lost jobs because

of an economic downturn. Such individuals are. rot necessarily

disadvantaged, and they are generally able to find jobs during

periods of high unemployment. 91/

210/ CETh: An Analysis of the Issues, p. 66.

91/ Cf. Alan L. Sorkin, Education, Unemployment and Economic

treowth (Lexington, Mass: D.C. Heath and Cbmpany, 1974), pp.

4-9; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

Geographical Profile of EMployment and Unemployment, 1979

(1980), p. 69.

92/ 1980 EMplorent and Training Report, p.

93/ CETA: An Analysis of the Issues, p. 66.
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Because most-of dose eligible for CITA participation have

low brows and receive Other governmental assistance, 94/ CETA

has an important inoome maintenance role. ilb the extent that

the program targets individuals for participation, economic

needs outweigh considerations of employability and the overall

state of the economy.

'No other factors that have characterized the development

of the cenk program are delays in devising and implementing

administrative controls and a .shifting dependence from the

public to the private sector as the source of training and

jobs. Dade Cbunty has experienced all the problems that

have plagued the cerA program nationally. Boyd Henke, the

United States Department of Labor liaison with the South

Florida Deployment and Training Cbnsortium (SFErC), testified

about some of the mismanagement problems the cz* program

experienced in South Florida:

IV Ibid., p. 79.
95/ MTh An Analysis of the Issues, p. 66. "Pbr example,
sen the choice between serving an unemployed teenager and an

adult family head, although the former might be less
employable, the latter might be given preference becausd of
greater income needs." mid.

1980 Employment and Training Deport, p. 147.
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Cbunsel. What were the problems experienced.

by the consortium in 1978?

Mr. Hanke. ...Me basic problems were...a

lack of a client tracking system, a lack of

management system, and a lack of a fiscal

control process. Those were the three basic

problems. Inherent in those are ancillary

pr?blems that provided a general mismanage-

ment of the entire program as well as a lack

of attention being paid by the chief elected

officials of the program at that time.

Counsel. Haw does the consortium presently

stand in relationship to other prime

sponsors?

Mr. Hanke. 1978 the prime sponsorship

[for Dade Cbunty, the SFETC] received.a

three rating, which was the worst rating

that could be given; the three rating

indicated that serious problems existed in

the prime sponsorship which would not be
4

corrected in time for the next fiscal year.
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For 1979 and 1980 that three rating was

Winged to a 'ember one rating, which

indicates that the prime' ponsor is eligible

for immediate fielding at the beginning of

the next fiscal year, so in a period of

roughly 8 to 9 months the program management

was reconstructed.... 97/

addition to mimmanagebent, the CEIR program in Dade

County alas fell victim to the caUusion that accompanied

policy changes at the national level. In 1974, for example,

Congress added Title VI to CETA which authorized a broad

one-year countercyclical Public Service employment (PSE)

program. 22/ In 1976, Congress redesigned the act to address

ems resulting from the earlier expansion, such as the fact

that loam individuals who were not disadvantaged were eligible

for participation not only in Title VI PSE programs, but also

in the original Title II PSE programs. There also was evidence

that local governments were substituting CETA positions for

regular municipal job slots, a practice that created few new

jobs. In addition, an insufficient number of CETA participants

22/ Boyd Henke, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 684 -86.

29/ Emergency Jobs aLd t Assistance Act of 1974,
Pub. L. No. 93-567, 88 Stat. 1845 Dec. 1974) (codified as
amended at 29 U.S.C.A. 841 -859 ( . 1980))..
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ra.

were moving into permanent positions in the nonsubsidized labor

market. 22/

Consequently, the Emergency Jobs Program Extension 4L

of 1976 tightened eligibility requirements for CUR

participation. 100/ Those requirements, however, applied not

to the original Title II positions, which were intended to aid

the disadvantaged, but only to newly created positions under

Title VI, thus converting it from a countercyclical to a

ccunterstructural program. 101/ When CETA was reauthorized in

1978, the opunters'ructural purpose of ChIA in general, and the

PSE program in particular, was reemphasized. 102/ At the same

time, a significant attempt waa made to redirect the entire

CETA program more toward the private sector: Title VII of the t

99/ Frank L. Pierson, The Minimum Level of Unemployment and

PUblic Policy (Kalamazoo, Mich.: W.E. Upjohn Institute for

employment Research, 1980) (hereafter-cited as Unemployment and

Public Policy), p. 139.

100 Emergency Jobs Program EXtension Act of 1976, Pub. L. No.

, 90 Stat. 1482 (Oct. 1976).

101/ Pierson, Uneeploxment and Public Policy, p. 139.

Cbuntercyclical programs are targeted at those with an

employment history Whose unemployment results f.rom periodic

downturns in the economy. Counterstructural programs are

designed to provide training and employment for those Who

generally remain unemployed even during periods of low

unemployment.

102/ Comprehensive Employment and Training Aft bf 1978, Pub.

L. No. 95-524, 92 Stat. 1909 (Oct. 1978). See, Employment and

Training Report, p. 149.
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COmprehensive EMployment and Training Act of 1978 establii.shed

the private sector initiative program, 103/ which led to the

establishment of priVate industry councils such as the one

operating in South Florida. 104/

As a result of the constant restructuring of the CETA

program, (ETA Lost public` credibility and acceptance. In

addition, the involvement of the private sector as a source for

jobs and training occurred just as the program focused on

serving those with the least skill and work experience. There

was also no evaluation of the relative success of different

types of specific training and employment programs with

different types of client populations'.

. a
Michael Griffey, executive 4irectpr of the Private Industry

Obuncil in Dade,Cbunty, testified that CETA training and

placement programs have difficulty getting private businesses

to cooperate because the program has a bad image:

Cbunsel. Do you believe the perception is

.true that private employers have

traditionally been-reluctant to participate

in CETA,imponsored programs?

los 29 U.S.C.A. 11961-986 (Rupp. 1980). See, Employment and
Training Report, p. 146.

lol/ Michael Griffey, executive ,director, Private Industry
C5ancil of Dade Oyanty, Inc., testimony, Haaring Transcript,
pp. 677-68.
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Mr. Griffey. In a general sense, yes....T

think those people who have had no

interaction with the system basically have a

generally negative approach because...of the

very adverse publiqity about' the CETA system
5

locally. 105/

Lanny Sumter, director of the Alternative Youth Employment

tegies Program (AYES) which provides'training for juvenile

fenders, agreed:

I think a lot of bad opinion for CETA has

come out of what I, consider an overkill when

a small number of programs are found to be

abusive of our regulations..,I think the

reputation has been tarnished a great deal

as ,a result of it. 106/

Robert Krause, director of the city of Miami Department of

Human Resburces, testified that changes in the program made the

city's Management and personnel decisions more difficult. 107/

He said that legislative changes sometimes forced people out

105/ Griffey Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 693, 687.

1081 Lanny Sumter, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 494.

107 Robert Krause, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 607;
Krause, interview inMiami, Fla., Oct. 17, 1980

(hereinafter cited as Krause Interview).
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of the labor market before they had deVeloped dufficienl skills

and resources to,succesatgay enter the private maiket. 108/

He also regorted that previous participlents who were

essentially ready for jobs -had to bet,ermiTtol,bacause of the

tightened eligibility requirements, newer CETA
.

participants had fewer ", , nt skills and need More

assistance tfian could be vided under the revised program

guidettnes. consequently, they were not desirable as municipal

employees even though their compensation bras subsidized. 109/

At one time, Miami's CMA program subeidtied approximately

A"

25 percent of city employees. 110/ -That nuMber,haildecreased

.dramatically, and public sector jobs shortly Will become a

negligible component of the program. 111/ AltIdigh 25 percent

of the terminated city CETA workers were employed full-time by

the city, only a few who held PSE jobs4dpb.ihe city have been

'^
able to get jobs in the priVate sector. 112/,

108/ Krause Interview.

109/ Ibid. '

110 Charlotte Gallogly,
-
executive director, South Florida

Employment and Training nsdirtilfe, testimony, Hearing

Transcript, p. 688; ause Testimopy, Daring Transcript, p.

595.

ill/ See U.S., Commissiongn Civil Rights, Civil Rights: A
National Not a Special Interest (1981), pp. 94-99.

113/ Krause Wettimany,..HieripiTralisgipt,'p. 606:

"ft



Despite/the city's effort to assist CETAworkere,

little success, according to Robert Krause.

N\, Efforts [to place terminated city CETA

workers in other types of employment] are

Since

it has had

continuously made. We havea staff that we

created 1-1/2 or 2 years ago for the sole

purpose of providing counseling and

outplacement services to CETA employees mho

were terminated. It is a very well trained

staff. It iaa very competent staff. It is

a very dedicated staff and it is very

unsuccessful. 113/

many of those unable to transfer to private sector

were among the more highly skilled CFA participants, the

jobs

prospect of eventually transferring the more disadvantaged

participants-to the private sector is'perticularly dismal.

Maik of the newer P§E CErA participants fail even to complete

the 18-Jonth program. 114/

112/ Ibid., p. 607. The county, however, reportedly is able

to place 80 percent of its terminated CErA employees who are

not hired by the county in either private employment c*

1 educational program a. Wayne Rosenthal, director, Employee

Relations, Dade County, testimony, Hearing Transcr.pt, p. 606.

1t4/ Fbbert Krause Interview, Miami, Fla., Oct. 17, 1980.
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Because of the'dhanges in program emphasis, entrants were

often rot ready for jobs.

[T]he majority of people that are coming to

our intake process do not have the basic

education to perform the jobs. We've tested

--them, every single ,one of them! and we are

finding that 25 percent of the youth that

anne through our program are preprimers;

that means 0-ley can't read at the second

grade level...[and]...the overwhelming

majority of our clients tested out at the

fourth and fifth grade reading_ level, lower

for the math level. 115/

Charlotte Gallogly explained that the tightened eligibility

restrictions meant the program could not be used to prevent

workers who lost jobs as a result of the riots_trom becoming

permanently unemployed. 114/

Limited skills are rot the only problem many new CFA

participants present. Employers often are willing to train new

hires if they are otherwise tJady for jobs. 117/ People who

115/ Gallogly Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 668.

116 Ibid., pp. 671-72.

117/ ibid., p. 697.,
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exist outside the job market, however, particularly youth,

often have unrealistic expectations about career advancement

and lack the work habits employers desire. ,Angelo Rutherford,

director of the Black Youth Leadership League, discussed this

problem in testimony before the Commission:

Many disadvantaged black youth, even if they

find a job, most likely will not keep it

because their work habits, like their

education, has not been geared to th- -abor

market. 118/

Encouraging private businesses to become more involved with

an unpopular employment program when the participants' skills

are decreasing is difficult. Private employers are often less

willing to hire unskilled and unprepared, workers than are

public employers. 119/

At the same time that job opportunities for CETA workers

are diminishing, shifting program goals and functions have

decreased the number of clients CETA can assist. Providing job

training, counseling, and placement services to bring people

118/ Rutherford Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 495; See
also, Sumter Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 488-89; Judith
Amster, director, CETA Youth Opportunities Center, testimony,
Hearing Transcript, pp. 478-79.

119/ KraUse Interview.
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into the labor market is not cheap, easy, or a short-term

undertaking. 120/

In an'attempt to meet private sector standards without

exhausting ZETA resources, the Dade County program has begun

reqUiring its youth program entrants to work towards a high

school equivalency degree. 121/ One purpode of the requirement

is to demonstrate each youth's commitment to meeting business

needs and standards. The requirement also identifies those

applicants most likely to succeed, while screening out most of

the large proportion of disadvantaged youth who are not

prepared to enter the labor force and for whom the CETA program

was originally- intended.

Ih April 1981, a private, nonprofit corporation, the

Private Industry Council (PIC), began operations in Dade

County. 122/ Twenty- -two of PIC's 30 bova members represent

various businesses, including most major Dade County industrial

aategories, while the remaining members represent community

organizations, labbr, and schools. 123/ PIC's chief functions

are to advise SFETC and the schools about the private sector's

120/ Gallogly Testimony, Hearing Transc;ipt, p. 689.

121/ Ibid. R. 698.

122/ Griffey Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 677.

122/ Ibid.
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manpower needs, to be a broker between the private sector and

the public institutions, and to be a program operator to

develop private sector training. 124/

The policy of the Dade County PIC is to train CETA

participants for guaranteed employment in particular industries

according to standards the industries themselves establish.

Currently, PIC is offering two types of programs, both of which

inccrporate, this policy. In,one program, after private

employers have identified' their needs, PIC -screens CETA clients

and refers them to the employer. 125/ CETA cli;nts Who are

hired receive on- the-job training for which CETA reimburses the

employer.

In the second program, PIC designs a training program in

conjunction with a particCar industry, such as a consortium of

hospitals or banks. PIC then selects CETA clients for the

specialized training, which the private industry provides.

CETA pays the participants during training, which consists of

both classroom instruction and on- the -job training, and the

employer hires those Who successfully complete the

program. 126/ Under a similar new program called CETR

124/ Ibid.

125/ mid., p. 678.

126/ Griffay Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 679.
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Partners, community organizations will operate programs that

guarantee employment following industry-prescribed

.training. 127/ This kind of subsidized, hands-on training that

guarantees jobs to curA participants, while meeting employers'

needs, is an improvement over other programs. 128/ Such

programs, however, can accangsadate relatively few eligible CETA

workers. During the first 9 months of its operation, for

example, the PIC program placed 115 people( although more than

70 firms were involved. 129/ A specialized respiratory therapy

and training program, whi A was co -sponsored by four hospitals,

had c 10 CETA participants. 130/ In a review of the CETA

program conducted after the March 1980 riots, the Department of

Labor (DOL) identified the private sector initiative program in

127/ Gallogly Testimony, Hearing Tranicript, pp. 670-71.

128/ cgrA participants in other programs are often trained for
positions that are either not available or offer only I4mited
prospects for any future career advancement. Jane Robinson,
Project Director, Youth Employment Services Program, James E.
Scott Oammanity Association, testimony, :tearing Transcript, pp.

674-75.

129 / Griffey Testiiony, Hearing Transcript, p. 678.

130/ Ibid., p. 679.
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Dade County as "the major problem" SFETC faced. D(L authorized

intensive technical assistance to help resolve the problem. 131/

There also appears to -be little systematic longitudinal

research analyzing the relative effectiveness of the various

different types of training and employment programs for

different client populations. On both the national and local

levels, it is difficult for program administrators to develop

effective programs for the various unemployed groups, each with

somewhat different problems and needs. 132/ Workers who

temporarily are unemployed because of cyclical economic

downturns are much easier to train or place in jobs than are

the hardcore unemployed. Unemployed youth, single worm with

children, and adult males fare differently under identical

training and employment programs. There is very little

research, however, examining the relative effectiveness of

various programs for eddh of these groups. 111 CETA progrzues

changing structure and fluctuating client population have made

methodological surveys difficult.

131/ Memorandum from Ernest G; Green, Assistant Secretary for
Employment and Training, to Frank N. Jones, Chairman
Intergovernmental Task Fbrce, June 6, 1980 (maintained in

COmmission files).

132/ See, CETA: An Analysis of the Issues, pp. 65-68.
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need for more research about the CErA program's

effectiveness is nationally recognized. 133/ One of the

studies underway is the Department of Labor's Oantinuous

Longitudinal.Manpower Study 134/ to estimate the net impact of

CETA on participant earnings. In-1980, DCL conducte0 a

preliminary analysis of information from the survey and found

positive effects of CETA participation on earnings. Ita

department emphasized that the findings were tentative and that

data limitations and unresolved methodological questions

continued to hamper the study. 135/

The absence of quantified survey results makes it difficult

for prime sponsors to make policy decisions, which at the local

level frequently are based solely on "informal, first=hand,

personal experience," 136/ according to the Department of

Inbar. The executive director of SFETC testified that the lack

of research hurt the MITA program in South Florida.

133/ Employment Training_Report of the President (1979)
Wgreafter cited as 1979 Employment and Training Report) , p.

212.

121/ 112221.9mmEELand Training Report, p. 171.

135/ 1980 EMployment and Training Report, p. 172.

136/ Ibid., p. 159. ,
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I think one of the major weaknesses of the

(ETA program in terms of changes that are

really necessary is that evaluation is not

something that is a nicety but something

that is a necessity, and we don't do that.

We don't do longitudinal research

studies...That's just something that always

falls by the wayside when Federal funds are

cut. 137/

In addition to administrative problems, limited funds have

hampered the CETA program both nationally and in Dade Cbunty.

In 1980, Ciongress reduced the SFETC's funding by 42 percent as

compared to the prior fiscal year, leaving a budget of *49

million. After the riots, Cbngress allocated an additional

$10.3 million, specifically earmarked for use in areas affected

by the riots. 138/ Of this allocation, SFETC received only

*3.1 million in fiscal year 1981, and there are currently ma

prospects of receiving the remainder. 139/ This amount was

insufficient to resolve the unemployment problems. In fiscal

117/ Gellogly Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 704-05.

122/ Gallogly Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 670.

la/ Joseph Alfaro, Executive Director, South Florida
ftployment and Training Oansortium, letter to Paul Alexander,
Apr. 9, 1962 (hereafter cited as Alfaro letter).
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year 1982 Congress again reduced the SFETC budget by another 63

percent to $19.1 million, and further reductions or the

possible elimination of the program are projected for. fiscal

Year 1983. 140/

VICE CHAIR BERRY. ...You will have another

$10.3 million to spend over the next 4

years. Does that mean tat the unemployment

problems in the areas where the riots took

place are likely to be resolved in such a

way that we won't have people complaining

about- -

MS. GALLOGLY. The answer is absolutely no.

$10.3 million will train 3,000 people. 21.1/

Another funding problem results from the inaccurate

unemployment statistics DCL uses in its formulae for

determining allocations to prime spuosorp. 142/ Since these

statistics do not include discouraged workers or those who

141/ Ibid.

141/ Ibid., p. 691.

1E/ Ibid., p. 668; Cf., 29 U.S.C.A. §§855, 964 (Sapp. 1980).
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never have entered the job market, 143/ unemployment rates for

Dade County appear relatively low and mask the widespread

unemployment of blacks and recent Cuban refugees. 144/ The

SFETC estimates that if DOI included the newly arrived,

jokrimekingrefugees, the local incidence of unemployment for

January 1982 'would have been 11.3 percent, instead of the 6.9

percent, reported. 145/

The third funding problem is that CETA workers' wages are

limited to such a degree 146/ that many eligible people will

not enter-the program. This is one reason the majority of CETA

clients in Miami, as elsewhere, are women. 147/ Charlotte

Gallogly testified that because of wage restrictions, male

wox,:ers cannot be recruited into the program, 148/ and women

143/ Cf., Alan L. Sorkin, EduCation, Unemployment and Eoonomic

Growth-Ttexington, Mass: D.C. Heath and Company, 1974), pp.

4-9; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

leographical Profile of EMployment and Unemployment,:1979

(1980, p. 69.

144/ Miami, Fla., South Florida Employment and Training
Consortium, Labor Market Information Report, NO. 8 (July 8,

198044-p. 2.

145/ Alfano letter.

See, 29 C.F.R. §§93.1, 93.2, 95.35 (1981).

Transcript, pp. 705-06.

146/

147/ Gallogly Testimony, Hearing

mid.148/
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with children find they cannot remain in CETA jobs because the

wages are inadequate to prbvide child care service. Indeed,

salaries for CErA graduates with children are lower than the

amounts available under the various public assistance

programs. 149/

Finding 5.6: The Small Business Administration's Division of
Civil Rights Compliance, the Department ,of Labor's Office of

Federal Contract Compliance Programs tOBCCP), and the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission CEBOC) are responsible for
enforcing Federal laws prohibiting emyloyment discrimination.
Anamber of factors, however,_undermine enforcement efforts.

Finding 5.7: Limited resources and inadequate coordination

among the Federal agencies have weakened enforcement of Federal

laws prOhibitingamploymant discrimination.

Finding 5:8: The Equal Employment Opportunity .mission and
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance haw. set enforcement
priorities that are unsuitable to the labor market structure in

South Florida.

Finding 5.9: The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
"delines on bill r.. irements are

inappropriate in South Florida.

IlattEL5.10: The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs rules and

regulations that are designed to protect minorities from

employment imination but that do not disti ish between

black and
inappropriate in South Florida.

The equal EmploymentOppOrtunity Commission (E CC) is

responsible for enforcing Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of A
O

19641 which forbids discrimination in employment. ..1M/ In

1491 Ibid., p. 705.

-152/ 42 U.S.C. f§2000e to 2000e-17 (1976 and Supp. III 1979).

189
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. ,

Miami, the locil-EEDC area office received 1,657 complaints in

fiscal year 1980, 151/ of which approximately 1,000 Were

allegations that, employers discriminated against black

employees on the basis of their ±ace. 152/

The UDC, in addition to investigating and remedying

individual acts of discrimigtion, has a systemic unit that

Seeks remedies to large-scale practices of employment

discrimination, Theodore Hukowski, Deputy Director of EEOC's

Miami District Office, outlined the scope of the systemic

unit's activities:

Generally, the employers selected for .

systemic action are those employers who have

been identifies with patterns of employment

discrimination that are most serious, and

where the maintenance of a successful

systemic case will have a signifidnt

positive. impact on the employment opportunity

.
available to minorities and women....

'151/ Prank Cbstales, District Director,' Equal Employment
Opportunity Cbmmission, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 711.

152/ Ibid. The Miami area office ,has jurisdiction rot only
over Dade 0Ounty but also...the figures for Dade County are not

?available. ibid.

I
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uenetally, these are employeNs with low

Utilization of minorities and women...Cand]

...Ce3Rployers...w4o maintain specific

recruitment, hiring, job assignment, promo-

tion, and discharge policies which have an

adverse impact on minorities and wnmen. L.52/

'Internal guidelines, however, limit the range of activities

the Miami District Office Systemic Unit might undertake. EEOC

gruidelinesicewire the systemic unit to restrict itself to

. .

cases against establishments employing between 500 and 2;560

persons. 154 /4 The purpose of the upper limit was to prevent

systemic unit actior4 against larger emp1oY6rs until the unit

had gained experience and the loiter limit was designee tio

i

maximize the benefits frowth0 unit's efforts. 155/ Most

businesses in .iliarmi, however, are smaller than those subject to

systemic revit:'''bnly 84 of the 38,706 establishments

operating in gide county in 1978. hack more than\500

employees. 156/ The EEOC criteria, expanded to Cover
0 1

I

716.152/ Theodore Bukowski, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p.

154/ Theodore BukoWski, interview in Miami, Fla., Nov. 6,

1980:

155/ Ibid.

156/ U.S.. Dephrtment ofCbmmerce,./BUreau of the Census, Cbunty

Business Patterns Florida (1978); Table 2, p. 45.

it

a
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employers with numeroue branch offices, 'seemed to preclude any

systemic action against the banking industry, the garment and

apparel industry and most othe manufacturing and service-

ori,m1 employers. 157/ Si kncs1978, the Miami District/Office

has investigated and forwarded snort 12 cases to the EEOC

Cbmmissqlers for their review. 158/ None of these cases

involve0 a Dade Chouny employer. 159/

Whit. the systemic unit ilandlescases that have a broad

impact, the bulk of EEDC's woik inwi processing thousand

of individual acsplaints, Responsibility for processing those

ccimplaints lies with the area offices factfinding unit./

-Although the rapid charge`piocessing prpcedureestablisnee in

1979.aasedthe ,..asFaaad, the lactfinding unit is inadequately

staffed for its workl6ad. Bier 1980, the goal of each equal

opportunity speciOlistsl(E06) in the unit was to complete 80
\ _ Al

cases. 160/ After extraordinarxadlinistative and staff

effort to reduce baCklog, the equal opportunity specialists

completed on average of 93 cases each. 161/ Cbnsequently, the

157/ Bukowski Interview, Noy. 6, 1980.

158/ Bukowsktillbstinciny, Hearing -Transcript,/p. 717.

159/ Ibid., 718.

1E0/ BukOw& Interview, hbv. 6, 1980.

id/ Ibid.--

152
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goal for EOS was raised to 93 cases a year without an

increase in staff size. Area office administrators are

Icancerned that the staff is Overworked already, and that

motivation and morale will degenerate rapidly. 162/ -

'flu Office of Federal Oantract Cbmpliance Programs (OFCCP)

of the Department of Labor is responsible for ensuring that

Federal contractor's abide by Executive Order hb. 11246, which'

requires that they not discriminate against employees or

applicants because of race, color, religion, sex, or national

origin. 163/ Under this Executive Order, Federal =tractors

also are supposed to take affirmative action measures. In

addition, OFCCP is responsible for enforcing Federal statutes

prohibiting discrimination against the handicapped and veterans.

The MiaMi OFCCP Area Office has enforciment responsibility

for seven counties in South Florida, including Dade

Cbunty: 164/ The ..tight-state region has !Retween 5000 and 6000

162/ Ibid.

mg/ Exec. Order No. 11246, 3 C.F.R. 339 (1964-65
Cbmpilatton), reprinted as amended in 42 U.S.C. §2000e at 1232
(1976) and 42 U.S.C. §2000e at 392 (Supp. III 1979).

164/ Bennett Stalvey, CfCCP Area Director, testimony, Hearing
Ttanscript, p. 712.
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Federal contractors, about 800 of wham are listed in the Miami

offfice area. 165/

OFCCP exercises its enforcement power_either in response to

a complaint or by conducting a compliance review. 166/

Preaward reviews are sometimes conducted on supply or service

contractors, generally those with 250 or more employees. 167/

Indistribs are selected for compliance reviews according to

priorities established by the OFCCP central administration in

Washington, which listed the coal, oil, and steel industries

for review in South Florida. These industries are practically

nonexistent in the Miami area. 168/ In 1981, the area office

convinced the Washington office to replace the food industry

and the paper product's industry on the list with the banking

and electronics industries. 169/ In Dade County, the banking

and electronics industries together comprise between 60 and 70

165/ Bennett O. Stalvey, Jr., letter to Paul Alexander,
Mar. 30, 1962 (hereafter cited as Stalvey letter).

166/Ibid.,p. 712.

167/ Bennett Stalvey, interview in Miami, Fla., Nov. 12, 1980.

168/ Stalvey 'Bastin:0y, Hbaring Transcript, pp. 718-19.

169/ Ibid., pp. 742-43.
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percent of all Federal Government contractors in the Miami

area. 170/

lbe Shall Business Administration, through its Division of

Civil Rights Cbmpliance, is responsible for ensuring that those

received financial assistance from'the agency do not engage

in discrimination. 171/ SBA's primary enforcement activity is

to review reports of voluntary compliance by loan

recipients. 172/ SBA District Offices are responsible for

periodically identifying all loan recipients to the. Regional

Civil Rights Campliance Office. 122/ That office then requests

the recipients to disclose their employment practices,

specifically identifying the racial composition of work forces

by job category. 174/

Relying on the district offices to forward lists of loan

recipients frequently delays the Oampliance Office's review,

because the office may not learn that a loan was extended until

170/ Stalvey Interview, Nov. 12, 1980.

121/ 42 U.S.C. §§2000d-4 (1976 and Supp. III). Title VI of

the Civil Bightd Act of 1964 embodies the strong national

policy of pwaititingftderal funds from being used to
encourage, foster or in any way support racial discrimination.

122/ James Ellis, Civil Rights Director, Southeastern Region,

Small Business Administration, testimony, Hearing Transcript,

p. 719.

121/ James Ellis, telephone interview, Nov. 5, 1980.

17,..S Ibid.
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4 to 6 months after the fact. 175/ Mbreover, only 40 percent

of loan recipients generally come to the attention of the

compliance Office. jiy The only loan recipients identified

for complianoe reviews were those employing 20 or more persons

in 1979 and those employing 15 or more persons in 1980. 177/

Cbnsvuently, the Compliance Office never reviews many loan

recipients, some receiving substantial amounts of financial

assistance through SBA, to see if they are in violation of

antidiscrimination laws. The Commission identified 40 Elide

County busineSses that received over $100,000 each in SBA loans

between 1975 and.19'79, but the SBA Civil Rights Compliance

Office was aware of only 11. Ey Because BECli and OFOCP do

not share information with the SBA, either EE0Cbr OFCCP could,

find that an SBA. Loan recipient has violated Federal Laws

prohibiting employment discrimination without SBA ever being

aware of the violation. 179/

175' Ibid.

176/ Ibid.

177/ Ellis Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 714.

122/ Ibid., p. 722.

122/ Ibid., pg. 721-22.
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Miami's tri-ethnic population also creates enforcement-
:

problems that generally do not occur in other areas. Bilingual

requirements often preclude rang black job seekers from

employment, ji12/1 but whether such regairements are permissible

under Federal employment lari has not been determined. EEX)C has

issued guidelines concerning language reaairements on the,

job, MI/ but these guidelines address rules that require

bilingual employees to speak only English. Ibe problem in

Miami is that many' employers require a bilingual labor force.

One reason advanced for the EEOC's failure to address the

permissible poops of bilingual requirements may have been that

the guidelines were developed without advice from the field

offices. 2.131/

- Title Vila the Civil Rights Act prohibits employment

practices that have a discriminatory effect, regardless of

their intent, 1812/ unless they are a "business necessity." 121/

180 /. See discussion of prefererrt for bilingual employees in
111-nding 2.4 of Chapter

Ail 29 C.P.A. 01606.1-1666.8 (1981).

.182 / Bakowski Interview, Nov. 6, 1980.

1.13.2/ Griggs v. Duke Rower 03., 401 U.S. 424 (1971).

Id., at 441.
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Bennett Stalvey, explained that the bilingual requirement

issue has o3me up in MVP's compliance reviews but has not

been satisfactorily resolved in any enforcement action. 185/

the employer, Mr. Stalvey testified, would have to demonstrate

that a bilingual requirement is a bona fide occupational

qualification, and he was not aware of any employer ever having

A

made such a showing. Mg Mt. Stalvey pointed out that, even

if a bilingual requi rement were determined a business

necessity, it would have to be applied equally, without regard

'133 race and would be limited only to specific job slots. An

employer could notapply the bilingual requirement

across-the-board to all positions,. 187/

The large Hispanic presence in Miami may dilute affirmative

action requirements for blabks. Fbr instance, although OFCCP

regulations call for hiring and promotional goals for

minbtities and fenales, 138/ the goals for the, constructign

industry do not differentiate between minority groups. 189/ In

185/ Stalvey Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 728-31.

A/ Ibid., pp. 729-30.

192/ Ibid.

119/ 41 C.F.R. W0 -1.4, 60-1.40 (1981).

Separate goals for each covered minority group are

for service and imply contractors (all other

industries). Stalvey letter, Mar. 30, 1982.
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Dade Cbunty, therefore, if a contraction oantractor's work

force were entirely Hispanic, it would meet affirmative action,

requirements. 190/ Although ale OFCCP area office may attempt

to persuade such an employer to recruit and hire black workers,

it cannot require him to do so. The local OFCCP area off ce

has been aware of this problem for a number of years and has

sought administrative guidance from the Regional OFCCP office

to help resolve it but to m avail. 191/ Ci neither the

regional nor the national level has OFCCP articulated a policy

to ensure that the Executive order protects those it was

intended to protect, even in an area such as Miami, where there

is a large non-bladk minority p. elation.

190/ Stalvey Interview, Nov. 12, 1980.
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CHAPITRVI

JUVENILE JUSTICE: THE FAILURE OF THE SYSTEM

The juvenile justice .ystem has been,a long-standing

problem in Dade County. In 1960 the county's grand jury

issued a report, declaring that the "continued groWth of

juuenile delinquency in Dade County and throughout the country

has created a'sense of immediaFy." In 1962, a subsequent grand

jury reported that the "total situation in Dade County in

regard to the juvenile problem is a monumental one requiring

greater effort and concern than has previously been Shown."

The 1979 Dade County grand jury cited these statements in its

own report, declaring, "we are dismayed at the persistence of

these problems and how ineffectively they have been dealt with

by.nany of the agencies and institutions responsible for their

resolution." 1/ Unfortunately, recognition of the problem has.

not been the key to the cure.

The pioportion of black youth is more than three times as

great in the juvenile justice system as in the Dade County

population. According to court records, blacks commit more

than half of the serious juvenile crime in Dade County. Yet,

1/ State of Florida, Eleventh Indicirl Circuit,, Dade County

Grand n cl Jury Report (May 13, 19P pp. 1-2 (hereafter cited as

Grand Jury Report).
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rehabilitative agencies systematically exclude all juveniles

with long records of delinvency, thereby routinely denying

much-needed services to black youth.

40-

A report published by the Juvenile Court in 1977 notes that:

The programs that do exist in the black

neighborhoods and in the general community'

lack sufficient facilities, equipment, staff
0

and space tla adequately respond t& the

needs. This situation prevails generally in

the total community but is more pronounced,

where the need is greatest, among

neighborhood programs that cater to black

tdelinquents. 2/

e".Finding 6.1: Although the Florida )uvenile code stresses
'aliment befitti the seriousness of an offense,, the Dade

County le =t ce system has not deterred juvenile crime
effectively.

In 1978, amendments to the Florida juvenile code shifted

the emphasis of the juvenile justice system!rom "training and

treatment directed toward the correction and rehabilitation" 2/

of juvenile offenders to "sanctions which are consistent with

1/ Seymour Gelber, A Profile of Dade County Juvenile Crime
Tbabober 1977), p. 7.

1 Fla. Stat. Ann. 139.001 (1976) .
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the seriousness c4the offense. 1/ Judge William Gladstone,

administrative judge of the Dade Ciodntycourt's family ,

division, suggestedttbeegislature's probable rationale for

ailendihg the statute

I know tberti is a growing concern about

delinquency; primarily violent delinquency,

and although there really' is ire -at ieast the

State of Florida an actual lessening of

juVenile definquenci, the community does not

perceive it/that way. There was a gene:al

hysteria primarily occasioned by that very,

small percentage of k' commit crimes,

whose crimes itee Violent in nature....[T]he

thrust of that acts was to have,serious

upon children for their

crimes. 5/ '

The amended juvenile code changed the disposition -of

juvenile cases in several ways. Fbr instances obation was

replaced by "community control," which is defined statutorily)

as follows:

4/ Id., §39.001(2)(a) (1979).

5/ Judge William Gladstone, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp.
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[The]alegarstatus of,pcobation created)oy

'Iew and court order in cases involving a

Child Who has been found to have committed a

delingmnt act. Coemunity control is an

individualized ptogram where the fisedad of

the child is limited and the child i
a

restricted to noninstitutional quarters or

restricted to the child's home in lieU of

commitment to the-custody of the deOartment

in a training school, halfway hotise; or

Other residential program.... 6/

The community control concept was intended as a significant

departure from the old probation system-. Ektended.periods of

"supervision" without time limits or specific objectives were

to be replaced with timeAlesedt goal oriented plans whose

sansalbms are consimtent with the seriousness o± offense.

The new system requires the swift application of sanctions and

the prompt detection of potential problems. 2/

6/ FL,. Stat. Ann. 139.01(10) (1979).

2/ Max a.- Ate, District XI Administrator, State of Florida
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, letter to
Faul Alexander, Apr. 12, 1982 (hereafter cited as rbeinak
letter).

2O3
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Judge Gladstone testified that the change in terminology

probably resulted from the legislature's frustration over the

lawis inability to control juvenile crime:

-[The) responsibility fordelinquent_children

[was placed] back into theroammunity which

produced the delinquent child. Florida has

an executive-branch run juvenile justice,

system in which the State Department of

Health and. Rehabilitative Services is

primarily responsible, not the court, for

' the management of kids found to be

delinquent. The legislature in Tallahassee,

it seems to me, threw up their hands and

said, "look, communities, you are producing

these delinquent 'children. You will now

,develop control over these childreri" and

indeed they changed the word "probation" to

the words "community Control" and said that

"you will devise methodologies within your

community to control delinquent behavior,

and you Will have chil4ren held responsible

to their community. and the communities

Tesponsible to the child." py

I
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Under the amended system ests:wishing community control,

offenders are supervised for shorter periods, which gives

counselors-smaller-oaseloods,avezeging approximately 35 cases

per counselor. 2/ The legislature deemed shorter supervision

periods appic9riate because the statute provides specific and

intensive sanctions. 12/

The State Attorney's Office (SW), which has responsibility

for determining whether or not to prosecute an alleged juvenile

offender, 11/ has the discretion to "file a motion [waiver]

requesting the [juvenile] court to transfer the child for

criminal prosecution if the child was 14 or more years of age

at the alleged time of commission of the violationiof law for

which he is charged." 12/ The SAO does not have discretion for

certain offenses and, therefore, must file a waiver with the

juvenile court in such cases:

If tSe child has been previously adjudicated

delinquent for a violent crime against a

person, to wit: Murder, sexual battery,

armed or stronT-armed robbery, aggravated

2/ Grand aury Report, p. 33.

12/ Ibid.

11/ Fla. Stat. Ann. 139.04(2)(e) (1979).

12/ Id., 139.09(2)(a).
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battery, or aggravateeassaultt-and- is

currently charged with a second or

subsequent such offense, the state attorney

shall_file a motion requesting the court to

transfer the Child for criminal

prosecution.... 13/

-1
D78-AuftTraments-also-permit-the SAO-to "direct-file" an

information with the adult criminal court to transfer

proeecutcrial jurisdiction over the offender from juvenile

court to the adUlt court. Now the SAO may, "With respect to

o

any child who at the time of commission of the alleged offense

was 16 or 17 years of age, file an information when in his

judgment and discretion the public interest requires that adult

sanctions be considered or imposed." 14/

Since the 1978 amendments were enacted, the rate of

juvenile crime did not drop significantly through 1980,

although according to the State Attorney the number of juvenile

arrests decreased substantially in 1981. 15/ The number of

13/ Id.

14/ Id., §39.04(2)(e)4.

12/ Rang letter, Appendix B, p. 1. The Florida Department of

Health and Rehabilitative Services (HBS) records reflect a 3%

decline in juvenile arrests from 1978 tol, BaChman letter,

pl. 3.
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juveniles being waived or direct filed to criminal court has

increased dramatically. 16/ According to Shay Bilchik, chief

of the juvenile *vision of the State Attorney's office, adult

courts handled approximately 10 juveniles in 1977. By 1980,

the figure had risen to approximately !00. 17/ This increase

appears directly related to the fact that although they are not

easniteing-nore-offenses,--juveniles *ow are committingAmre_

violent offenses. According to Mr. BlIchik:

There has been an increase in the use of

wealons, both hand guns and kniVse,'in the

commiJsion of crimes by juveniles; wheraas

it used to be the most common offense was a

purse snatch or a chain snatch [stealing

gold necklaces from women by pulling them

off their necks]; we see more indications

that the juveniles are bringing a knife with

them, taking a gun in their side pocket

rather than just going in there with the

intention of a strong-armed robbery. 18/

16 The Florida Statutes were amended in 1981 to broaden the .

power of the State Attorney to file direct felony informations
(Section 39.04) and to detain juveniles (Section 39.032). See
Bono letter, Appendix B, p. 2.

12/ Interview in Miami, Fla. Nov. 12, 1980.

jg Stay Bilchik, testiszny, Hearing. Transcript, p.. 385.
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One function of the Florida Department of Health and

RehabilitativP Services (HRS) is to proOide socia-service

support to the juvenile justice system. 12/ This support

includes 'Interviewing juvenins charged with delinquent acts,

providing detention facilities, helping the attorneys and the

court decide whether to prosecute, making recommendations for

cage dispoeition, and providing counseling services. 32/

_

After arrest or informal referral by the police, alleged

juvenile offenders are scot to H. 21/ According to HRS

statistics for January through June of 1980, HAS received

referrals for a total of 5,520 juveniles charged with

delinquent offenses in the district enompassingDade and

Monroe counties. Of this number, 61.7 percent were white, and

36.6 percent were black. The following chart illustrates the

types of offenses committed and groups the alleged offenders by

race:

19/ Fla. Stat. Ann. 1959.011(1) (1974).

22/ Id., 1959.011(2), (3.1-11974); 139.04(1980).

21/ Fla. Stat. Ann. 439.04 (1980).
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Race
Felony-
Persons

Felony,-

PropIrty
Peldhy= ldukkmmenorm,_

Victimless Persons
_MOdemeanor-

Proce

Whitt: 179 859 110-- 69 558

Black 353 730 55 75 399

Other 13 24 2 2 25

Race

Misdemeanor-
Victimless, Obntempt

Violation
of Local
Ordinance

Traffic
Offense

Reopened
, Cases

White 530 1 203 890 8

Black 242 0 21 138 8

Othir 18 0 1 7 0

Source: Plocid4 Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services

(Cttober 1980).1
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asing,the same cases shown above, the following chart shows

tbeiCtiCms taken by the State Attorney's Office:

No Petition Petition Information Waiver Indictment

Race Filed * Filed Filed Filed Filed

White 1988 1269 19 53 0

Black 881 951 42 110

Other 57 28 4 4 0

*The MO has the discretion to determine whethei to file with

the juvenile court a petition alleging the child has comMitted

an offense for which he or she should be adjudicated

delinquent. If the SAO determines there is no need to prosecute

an alleged offender, no petition is filed. If the SAID

determines that the offense is severe enough to warrant "direct

filing" the case with the adult criminal court rather than

prosecuting the offender in juvenile court, an information is

filed. A waiver is a petition by the SAO requesting the

juvenile court to relinquish jurisdiction over the offender

because the nature of the offense and the child's past record

indicate that the adult driminal court is a more appropriate

forum. If the SAO determines that the case is sufficient to

seek an indictment from the county grand jury, an indictment is

filed.

Sources Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative

Services (October 1980).
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On Nay 13, 1980,..a.Dede County grand jury filed a report

evaluating the juvenile and criminal justice systems.-22/

Twentr-three-pricr-grand jury reports had addressed similar

issues, but none of their recommendations had relieved the

growing community concern about deterring crime and solving the

problems inherent in the criminal justice system.

One of the 1979 grand jury's recommendations was that the

juvenile and criminal justice systems be aligned morel closely

because "today's juvenile delinquent [is] generally'destined to

become tomorrow's adUlt criminal." 23/ Although the grand jury

based its rer.ort on the randomly selected files of only 200

juvenile offenders and 273 adult criminals, 24/ the report

Clearly indicates the Dade County juvenile justice system's

failure to deter juvenile crime.

Of the juveniles arrested, three-quarters were aged 14

through 17, with 17-year-olds representing 17 percent of this

figure. 25/ Eighty-five percent of the juvenile offenders were

22/ Grand Jury Report.

22/ Ibid., p. 48.

21/ Ibid., p. 22.

2§/ Ibid., p. 23.
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sale, 2E/ and although blacks comprise an estimated 15 percent

of the Miami-Dade County population, 27/ half of the juvenile

offenders in the grand jury's sample were black. 2E/ The study

revealed that blacks enter the system at an earlier age and are

more likely to have their cases referred for judicial action.

Blacks comprised 65 percent of the juveniles referred for court

action and 65 percent of those committed to State training

sdhools. 29/

The majority Of juvenile cases are'handled nonjudicially,

precluding the children's appearance before the juvenile

court. Nbnjudicial dispositions are most common where

offenders hay; minor records or have committed minor offenses

that may not warrant court action. Generally, the MRS intake

counselors, Who are responsible for processing alleged

offenders once they enter the juvenile justice system, simply

confer with the juveniles and their families, warn than about

the consequences of further delinquent acts, and then dismiss

(2§/ Ibid., p. 24.

22/ Office of the County Manager, Profile of the Black
Peculation (Spring 1979), p. 8.

2E/ Grand Jury Report, p. 24.

2E/ Ibid., p. 25.
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the cases. 2g/ In its study, the grand jury found that most

offenders in the 70 cases handled nonjudicially were not

fearrested. 21/

The grand jury concluded, however, that the juvenile

justice system does not adequately identify likely

recidivists. As the study pointed out:

Our data...clearly indicates that...

approximately twenty percent of first-time

juvenile offenders'will become repeat

offenders, including violent repeat

offenders, who will follow their initial ETA

[nonjudicial action] with repeat arrests,

commitments to state school and, ultimately

an adult criminal record and the inevitable'

cycle of prison and parole. 23/

The grand jury linked this inability to predict recidivism

amd,provide appropriate intervention with HAS's failure to

provide adequate and effective social services to juveniles at

30 But see,'Bothman letter, noting that positive changes in
procedure have.taken place in the last two years.

d., cp. 30-31.

la/ Ibid., . 31.
NN,
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critical ages./ The grand jury looked at 52 offenders committed

to State schco1, 23 of whom were recommitted for subsequent

offens4i, waived into criminal court, or both. 33/ The

majority e unemployed, black, male substance- abusers with

little tion. 34/ Of the 23 who were recommitted or waived

into cr 'nal court, 19 were arrested for the first time before

their ifteenth birthdays. 11/ Of those 19, 18 were between

the a of 10 and 14 at the time of their first arrests. 2/

"13 had...been arrested again within one year of that

first arrest and in 11 of the thirteen cases had again had

those second -arrests handled NIA [non-judicial action] without

supervision or services." 22/ The grand jury noted that "[t]he

cases of those juveniles aged 10 through 14 who have had their

second-referral to MS Intake within one year of the first

referral Should be carefully screened and appropriate review

and supervision should be made available." 38/ Clearly,

33/ Ibid., p. 32.

21/ Ibid., pp. 23-27.

35/ Ibid., 'p. 32.

26/ Ibid.

37/ Ibid.

2/ Ibid.
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these statistics indicate that HAS is not* intervening

effectively with younger offenders to deter recidivism.

6.2: The Florida Department of Health and
Hawk itative Services, Aid: provides social services support

to the juvenile ice system, Imws been ineffectIve,in meeting

the. rehabilitative needs of its juvenile' clients.

Once a juvenile is arrestedra Florida Department of Health

and Rehabilitative_ Services (HRS) intake counselor ethedules a

.conference with the juvenile and his or her family. 39/ Local

monitoring in District XI (Dade County) during fiscal year

1960-81 revealed a conference rate of 42-50% of the applicable

cases. ly The district undertook new procedures to improve

the conference rate, including changes in the Methods of

notifying clients and their pprents of conference appointments

and required home visits by the counselor prior to the

recoeendatim to the state IT:ttorney,whn appointments were not

kept. IDS reports. that by the end of the fiscal year the

conference rate had improved to 89%, and was 88% in January

1982. 11./

Within 20 days of an arrest or Complaint, the intake

coOnselor recommends either taking nonjudicial action: or filing

a

22/ Florida Department of Health and.Hdhabilitative Services,
Dependency and Delinquency Intake Mbnual (Sept. 1, 1930),

pp. 5-14.

_ lei Sothean letter,
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a delincrdency petition with the juvenile court. 42/ The

i
4,

Assistant State Attorney decides whether to follow the

recommendation, considering such factors as the seriousness of

the offense, the juveniles age, past record, family

environment, and the possibility of rehabilitation. 43/ From

the date of the arrest or complaint, the SNO must file a

petition within 45 days, 11/ and the trial must be held within

90 days. 45./

If the court finds a juvenile to be delinquent, the intake

counselor recommends either commitment to the State's

custody 11/ or community control. 12/ Commitment places an

offender in a local, State, or out-of-State program, depending

on the needs of the child and the availability of space. 48/

4
Community control consists of communitp-based sanctions, which

may-include monetary restitution, community-service work,

12/ Fla. Stat. Ann. §39.04(2)(d) (1979).

12/ Bilchik Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 383.

11/ Fla. Stat. Ann. §39.05(6) (1979).

12/ Id., §39.05(7)(b).

-10./ Id., f39.11(1)(c).

12/ 101., 139.11(1)(a).

18/ Bill-Ebapiro, interview in Miami, Fla., Nov. 7, 1960

Thereafter cited as Shapiro Interview).
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curfew, counseling, and substance - -abuse programs. 49/ The

judge makes a final disposition based on recommendations by HRS

and the attorneys handling the case.

Under the Florida juvenile justice system, HRS is the

single most important State entity responsible for the care and-

rehabilitation of delinquent youths. HRS participation in

Juvenile cases potentially could influence whether a juvenile

offender was "rehabilitated" or became a habitual offender.

That any significant rehabilitation occurs is questionable.

A profile of the juveniles Who commit crimes reveals their

need for social services. In July 1980, Judge Seymour Gelber,

a juvenile judge for the 11th circuit (Dade dainty), releaied'a

study profiling juvenile crime in Dade Camay. 50/ His study

was based an 495 adjudicated delinquents duriTiihe period of

SepteMber\1979 through April/1986. Because these juveniles

were dharged with Offenses requiring court action, Judge Gelber

termed them "'serious' delinquentsthose that have caused real-

concern in the dorill;unity and are most in need of assistance

from outside the family." 51/

..den

121/ Fla. Stat. Ann. §39.111(6)(e) (1979).

50/ Seymour Gelber, ALProfile of Deft County Juvenile Crime
Thly.1980) (hereafter cited as Juvenile Crime).

Ibid., ,P;4.

7'
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The Ifolioang chart, from Judge Gelber's study, illustrates

juvenile crime by types of delinquent offenie and by race. -

lbesefigures show that blacks committed half of serious(

juvenile crimes, 90 percent tf the robberies, and 68 percent of

assaultive crimes. 12 -̀ '

MULE II

(By Percentaqe--495 Adjudicated Delinquents)

TYPES or Me CCiarITEDBY TCTAL POPULATION
AND PROPORrIal or EACH CRIME BY RACIAL/ETHNIC CATWORY

t

'I'M CRIME I
PCPUTATION

TCMALI
BLACK LATIN

BUR31.0Y-HOPE 23%) 54% 12%

)
t. .

' )41% .

BUR3LARY-BUILDIMS
.

-.., .

18%)
....

57%
,,

25%

AMIE AND EATTERca 14% 54( 27% 19%

ROBBERY 8% , 90% c. 7% 2%

LARCENY 138 46% 30% 24%

wiroR VEHICLE 12% 36% 4.%

D(U3S 6.5% 27% 42% 30%

MISCELLANEOUS 5.5% 39%' 39% . 21%

Ek3oroe; Seymour Gelber, *Profile of Dade County

eNilles. (July 1980).

/11141111=

0.4g Ibid., p. 9.
.
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Although 4year,olIds committed 19 percent of the

burglaries, three-fourths of "all serious juvenile- crime [Wia]

committed by the 15; 16 and 17 year age group. The 16 and 17

year-dlds together [perpetrated] 56 percent of all juvenile_

:1, crime, almost half of all burglaries; 63 percent of all

robberies, and 57 percent of all other assaultive crime." 52/

Blacks under 13 years of age committed two-thirds of all crime

in that age category, while 12-year-olds--who committed a

smaller percentage of crime--ozemitted burglaries more than

half the t4ime._54/

.

The recidivism rate was very high. Of the population Judge

Gelber studied, 60 percent committed another offense within__

3- months of a prior offenee0A/ 'Cnce this 3month period

tessea,lhowever', the rate of re-arrest apparently decreased.

Judge Gelber suggested that the *law pace of the criminal

justice system might have prompted early recidivism. 56/

Like adult crime, juvenile crime does not occur in a.,,

vacuum. Psychological and socioeconomic forces may, precipitate,'

.4

§S mid., p. .

Ibid., p. 14.

55 mid.; pi., 15.

5S Ibid., p. 16.

'
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criminal behavior in sane individuals. Deterring juvenile

crime can be critical to controlling adult crime.

Eighty-three percent of the black youth Judge Gelber

studied came from one- parent households, and 94 percent of

those under age 12 lived in households headed by mothers. 57/

At fifty-two percent, the overall delinquency rate for blacks

was almost identical to that of black offenders from

single-parent bores Ififty-four percent). 58/ Judge Gelber

suggested that "[d]elinquency seems to attach itself to

children coming out of a broken family, headed by a female,

,

particularly in a Black family." 2/ In Miami, about one-third

-----a-f-bLdok7Aillies are heailedlby a single parent, as compared to

one-sevenol among Hispanic and n9n-Hispanic white families. 62/.

Economics also lalayra significant role in the rate/pd

jtivenile delinquency. Although the 1978 U.S. Census.

that 11.6 percent of families in the meted States line -belay

the poverty level, -61 / 54 percent of all the juvenil s and

57/ Ibid., p. 23.

58/ Ibid., po. 25.

59/ Ibid..

60/ Profile of the Black Populationvi?. 30. 4

61/ Juvenile Crime,/p. 26

2
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65 percent of the black juveniles in Judge Gelber's study came

from poverty level homes. 62/

There are many possible explanations for the

disproportionate number of blacks in the juvenile justice

system. Fbrmer HES counselor Vashti Armbrister testified about

why black youths may be delinquent, ascribing their crimes to

"frUstrations, al1ations, anger, hostility, restlessness."

Armbrister said that after the recent disturbances, she spoke

with young blacks who told her there was "no one who really

cared about then" or their problems. She said that they didn't

want temporary jobs or handouts; they'lmant homes that are not

infested with rats and roaches." 63/

As a social service provider,,HRS addresses juvenile

offenders' primary needs because poverty is so prevalent in

their backgrounds. Judge Gladstone pointed, this out in his

testimony before the Cbmmission:

The trick, of course, is to get into their

{juveniles-') lives with proper parental

nurturing-, communities that are not violent,

communities and families that have hope at

the moment of birth. 64/

62/ Id. p. 26.

62/ Vashti Armbrister, testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp.

414-35.

61/ gaadstone Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 375.



HAS rehabilitative programs have been criticized for

"systematically excluding all juvenile hard-cores. -

particularly those [juveniL-s] of-an assaultive nature. This

pcaicy results in hard-cores, of whom the blacks are in

.gteatest number, virtually noVbeing admitted." fl/

Most HAS rehabilitative programs aredesigned fnr juveniles

who have been adjudicated delinquent and camd.tted to State

custody. State-wide, there are approximately 1,150 commitment

slots; Dade Comity has 135-145 slots. 6Y In fiscal year 1978,

there were 781 ccamitments,from the HI district that

encompasses Dade and tteroelCounties. As the criteria for

placement, HAS placement coordinator Bill Shapiro uses "the

-age, the present offense, recent and past juvenile history,

and family environment, attitudes, educational achievement

or x ck of educational achievement." Er

HIS intake coirmelor provides information about the

- off with respect to the placement criteria as a baiis for

fining the "right" oommitment slot. 68/ Frequently, space

§§ juvenile Crime, p. 21.

66/ 11 Shapiro, Placement Coordinator, Florida Department of

Mal and Sehabilitative Services, testimony, Heartng

Tr ipt, p. 442.

rb7 did. r \p. 440:

ggy tihapiro'.,1nterview in Miami, Fla:, tbv. 7, 1980.
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is not available in the "right" slots, so juveniles may be

placed in other programs that may not meet their needs. 62/

Fbr fiscal year 1980, the'Florida legislature allocated

$5,160,960 for HRS youth services in Dade County. 70/ Despite

funding problems that stretch the resources thinly, HRS has

tried to maintain the same racial and ethnic composition in its

programs as that of the general juvenile delinquent population

(black--52 percent, white--28 percent, Latin--20 percent). 21/

The low educational and experiential requirements for HAS

counselors affect the quality of the counseling HRS

provides. 22/ Without the necessary training and experience,

counselors may not be able to intervene quickly and effectively

br to assess behavioral problems manifested as delinquent

acts. Juvenile delinquency may reflect law educational

achievement and disruptive behavior in school, but

:V Gan' Thompson, HRS Fiscal Officer, telephone interview,
fib. 25, 1982.

Mr Juvenile Crime, pp. 21-22.

23/ Al youth counselor is required to hold a B.A. degree and

have two years of work experience in a family or children

counseling agency. See Florida Department of Administration

class Coif) 6928, Job Specification for HRS District Intake

Counselor (1975).
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counselors cannot evaluate such symptoms out of context. F1I

camel:re require well-developed skills to assess. the

wierlying causes, such as disruptive home life, learning

disorders, or peer pressures, for such behavior.

Children who have been adjudicated delinquent but do not

rawire camaitment or are released from State custody often are

r aced in community control status. tbder community control,

an HRS field services counselor usually monitors the juvenile

in the somewhat perfunctory way as would a probation officer.

The counselor sees the child an average of once per week,

checks on sdhool attendance and progress, imeattempts to

counsel the youth. Juveniles may be denied certain privileges,

aiven curfews, or ordered to enroll in special programs, such

as drug rehabilitation.

Despite the apparent need for this type o supervision,

several factors may dilute its effectiveness. The length of

time a juvenile remains on community control is relatively

short. 22/ Counselors may have inadequate skills for helping

children modify their behavior, or caseloads may be too heavy.

And counselors cannot alter socioeconomic factors that spur

same children to delinquency.

pj Meria-Puig, Unit Counselor, Community cntrol, Florida
MiOartment of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Interview in
Miami, Fla., Nay. 5, 1980.

C1
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Cne casunity control program that appears to be relatively

successful restitution. Juveniles whb =nit property-

related offenses (burglary, robbery, strong-armed robbery, auto

theft, petty theft, and vandalism)° usually are ordered to make

financial restitution or to perform ccemunity services as

compensation for their &lie!. Par the period July 1979 to

_September 1980, the restitution program recorded 1,047 oases

with a total of 29,806 comminity service hours and $19,652.75

in financial restitution. 21/

Despite the apparent success of the restitution program,

this-type of punishment may-have unforeseen consequences.

According to Judge Glaistone:

[M]e are taking children...the dhildranwho

are most recidivistic, the children Who are

so-called hard-core delinquents, and we are

taking them largely out of ccamunities in

which there is no work, there is no hope....

[We ask thmm]..."Ohat do you want?" The first

thing they will say...is, "I want work" or "I

went a jab" and...the first work they ever

get...(we present as] punishment rather than

something constructive. ly

21/ Midi

22/ Gladitone testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 373-74.

2
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In prime cases, the offender's beckgroundlimits the,

rehabilitative aspects of the restitution program.

Kitchell, an HRS restitution counselor, finds it veridifficat,

to locate employment for juveniles who have no emp t

skills, little education, and unrealistic expectaiiam'atheir

-eoployment potential:.

[I]f you get a kid who...has-taken e:car

and...does $1,500 worth of damage to that

I-
car...[bjut the family is on welfare, i

can't see ordering him to pay $I,500....

-CI]f We gRR:e-tid-..r[whOlisliS years old,-

he tdoesn't have a social security card...

which [will take] maybe fivoseks.-..[to

get]....[T]hen you...trY [to] get [him or

her] a jck4lif the kid doesn't read and

doesn't have the proper education, we can't

get him a job...41I-youur-get him or her

a job, it will be in]...Eurger King [or]

MODonald's.,,..He doesn't want that type of

job. He /Wants to be an electrician, but

[cue of school],..in the ninth

./tecause...(it)

he doesn't viant...a bun jab

doesn't make any money....
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[H]e wants a job where he can make plenty of

money.... yg

According to HAS, it requested and received state funding

for a statewide program to ditert children from the judicial

system. 22/ The Juvenile Alternative Services Program (ASP)

includes restitution and community service, mediation and

arbitration, subsidized work restitution, volunteer and family

counseling. It was tested in three districts for fiscal years

1979 to 80 and 199D to 81 and resulted in increased diversion

of children from the courts, detention and commitment

facilities. 22/ In District XI (Dade CountY) it is expected-to .

be operational -tartaty 1, 1982, under contract with the Dade/

Comity Criminal Justice Council._

Delinquency is often a product of poor educatt.on(

-unemployment, ghetto neighborhoods, and di home lives.:

The offenders, once released from State or care, musti

return to the very environments that contribu to their

-delinquency, Cr it expectations are high the

ge/ .Gerri ritclhell, Restitution Counselor, Fl ida Dwertim4
Health aid Rehibilitative Services, testi Hearing

Itanscript, pp. 454-55.

22/ ,ptithan letter, p. 2.

V Sid!
19/ Ibid.
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justice system, but Judge Gladstone believes that the system

will fail unless the cceasunity expectations for the juveniles,

themselves, are changed.

Don't give me a child 15 years of age who

has been abused or abusive-for those 15

years who has never known a moment's

success...who is not likely_ever to know a

moment's success and expect me in a matter

of 6 months or something, somehow, to make

an acceptable good productive happy citizen

out of his. We'aie pretty much at the ere

of the line, so I don't think the successes

in a juvenile justice system really can come
1

tout of that justice-system. The fault

doesn't lie with the system; it lies with

the community that produCed the kids that

came into the system. gy

Pbr the juvenile justice system to be most effective, it

should have a lasting effect on youthful offenders. -Wherever

possible, the underlying causes "of juvenile crime. should be

identified mid met with meaningful intervention. Failing that,

sancticms may control delinquent behavior.

as/ Gladstone Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 375.



Finding 6.3: The combine! lity of the Public Defender

the Florida of and Rehabilitative Services to

meet the of juvenile clients pre - `tS

le hos tel served the

The Florida PublicsDefender (P.D.) is statutorily

authorized represent ell indigent criminals, inolud*

juveniles who face possible adjudication of deli

The Public Defender has an annual budget of $4,695,022, wi

approximately $600,000 .11ocated to the juvenile rvision. The

juvenile division has staff of 12 attorneys, th an Average

caseload per attorney' of 528 cases annually. W

Until June of- 1981, -the- Dade County juvectile-court_cperatedl

a central system that permitted multiple adraignments of

alleged'offenders at informal hearings, known as "soundings."

Juvenile arraignments must occur relatively soon after arrest

As juveniles foing an adjudication have the right to a speedy

trial. 22/ Attorneys for both the State Attorney's Office

(SAID) and the Public Defender usually rotated these preliminary

hearings on aTweekly-besis.___The_juvenile'sfirstcontact with

a Public :Defender usually occurs --sit the arraignme4. Although

gy Ina. Stat. Ann. 4127.51 (1) (1980).

Mark Weinstein, Businessianager, Dade County Public

Defender's Office, Telephone Interview, Feb. 25, 1982.

83/ Fla. R. Juv. P. Rule 8.180 (1980).

,22.9
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the central system was a time-saving mechanism, it could operate

to the disadvantage of the juvenile.

The attorney who represented a juvenile at the arraignment

Vas unlikely to provide subsequent representation at the

adjudication hearing: The large saber of juveniles to be

arraigned invariably precluded the attorney's meeting with any

of them prior to their appearance before the judge. The

attorney often must represent the client preliminarily, without

having sufficient knowledge of the facts in the case. 84/ In

June of 1981 this central system of "soundings" was disbanded.

85/ The system has been fanged so that the same attorney (or

an attorney in the'same division) representing a client at

arraignment is likely to represent that same client at the

adjudication hearing. 196/

After the arraignment, the attorney representing the client

schedules pre-hearing interviews to gather evidence needed for

the offender's defense. SOmetimes the juvenile's parents or

guardian are not interviewed because the attorney is unable to

contact them. ply

IlLrine Cohen, attorney, Public Defender's office,

iew in Miami, Fie., Nov. 19, 1980.

gi Judy Alves, attorney, vrney, Juaile Division, Public Defender's

Mice, telephone interview, Apr. 22, 1982.

;I/ Bennett H. Brummer, Public Defender, Eleverkth Judicial

rcuit of Florida, letter to Paul Alexander, Apr. 6, 1982.

12/ Ibid.



The Florida Department of_ Health and Rehabilitative

Services intake counselor is responsible for evaluating the

[Moe life, Whool performance, and past record of the

offender. ibis information is vital to the attorney

repreeentatfng the juvenile. The Public Defender, perceiving

that HES was not adequateW serving its juvenile clients,

empLoyed three s:m=1A' workers to assist P.Q. attorneys. 88/

The social workers thoroughly evaluate clienti, which helps

attorneys present their cases and influence post-adjudicabory

dispositions. Given the number of cases assigned to the P14,

-howeverr. this grogram has been unable to serve the entire

client pcpUlaticn adequately.

'Often, the attorney representing.a juvenile has not handled

the case fros its inception,. Dien When circumstances are

otherwise, the pre-hearing interview that might provide the

attorney with insight into the juvenile's background may only

malt in a recital of the circumstances of arrest. The

attorney must then appear before the court with scant knowledge

About the possible causes far the juvenileili behavior. -u

The nature of the, juvenile adjudication prpcess cal0 for-

:

cases of delimi.f..ency. Parents orfamily invol

gtiardians are ,askad to attaaid the intake oonference with HIS,

Mi Wad!), Cohan, testiammy, Hearing Transcript, p. 3138.

c
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the pre-hearing interview with the P.D., and.the adjudicatory

hearing and disposition. This type of involvement works a

particular
hardship or:Jai-income parents who must take time

off from work at eadh step of the process and arrange.for

tramsportation. Even if parents-are able to take this time

off, the juvenile justice system moves slowly, causing parents

to spend inordinate amounts of time waiting. As Maxine Cohen,

an attorney with the public Defender, pointed out in her

testimony:

[A,Is with,eny welfare systemi...getting
/.

4

isalkve, getting fool stamps, you are going

tolhave await in line for half a day....I

have seen situations where the indbilpy of

aiperent to miss a day's work and come and

sit in court for.half a day, or a whole day

with their kid, or sit for an intake,

confrence, is mistaken:for a lack of

intereiton [the] part of that parent. It

is not lack of interest. It may be

frustration with thi system. gy

'The pekception operating within the juvenile justice system

that a pareni'i presence is indicative of more interest:in the

t.
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Te 1

child's behavior works an additional lip on the blatk

offender. Post-bearing disposition,results in a treatment plan
.

appropriate to the serioumness of the offense. 22/ If the

parents do not participate in the edjudicatory process; the

juvenile justice system generally intervenes without the use of

family support. The ld may be removed from the hose-
4,-

environment and placed in a State training school or a similar

restrictive program. 232 Because the parents of white

juveniles are more likely to be present at each step of the

adjudicatcry process, disposition may be less severe fcc ..te

offenders. 21/ Because of economic disparities between whites

and minorities, white parents are more likely,A be able co

place their children in special schools and private programs.

Dispositions for black juveniles often fail to take into

account the socioeconomic factors that may contribute to

delinquent behavidr. This failure, COT led with the inadequate

resources available to Imo, precludes effective counseling with

black juveniles and.their families.
1

..ly Fla. Stat. Ann. 139.001(2)(a) (1979).

21/ Id., 139.11(1)(c).

22/ brine atom interview in Miami, Fla., Oct. 16, 1980.

233
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',.t-,

,
-The i interlocking processes-of discrimination clearly

. -

disadvantage black juvenile attendee. .Housing discrimination

-has foredcmost of rede_CountifstilaCkei.lyin law-income, high
4 ,

t'a

..

density neighborhoods. employment discrimi an :hts confined.
. .

blacks to low-payi* laotkilled jcbsk oft far from

black neighborhoods. 'Llacking private transportation and whey,

for babysitters, many taack parents must leave their children

unattended for loni; periods of time. Youth unemployment, due

largely to a lack of vocational skills and the sabool system's

inability to provide an adequate education, also leaves many

young blacks with unstructured, unsupervised free time. By its

failure to intervene effectively, the juvenile justice system

reinforces and perpetuates the process of discrimination that

has fostered black juvenile delinquency.

234
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CHAPTER VII

ALMMEMSTERTION CP JUSTICE: ACENTINUING SORE SPOT'

.Decie Comities criminal justice system has been a continual

source of abrasion to the black community. Robert Simms,

Executive Director of the Dade County Community Relations

Hoard, testified before the Commission:

[T]here is a feeling with the black

ccumunity that there is an internal conflict

occurring within certain [police department]

enforcement jurisdictions between officers

that want to righteously enforce the law

with justice and others who would do

otherwise; that when this conflict arises,

those who would choose to righteously

enforce the law are either intimidated,'

chastised [or] ostracized.... 1/

Other members of. Miami-Dade's black community concurred. 2/

Mr. Simms ncted,

It is perceived that there is unequal

treatment of enforcement to the black

1/ Wbert Simms, testimony, Hearing before the U.S. Ccamission
cr. Civil Rights, Miami, Fla., Dec. 8-11, 1980, unpublished
transcript (hereafter cited as Hearing Transcript), p. 1168.

2/ See, gal/ Otis Pitts, Executive Director,
flielatcntearaccacirCenter, testigcny, Ibid., pp. 1204-0S.

235
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cammity, especially in certain enforcement

jurisdictions. Whether this be true or not

does not necessarily matter. It is

perceived to be that way. Therefore, for

the perceiver, I suspect that is the

truth. 2/

The Miami riots of 1969 directly resulted from a harsh

police crackdown, and the fatal beating of a black Miamian by

local police officers led to the riots of 1980. In this

regard, Miami's civil disturbances have been similar to those

in other American cities. Although there is no typical riot

and no typical :lot pattern, racial violence-in America almost

invariably has occurred when an encounter between law

enforcement officers and 'a member of the black conwanity

escalates to physical confrontation. 1/.

The 1980 disturbances in Miami did not immediately follow

sudh an incident: the riots ccurred only after police officers

were arrested, prosecuted, tried, and acquitted for their role

in the beating ceath of Arthur MODuffie. Ai= did the riots

2/ Simms Testimony, 19. 1167-68.

4/ See, erstim Nsport of the National Advisory Ctemdssian on

Civil Easorders Nashington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

rib, 1 157. Tnis Commission is usually identified as the

Xernergommlission, after its Chairman, former Illinois Governor

Otto Kerner/0
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primaritv result from a series of incidents involving the

criminal justice system and the black community, although there

bad been such a aerie, of incidents. Anger and frustration had

aocumulated within larie segments of the black population as a

result of years of pervative and institutionalized exclusiOn

from full participation in the economic and social life of the

city. Mistreatment and unequal treatment of blacks by the Dade

County criminal justice system aresbut one part of this larger

pattern of discrimination and exclusion.,

Steps to improve the caliber of policing in the black

community and to control racism in the courthduee can reduce

the likelihood that the criminal justice system will trigger a

riot, but they cannot remove such risks entirely until .

underlying problems are resolved. Both before and since the

1980 riots, DadaiDounty's two principal law enforcement

agencies made administrative and policy changes designed to

reduce tensions and improve relations between the police and

the black community. Yet, as the chiefs of each department

acknowledged, unless Miami addresses and resolves the root

causes of the riots, the police and the black community will

come again to confrontation. /

Kenneth Berme, Chief, Miami Police Department and Bobby
&nes, director, Dade County Public Safety Department,
testimony, Hearing before the U.B. Commission on Civil Fights,
Miami, Fla., Dec. 8-11, 1990, unpOhlidhed transcript,
pp. 1326-32 (ihareafter cited as Bar Transcript).

3_
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Finding 7.1: Nor almost 2 years before the Miami disturbances,

a series of incidents involving the black community and law

enforcement officials increased racial tension whiCh culminated

in the 1980 riots. The incidents reinforced the black

comma s belief that a dual en oI toe evailed

Dade County ---a syst.ea race ved unequal

treatment before the law.

In early May 1980, after five white police officers were

acquitted of brutally muriering Arthur MbDuffie, a taack

insurance executive, the Miami-Dade black community exploded

with violence and anger. In the minds of many blacks, the

verdict in the MODuffie case was one more outrage against the

caumunity-by-lawim-forcement Offidials. The MbDuffie case

sparked the rioting in Miami's Liberty City community and the

violence that occurred in black enclaves throughout Dade County

for several days in May.

On May 22, 1980, immediately after the riots, Governor

Robert Graham appointed a Citizen's committee to find the

causes of the violent civil disturbances. 1 The committee

also was asked specifically to look into the Dade Couflty State

Attorney's Office and its handling of five racially sensitive

cases. 7/ All but one involved altercations between police and

members of the black community. The Dade County State

1/ Report of Governor's Dade County Citizens' Cbmmittee

Oatober, 1980), p. 1 {hereafter cited as Citizens' Committee

Report).

7/ Ibid., p. 2.
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/ Attorney's Office bad been the subject of considerable public

controversy, and its handling of the five cases was perceived

as exacerbating the racial tension in Miami! 2/

The first case involved the Cade County-PUblic Safety

Department. 2/ In Februaryy the department:served a

search warrant_cer the wrong house. The police erroneously

searched do hese of Nathaniel LaFleur, a 48-year,

old black school teacher. 10/ The police officers i,--/olved

testified that they believed they were executing a valid search

warrant for drugs at the correct address. 11/ However,

according to Mr. LaFleur, when he refused to submit to the

unauthorized search, he was forcibly arrested and beaten up by

police. His residence was ransacked and left in total

disarray. 13/ Medical reports show that Mr. LaFleur received a

scalp laceration, a contusion of the bead above the

ityMiami Herald, A. 1, 1980, p. 2-B; Washington Post,
23, 1980, IN Al2.

2/ The Dade County Public Safety Department was officially
renamed the Metro-Dade Police Department on July 21, 1981.

ly Citizens' Committee Report, p. 29.

11/ SupObemaXt to theLfinal apart of the Cede County Grand
Jury-Fall Tent 1978 %dry 8, 1979), p. 3 (hereafter cited as

Supplement to Grand Jury Report).

la/ Miami Herald, Feb. 14, 1979, pp. 1A, 16A; Feb. 17, 1979,
W. 18, 2E6
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right eye, swelling on the back of the head, multiple bruises

on the smolder, elbow, left band, left chest, lower right

cheek ard right flank, back injuries`, right chest injuries, and

a fracture of the ribs. 12/ Hiszscn, who arrived home during

the altercation, was also arrested and allegedly assaulted by

the police without causs.-'11/'

The 'incident was widely reported in the news media as "The

Wrong House Drug Raid" or "ThetaFleur Case." 11/ The State

Attorney, however, found no Cause to prosecute the officers '

involved, 16/ and ihe-grand jury, although critical of the

"inexcusable" acts of negligence of the officers and of the

widespread use of profane language and racial slurs by police,

subsequently decided that criminal Charges were not

warranted. 12/

12/ Citizens' COmmittee Report, pp. 32-33.

11/ Miami Herald, Feb. 14, 1979, p. 16h; Miami Herald,

Feb. 1771579777 1B.

16/ Miami Herald, Feb. 14, 1979, p. lh; Feb. 17, 1979, p. 1B;
Aprin77975775p. 1C, 2C; April 12, 1979, p. 3C; April 20,
1979, p. 3D; April 21, 1979, p. 3B.

16/ Citizens' Committee Report, p. 34; Miami Herald, April 11,

1979, pp. 1C, 2C.

12/ Supplement to Grand Jury Report, pp. 2, 5.
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The seccexl case involved an 11-year old black female 1634:-

claimed that she had been lexually 'pleated by a Florida

hi¢may patrolmen. 1.8/ The initia-inveitigation by the.-
Florida Highway Petit:l1 concluded that the incident did not

involve a highway patrolman, ly despite infonea ticn provided

victim identifying the patrolman. When the case was

reopened, Trooper Willie Jones was charger& as the

molester. Prior to the trial, Jones was willing to plead

guilty in return far no jail sentence after plea discussions

with the State Attorney's Mice. 31/.

The judge before sdxse the cE- etas first brought, the

}tamable Jchn I. Gordan, said that if Jones woad plead

guilty, he would sentence him to the mentally disordered eel

Ibid., pp. 37-42.

12/ Ibid., pp. 37-38.

Ibid., p. 38.

State_v. Jones, Mb. 79-2078 (11th Cir. Fla. 1979), Hearing
Judge Gordon, Apr. 4, 1979. B_ ut see lien) letter,

Appendix B, p. 3., Mang that prior7371R4r 1, 1979 the State
Attorney's Office refused t©: negotiate a plea to no jail time
(in custody treader t) tecaule it construed the pertinent
statute as not authorising a commitment to the mentally

llisodkeedsex Afender program unless the offender was
incarcerated.
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offen3er's program for a 2-year commitment, 23/ He also

seriously questioned the State Attorney's handling of the case:

I will just be as candid with you, asj can.

lb me, this case in some manner smacks of

racism, and I am not mo certain that the

Stite Attorney's Office would be asking the

same arrangement if this defendant was black

and the victim was a young white girl, and

it appeared to me tabs in part some sort of .

14

sweetheart deal that I would not be a party

tos "o

You must understand me. I do not assert

that the defendnt, his conduct, is in any

way race. relate. at I do feel

uncomfortable with, tinmelver, is the manner

in which this caae was originally presented

to me and the

Office ild...

not stand up in-

that the State Attorney's

object to the plea, mad

and affirmatively

state that this iieS a MegOtiated plea. I

have serious questions liether this

defendant was-plank and this young victim

22/ Id, p. 1.1%

24
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ims White, Whethellthe State Attorney's

Office, the Public Safety Department and the

Highway Patrol Would, in fact, .be making the

same representation to me now as they are

_for this defendant, and that is What upsets

is. 32/

The assistant state attorney, however, denied thatrace was

a consideration in the handling of the case. 26/ -Tine

perdiman's defense counsel told the court that his client

received special consideration, not beeause of his race, but

became of his occupation, a consideration that Judge Cordon

friend just as indefensible:

Defense CotreeeL. Judge, the reason that

everyone wants to ,stick up' for the man is

beol4selw, is a police officer, not because

is White.

The Cloprt. That is equally as bad. That is

ihg one's twin and that is because he

is in enfOrcement. Perhaps the State

At With their acmectiai witfi Lew

0saiPSD--who/I wholly

\243
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admirefeel as thotmjh fit this they
/

went to protect their own and perhapyi their .

raccmandit. taws would not be thatihey are

now if this eon had beta a civilian, and I

just do not\ think that is proper. I just do

Act think it is proper. 22/

Because the jwige\intended to sentence hie to a sexual

attendees program, which included incarceratice, the pitrolman

decided not to plead Judge Gordon' subeeguently removed

himself fibs the ease. 2§/

The case was then reassigned b3 Judge David L. Levy Who was

unaware of the prior negotiatices.' Judge Levy accepted a nolo

=tenders (no contest) plea and placed officer Jones on

prcbation for 3 years with the special condition that he "seek,

and receive psychiatric trsateent as an outpatient*for as long"

as and in such manner as deemed appropriate by the treating

doctors." 27

22/ Id., p. 15. -

22/ Id., pp. 16724.

22/ Citizens' Comaitte(Bmport,

,
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The, oess wee widely publicizedand raised serious questicos

about the administratiat of justice in -the county. 2§,/ In

. .0

response, Judge Levy !Opointed a special Actiqg State Attorney

-to investigate how the State Attorney's 'Office handled the

case. The Acting State Attornimy's report was highly critical

of both the police investigation and the handling of the case

by the State Attorney's Office. 32/

-1 The third case that troubled the black community was the

'-shooting death of a'21-year old blac)c male, Randy Heath, by an

off-duty Hialeah police officer. 'Heath was allot in the back of

the hied at close.range while standing presZe against

wall. 22/ A county judge at the inquest found probable cause

to believe the homicide was criminal and referred the

case to the State Attorney's Office. 21/ After an inordinately

Add. See &leo ,Dade Cbunty CommumityRsaations Board,
Coming Revieri of the Criminal

ticn

1

dyne,
p. 11 The Miami Herald, Jan. 24,

j29 A Cxt of the Acting State Attorney, Crim..D1v. No.
79-20/8 Illth Cir. Fla.) (Mr, 1960) (hereafter cited as Report
of the Acting State Attorey).(maintained in Concision Mee).

Citizens' Committee Report, p. 421 The Miami News, Apr. 2,

1980, po. 1A.

CitisIns' Committee _Report, p. 42; The Miami Herald, Feb.

, 1990,16 1A.

245
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delayed investigation, 22/ the State Attorney's Office

determined that, the killing was not criminal. 32/ A later

investigation, however, the State Attorney's Office

to reverse its decisiOn. 24/

During the interim, the gr jury independently requested

that the case be preiented.-250 Although the State Attorney's

Office decided that criminal dharges were appropriate, the

office declined to file them and presented the case to the
s

grand jury as ithad_requested. -The grand jury later refused

to indict the officei 36/ r 41

22/ After the inquest in September, 1979 there &lowed "an
untoward delay df more than sic months...Whidh the*State
Attorney's Office did nothing to prevent. This delay was

inexcusable...." Citizens' Committee Report, p. 42; Charles

Heys, Assistant city Attorney for the city of Miami, testimony/

Hearing Transcript,"! 1427.

3/ 'Janet Reno, State Attorney for thelllth Judicial Circuit,

Florida, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1413; Mays
Testieonyr Ibis., p. 1429.

34/ Reno Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1413'; Mays,

testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1429.

22/ Citizens' CommitteeReport, p. 43 states, "The State'

Attorney iestified that she did pot ask the Grand Jury to take

over the investigation, but that, in fact, the Grand Jury

the investigation away from her."

2,§1. Interim Report of the Dade COunty Grand Jury --Fall Terse

1E9 (Apr. 1, 1980).
4
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The fourth case that the Governor's citizen's committee

investigated was the _prosecution of Johnny JOnes, the black

superAntendent villools in Cede dounty. Dr. Jones first was

charged with grand weft for using public monies under his

control for his personal benefit 22/ and later was dharged

with soliciting perjury, tampering with a witness and

accepting bribery from a contractor who did buiiness with.fhe

school system. 28/ Dr. --nes, a nationally known educator,was

the highest ranking black public official in Dade County. His

trial generated considerable public interest and, under the

rules of the Florida Sqpreme'Clourt, was televised:39/ -.
0

Compared to the handling of the other highly publicized.,and

racially sensitive cases, tne State's prosecution of Dr. Jones

appeared to the black community to be particllarly

aggressive. 9/ The prosecution filed the second criminal

dharge an the eve of the first trial and excluded black

22/ New York Times, Mar 19, 1980, p. 940.

38/ The Miami Herald, Sept. 16, 1980, p. 31-13.

39/ 2711rn of tZ140712Newsweek Stations, Florida,nnd., 370

amdUct Can. 3(A)(7)(West 1980).

49/ Perri Test

Lee,. Questi
The Mind Tines,

Heating Transcript, pp. 1176-1177; Dora
Due ''roc ess...Ndt Guilt cr Innocence,"

1960, p. 3.

2 4 7
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panelists from the jury..W.Less than 3 weeks before the

riots,'the all-white jury convicted Dr. Jones of attempting to

use public funds for his personal use. 42/

The fifth case was the McDuffie case. ly In the early

morning hours of December 17, 1979, Arthur MeDuffie, a

33-year-mold black'insurance executive, led law officers on an

8-minute, high-speed chase through the streets of Miami and

Dade County.- Teen he was apprehended, Cede County Department

of Public Safety officers allegedly beat him, using nightsticks

and "Kel.aite° heavy-duty police flashlights; 44/ he died 4

days later: 15/ Manslaughter and murder charges were filed

against three officers, 46/ and two other officers were

41/ Citizens' Committee Report, pp. 45-47.

42/ New Ybrk Times, May 19, 1980, p. B-10. The second trial,

held after the riots, resulted in ah acquittal on the bribery

charge and a conviction on a misdemeanor charge for witness

tampering. \Miami Herald, (et. 18, 1980, p. 1A.

12/ Citizen'. Committee Report, pp. 47-51.

11/ Offense *port, Dade County Public Safety Department Case

NO: .69734-2 (hereafter cited as Offense Report) (maihtained in

Commission files). _

45/ Report of the Dad my Medical Etsminer, Case, No.

/1-3424 (Dec. 22, 1979) (maintained in Commission files).

46/ State v. Diggs, Cr. Case No. 79-21661A (11th Cir. Fla.

1980). Cn December 28, 1979, Officer Alex Marrero, Sgt. Ira

Diggs, Officer Michael Watts and Officer William F. Hanlon, all

from the Dade County Departient of Public Safety, were charged

248
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charlimd IV with participating in an attempt to cover up the

incident by making it appear accident11. 46/ At the trial,

Whidh was moved from Miami to Tampa, Florida, evidence was
0

presented that Mr. MODuffie was jumped upon and beaten

46/ (Con.t) with manslaughter. Offense Report. TWo other
aficers, Charles R. Veverka and Mark Meier, were granted
immunity from prosecution and later testified for the State
Attorney's Office at the trial. The New York Times, July 29,

1980, p. All. On January 4, 1980, Officer :ianlon was granted
immunity from prosecution idezdhange for his testimony.
Investigative Files, Dade County Department of Public
,Safety-Internal Review, Memorandum of Investigation from Sat.
L. Saunders to Bobpy L. Janes, Director (undated) S.I. #79-521,
p. 19 (maintained in Commission files). Cn February 1, 19e0,

second degree murder charges were filed against Officer
Marrero. Ibid., addendum of Feb. 5, 1980 (maintained in

Commission files).

47/ State v. Diggs, Cr. Case No. 79-21601A (11th Cir. Fla.

Ig80). On December 28, 1979, Sgt. Herbert Evans of the Dade
County Public Safety-Department was charged with tampering with

evidence and orchestrating the coverqp. Offense Report. On

February 1, 1980, Officer Lbaldo Del lbw of the Dade County
Public Safety Department was chargediwith'being an accessory
after the fact for his involvement in the cverup.
Investigative Files, Dade County Department OfPutaio
Safety-Internal Review, Memorandum of Investigation from Sgt.

L. Saunders to Rub L. Jones, Director (addendum,of Feb. 5,
1980) S.I. #79-521 ma eta ned in Commission files).

The first police reports of the incident stated that Mr.
MoDuffie's injuries were sustained when he fell from his
motorcycle after running into a curb. It was thereafter
determined that no such accident had occurred, but that police
officers had vandalized the motorcycle with nightsticks and, in
an attempt to create the appearance of an accident, had driven

over it with alcolice squad car and scraped up the street with

a tire iron. Offense Report.
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after calling out, "I give up." 19/ As he was lying on the

ground handcuffed, an officer allegedly straddled him and swung

a Kel-lite flashlight or beitan with both hands from behind his

back over his bead and delivered two or three full-force blows

to Mr. McDuffie's skull. 52/ Dr. Ronald Wright, Dade County's

chief deputy medical examiner, testified that the blown

received were equivalent in'Lorce to a fall from a four -story

Wilding. DT. Wright also stated that Mr. MbDuffie suffered

the worst brain damage he had ever seen in 3,600 autopsies. at,

At the-conclusion of the 49-day trial, the all-white jury

deliberated less than 3 hours and acquitted all five defendants

of all charges. 52/ Calming as it did in the wake of the

LaFleur, Heath, and Jones cases, the MbDuffie verdict was

perceived as more than just an isolated failure of the criminal

12/ The New York Times, July 29, 1980, p. All. Conflicting

evidence attributing different actions to various officers was

reportedly a contributing factor in the acquittal. Ibid.-

52/ Miami Herald, April 30, 1980, p. 4D.

51/ The New York Times, May 9, 1980, p. A20.

52/ New York Times, July 29, '980, p. All. The judge had

earlier directed an acquittal verdict as to the charges against

defendant Del Toro. Ibid.



justice system. 'lb the black comity and many others in

Miami and elsewhere, the /4zDuff is verdict appeared to be the

final proof that the criminal justice system in Dade County was

incapable of condemning off icjal-lriolence against blacks. 53/

The Governor's citizens' committee explicitly recognized

that the major problem confronting the Dade Ozunty criminal __-

justice system was its lacy -of credibility in the black

community. 51/ Credibility, the committee noted, is largely a

function of appearance, and that events and not ignorance

convinced many that Dade County operated a racist justice

system. 55/ The justic3 system, the committee found, is

severely hamnered without the confidence of the ccuumnity:

The Committee was deeply moved by the

statement of one of the speakers appearing

before it. He described plaintively his

conclusions about several incidents in

language approximately as follows: "A group

53/ New York Times, MDV 19, 1980, p. Al: Washington Post,

May 19, 1980, p. Al, A10.

Citizens' Committee Report, pp. 25-29.

15/ Ibid., p. 67.
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of white police officers break into the

wrong house, teat up a Black man and his

son, and they are stillion the force; a

Whit makes sexual

advances upon a Black girl in his car, and

nothing happens to him; a White policeman

shoots a young,Black man in the back of the

head and is charged with nothing; another

group ofilhite policemen beat a Black man to

death and are turned loose."

So perceptions are really important. They

constitute signals flashing the danger of

rising emotions and frustrations. They

indicate that in the minds of the perceivers

something is radically wrong. Further,

whether borne out by fact or not, poor

perceptions reveal a lack of confidence on

the part of many citizens in the criminal

justice system, a condition that does not

lead to the proper functioning of the

system. 56/

56/ Ibid., pp. 26-27.
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Minimizing the importance of community attitudes and

by ascribing them to ignorance, the committee said,

will not dispel the belief-that a dual system of justice

exists. 57/ that remained was a criminal justice system

incapable of clearly condemning excessive physical force

Against black citizens and unable to dispel the belief that the

-system is unfair and racist.

Finding 7.2: Independent official investigators who have

reviewed the administration of tice in Dade Coun have been

ghly t cal o police nuestigat one and o the State
Attorney's handling of highly publicized and racially Sensitive

cases.

Both the Governor's citizens committee and the specially

appointed Acting' State Attorney in the Willie T. Jones case

identified particular actions and decisions. of +aseeMfercement
e,

officials that were troubling. Major findings of these two

reports on the administration of justice in the five cases

reviewed focused on inadequacies in investigations,

improprieties in the relationship between the State Attorney's

Office and the police, and repeated failures of the State

Attorney to be straightforward and forthright about her

office's handling of those highly publicized incidents. 58/

12/ Ibid., pp. 28-29.

58/ Ibid., p. 38.

253



With regard to the inves gation comlacted by the Dade

Cbunty Department of PUbii Safety in the LaPleur case, the

oommiitee concluded:

Our review of the Internal Review Section's

investigation of its own officers leads to

the inescapable conclusion that the Internal
s

Review Section's review was totally

unsatisfactory.

A critical examination of the Public Safety

Department's investigation gives the

distinct imp_ession that it was conducted,

not .for the purpose of ferreting out the

truth, but for the purpose orlearing the

officers involved of criminal wrongdoing. 59/

!fl committee was particularly critical of the failure of the

internal review investigator to account for the documented

A
injuries sustained by Mr. Lafleur. 60/ The investigator

focused instead on inconsistencies in the victim's statement

while "turnEingl a blind eye on...material inconsistencies" in

the officers' statements. 61/

12/ Ibid., pp. 29-30.

f2/ Ibid., pp. 3/-33.

11/ Maid., p. 33.
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The committee found the Florida Highway Patrol investigation

in the Willie T. Janet! case "so grossly inadequate for the

offinse involved. and the evidence available that.it actually

bordered-on criminal negligence." 62/

The committee described the Public Safety Department's

investigation and handling of the Willie T. Jones case as

"callous" and "another example of police agencies trying to

protect their CM people by investigating themselves." The

committee found that internal review in such cases "has proven

to be totally unsatisfactory in the State of Plorida."663/ The

Governor's committee also questioned the practices and

decisions of the State Attorney's Office, in particular the

relationship between the State Attorney's Office and the police

agencies when complaints allege improper police action and

conduct. According to the committee, "[title State Attorney

appears to have aligned herself on_the side of the police even

when such an alignment is insupportable," 64/ which the

committee cohsidered "improper and inappropriate." 65/

IV ibid., p. 37.

fg/ 'Ibid., p. 38.

!11 Ibid., p. 61.

Ay Ibid., pp. 34-35.



With regard to the State Attorney's Office handling of the

Willie T. Jones case the ccemittee observed:

The Judgment rendered in this case is not

unusual for a first offender, with the

psychiatric problems evidenced here and in

light of the difficulties that the State

would have had in securing a conviction

under circumitanoes where the testimony

consists of an eleven year old female

testifying against a Florida Highway Patrol

Officer with an unblemished record. 66/

The committee chastised the, State Attorney's Office, however.

for "internal confusion" and "mishandling of the plea

negotiations" 67/ and found that a principal cause of this

66/ Ibid., pp. 41-42. A subsequent review by the State

Attorney's Office of all "lewd and lascivious" charges brought
during the period 1976 through 1979 supports the Carmittee's

finding. Ninety cases were filed during that period where the

defendant had no pcior.criminal record and was charged with a

lewd and lascivious &Moult on a minor. In 98 cases the

dede9dent received probation. In only two cases did the

sentence include incarceration; one defendant was incarcerated

fix 6 months, another for 60 days. Seven defendants were

pieced in "in-custody" psychiatric programs and others were
pieced in either outpatient or residential programs as
recommended by the examining psychiatrist. Memorandum from the

Office of the State Attorney (undated) (maintained in

CT:emission files).

1gCitizen's CommittemAsnort, p. 42. The committee report

ther stated that "we do not find that the State Attorney's

office actions in this case were in any way racially*

motivated." Ibid.
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comfusikw:1162 that "so many different Assistant State Attorneys

wereinclled over a period of time that they could not agree

among themselves on what, if anything, had been agreed to by

the Statil." 12/ The committee was also critical of the State

Attorney's unwillingness to be straightforward about the plea

bargaining:

[There developed] a dispute over whether or

not the State Attorney's Office agreed to

and participated in the flea negotiations....

[I]nstead of accepting responsibility for

what had occurred and properly explaining

the appropriateness of the result, the State

suggested that it was the action of the

Court and not the State Attorney's Office

that Caused the Judgment of probation'to be

entered in this case....[T]he State

Attorney's suggestion that-the Judge in this

case had erred was totally improper and

without foundation. Nothing could be

further from the truth. The Curt acted

properly on the knowledge and information

before it. 12/

--W___Thid_.;pf 41.

21/ ibid., pp. 40-41. 257



The Gbvernor's committee also criticized the State

Attorney's decision n the Randy Reath case to neither file

criminal charges befOre the grand jury acted nor to inform the

grand jury of her intention to do so:

This Cbmmi,ee...cannot understand the

manner thiOhidh this case was processed by

'-

the State Attorney and her off$ e. Since

the State Attorney acts as a/one-parkin

nand JUry under the laws of the State of

Florida and since it is unnecessary to

Obtain Grand Jury action to charge a person

with a crime less than capital, we are /

unable to stand why she did not (large

parry Shookleywith the.crtme of

manstaughterif she honestly- and

consciebtiously believed that probable cause

existed to so charge-him. Officer Larry

Shockley is still employed by the Hialeah

Police Department as a police officer. This

is appalling and unconscionable to this

Committee.

1 Ibid., pp. 44-45.
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In revistring- the State handling of the

prosecution of Dr. Jones, th Gavernor'h committee found no

justification for filing a second let of crimjnal ch, rges on

the eve of the first trial:

1 a

[T]he explanation offered by the State
.

Attorney for returning the second charge

against Johnny Jones on the eve of his first

trial, i.e., that it was the only way to

make -Mr. Jones aware, of certain evidence

that the Stateintended to use at th_ fiist

trial, has ,ono basis in fact or law. The

Rules of cried nal Procedure provide many

muts of dire ijig evidence to defense

counsel without the; necessity of having to

file additional ollarges against the

defe;biant. We will not speculate on

possible reasms this action was taken by

the State Pittcrney's Office, but suggest.

that she reexamine this practice in the/
o.

interests of justice.

-1V Ibid., p. 47.
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The 'acemittee also reideiwed the State Attorney Office's

handling of the Tianewur case but independent* concluded

that the officers:* behavior had bead excess ire and

unjuittified.' DI Based on the State Attorney's testimony, no

charges were-brought because it was not possible to determine

which officer or officers were responsible and under what

circumstarres the injuries were sustained. The committee,

nevertheless, castigated the Steite Attorney for "going into the

bladt comenniti and trying to ccovirce it that the

officers...were not guilty of any wrongdoing." 73/ In its

review of the MODuffie case, the committee report emphasized

that ;nothing will erase the ugly and shocking blemish that

this case has placed on our criminal justice system." 74/ The

committee's criticisms atont the handling of the McCuffie case

irciuded noting that charges: were filed hastily without

sufficient time to investigate and evaluate the case, 75/

12/ Ibid., pp. 33, 36.

12/ mid., p. 34.

sly /bid., p. 47.

iy The, committee report stated: "We believe that the State
Attorney's Office &ate:lin haste in this-Teti:U. The facts

were so repulsive and the incident so shocking as to catapult

the State Attorney's Office 'into'filing the charges

appcoximetely one week from the time that the setter came to

its attention. We believe such baste did not allow an adequate

Mots* of time to mperly investigate and evaluate all of the

parties and all of the widows* Ibid., pp. 48-49.
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and that the prosecution did not vigorously contest the change

of venue from Miami to Tempe: 26/ 'I committee

criticized -the prosecution's decision to ask no questions of

the impaneled jury that might have elicited prejudice. 77/

The report of the judicially appointed Acting State

Attorney concerns only one case, the prosecution of the highway

patrolman, Willie T. Jones, for sexually molesting a young

girl. The Acting State Attorney termed it a clear error in

judgment to have three uniformed white male police officers

question a child who alleged that she was sexually molested by

another white male policeman. 78/ The report to the court

demonstrated that there were other available options ignored by

at "[W]e.do not believe that the State Attorney vigorously
oppaeed the Defendant's application for change of venue, nor_
did slat present any evidence in opposition to the motion for a

charge af venue. We do not know whether not venue would
have beek.danged regardless of the opposition of the State,
but this cue demanded a personal appearance by the State
Attorney and--ak vigorous opposition'to the application for

Change of veniles this she failed to do." Ibid., p. 49.
7

22/ "This committee was also EArprieed to hoar that the State

Attorney's office did not engage in a complete and thorough_
examination of prospective jurors by personal_Tuestions-of the
jurors designed_td ferret out any_pcejudtoes against the type
of evidence that the-titste-tnew it woad hive to present. It

is-the-state Attorney's positiOn that the Court asked all of
the necessary questions and that, as a strategic or tactical
inneuver, their actions in this regard were appropriate."

ibid., pp. 49-50.

25/ Report of the Act ng State Attorney, p. 5.
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the police such as the Dade County rape treatment center which

has facilities for both physic. and mental examinations. The

report conoludedthat the lack of such examinations, in

essence, forced the Cburt into they position of sentencing-

without the benefit of being presented with all the facts.

Stibsequent psychological and phyeical examinations of the

victim, undertaken at the behest of the victim's mother,

revealed that the child was still withholding additional facts

and that thc. was evidence of genital injury, although the

time lapse precluded a positir finding that the injury

occurred as a result of the assault. The author noted:

Had the child been timely taken by the

police to the Dade COunty Rape Preatment

Ccotei, we might now "know whether Can injury

discovered during_thb physical examination]

resulted from Jones' assault and the facts

subsequently ascertained by Drs. Haber and

King would have been available 4.4o the Court

prior to sentencing. Instead, this Cburt

was left unaware of the ful l facts of the

assault and its physical and psychological

effect upon [the victim]. 79/

79/ Id., pp. (footnote omitted).
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The Acting State Attorney's report also disclosed that the

prosecution had failed to update its investigation after

criminal charges were filed and had permitted the victim to

make statements without the aseistance or presence of an
. .

Assistant State Attorney and without her own counsel:

The police and State Attorneys Office

expended more effort to assure the comfort

of the defendant Jones than it did to

comfort [the victiml. Something is wrong

when the defendant is accorded preferential

treatment and his victim is denied even the

most basic of attention. 90/

Finding 7.3: 111-a fade Cbunty State Attorney's Office has no

clear written policies pertaining to the filing o& criminal

Charges or to nagotiated settlements in crainal cases. The

State Attorney's Office also challenges potential jurors on the

basis of race in the juty selection process. The practices of

the State Attorney's Office reinforce the wide belief

that the office lades consistent policies ing the use of

the jury, engages in covert plea negotiations when

and systematically excludes blacks from juries.

The State Attorney's Office and the Grand Jury.

In Florida, the State Attorney is a constitutional officer

who is elected for a 4-year term to prosecute all criminal

trials. 11/ Flelony charges, except in capital cases, may

22/ Ms p. 10.

81/ FLA. CONST. art. V, f17.
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be filed directly by the State Attorney or maybe lodged by an

indictment from the grand jury, under Florida law. 82/ The

Governor's committee was particularly perplexed by the fct

that certain cases involving police misconduct were initiated

by direct filing of criminal chargesp while others were

presented to the grand jury:

This Cbmmittee finds it strangely

disconcerting that there are no standard

procedures governing the presentation of

bases 4nvolving police misconduct to the

Grand Jury. In some instances, such cases

are presented to the Grand Jury for action,

while in other cases theY- are not. It is

also interesting to note that, in each of

the recent cases of purported police

wrongdoing which were reviewed '31y the Grand

Jury, not a single indictment has been

returned. We suggest that this lack of

standard procedures creates confusion and

conrern in the minds of the public. This

Committee further concludes that a standard

policy or operating procedure Should be

92/ FLA. STAT. ANN. R. Ctim. Pr. 3.140(a) (West 1980).
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adopted with reference to complaints against

the police. 82/

Testifying before the Uhited States Ctiedssion on Civil

Rights, State Attorney Janet Reno co ceded that her office has

no written policy on the use of the grand jury but maintained

that a policy does exist:

Ms. I. [Toe State Attorney's Office]

does not have any written policies because I

think our charging decisions are governed by

the decision of the Florida Supreme Court

which says that if you had probable cause

plus the belief that there is a possibility

that you can prove the case beyond and to

the exclusion of, a reasonable doubt, then

charges should be filed. ay

* * * * *

I think I Should Charge in all non-capital

cases where I believe there is probable

83/ Citizens' Committee Roan./ p. 35 (footnote omitted).

81/ In re Rules 3.131(b), Florida Rules of Criminid,Frocedure,
289 80.2d 3 (1974) to Which the State Attorney was presumably
referring, Cf. Reno Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p 1455,
states: name filing information every state attorinek Should
not only seek probable cause in his investigations but also
determine the possibility of proving the case beyond and to the
exclusion of every doubt", but offers no guidance ae to wtrther
charges Should be brought by indictment or information.
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cause to believe that the crime was

committed and the defendant committed the

crime, and there is a possibility of proving

that crime beyond and to the exclusion of

every reasonable doubt.

In sensitive cases where I don't believe

that exists, I think I should refer it to

the Grand Jury, and point out that if they

want to they should get a special prosecutor

so they can act as a check and balance on my

decisions.

Counsel. So you would only go to the Grand

Jury if you yourea, were not convinced that

the essential elements for prosecution were

present?

Ms. Reno. I think I should consider the

Grand Jury as a Check and balance on me with

full knowledge that each Grand Jury is

advised on a continuing basis that if they

don't want our legal advice and want to get

a special prosecutor that they are free to

do so. 85/

gli Reno Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1414 -15.

26,6
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The State Attorney also said that cases are presented to the

grand turywhmi requested, and that in two of the five cases

reviewed, those involving Randy Heath and Johnny Jones, the

grand jury did make such requests. 812/

By law the State Attorney has discretion in initiating

criminal charges. The Governor's committee suggested that she

make greater use of the grand jury, noting that charges in the

MODuffie case were lodged by direct filing:

A presentation to the grand jury of the

facts of this case might have assisted the

State Attorney's Office by having the

insights of a civilian body, thereby

assisting her in determining Who should have

been charged and what the charges should

have been. 91/

The State Attorney differed. ha an elected prosecutor, she

feltirespansible for personally making the decision/to file

Charges whenever possible. 'lb leave it to the grand jury, she

said, Would be to "pass the buck":

Reno Testimony, Blearing Transcript, pp A 1414-17. See
Citizen's Committee Report, p. 43. !

Citizens' Cdemittee Report, 'p. 48. /

267 ;
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f
somehow feel that that's intellectually

dishonaC:. I have an obligation to this

community to prosecute when I am supposed to

and when I can't, say why i can't. 88/

/he law, however, does not limit the State Attorney's

discetion. Her limitations are self-imposed The "five

infamous cases," as the allowances committee Flubbed thee', show

that Lengthy preparktion of highly pdblicized cases can cause

the grand jury to exercise its independent authority and

request that evidence be presented to it. When inordinate

delays in completing publicized criminal investigations create

political and community pressures to which the grand jury

responds the oral policies of the State Attorney are

circumvented.

^leanly written policies describing the. handling of

sensitive, cases with aminimum of publicity, especially felony

cases involving law enforcement officers and cases in which

race is an issue, would be respondive to the concerns of the

Governor's committee and other critics. IV They would
.?v

w Reno Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1457.

The State Attorney's Office has developed'a policy manual

its attorneys. Ihe manual does not provide staniarms for

plea bargaining and/cc settling cases without trial, nor

instructions in the use of peremptory challenges.
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also focus public discussion on legitimate issues raised by the

overlapping roles of the State Attorney and the grand jury,

dispelling the perception that the State Attorney develops

policy on a case-bp-case.

A clear policy of referring nancepibal cases to the grind

jury only when a charge cannot in good conscienosba'filed

directly does, however, create additional pralemi. In the

Lafleur case, the State Attorney followed that policy.

I did not defer to the Grand Jury on

Lafleur. I made a decision myself on

LeFleur and announced that decitdon. I

announced that decision because I felt I

could not in good conscience prosecute based

on the charging standards announced by the

Florida Supreme Court.

I then went to the community and I also went

to the Grand Jury. The grand Jury issued a

report noting that I had urged them to

appoint a special prosecutor if they felt

necessary.

12/ (Oon.t) Instead of giing minimum standards as guidelines
for prosecutors, themanual is largely (=owned with which are
the apctopriate forms to be completed and where they are to be
filed. State Attorney's Office, 11th JUd. Cir. Fla., Policies
and Procedures Manual (Second draft, May 9, 1980) (maiEiria-
in Cbmaission files).
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Let me point out that seven of eighteen

members were bladcs. They examined the

circumstances of the La Fleur case and they

determined charges should not be filed. 22/

Charles aria, formerly, a chief attorney in the felony

division of the State Attorney's Office, explained the

difficulties of such a procedure:

I have a tremendous amount of respect for,

the present State's Attorney. However, she

made a mistake...in that she publicly

announced her finding before taking the case

to the Grand Jury. la an extent that

probably aggravated the problem in that

people were probably saying,. and maybe

rightfully so, that, "Gee, why take it to

the Grand Jury? She has spoken, and the

Grand Jury is controlled by the State

Attorney." 91/
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Roth Ms. RHO and Mr. Mays testified that it was 00=111

practice and pr4cedure for the State Attorney's Office to act

as legal advi to the grand jury and to present available

evidence, but not to recommend that the grand jury take any

action, 22/ ihe taack community, however, does not see the

grand jury as an independent body with full review powers.

Until the public understands the respective roles of the State

Attorney and the jury, review of cases by the grand..jfiry°'

will appear meaningless. 93/ Nevertheless, grand jury review

of a determination not to (barge, particularly in cases

involvirri abrasive police benavicir in the black canmunity,

provides oversight of otherwise ynrestrained prosecutorial
- -

discretion by the State Attorney's Office.

'lb focus on the question of how to charge, however, is not

to ignore the dS/cision of whether to charge. A prosecutor has

considerable discretion to decide not to prosecute. Such a

decision is based on severe_ reasons, which may be only

tangentially related. As one commentator noted: .

7
..9W Reno Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1415; Mays
Testimony, ibid., pp. 1434-35.

The Govern ort's committee reaameended a clear, public

articulation of the separate roles of the State Attorney's
Office and the grand jury in the criminal charging prOcess.
Citizens' Ctomittes Import, pp. 27-ra

SP-

=
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Decisions not to c*,ge--or not to charge as

) fully as the evidence would technically

permit --are made for two quite different'

kinds. of reasons. In some instances, a

negative Charging decision is made because

prosecutors believe that conviction is

unlikely even though there is probable cause

for charging. In others, the negittiv6

decision reflects, instead, a judgment that

full enforomment would not be in the overall

community interest. 94/

The State Attorney testified that full enforcement of the

law whenever police misbehavior constitutes a crime is the

policy of her office:

My records of our prosecution of police

-officers [dhow that] we Prosecuted

some...thirty-two law enforcement or

criminal justice personnel total in the less

than three years Estnce] I have taken

94/ Prink W, Miller, Prosecuti The Decision 'lb Charge A

Suspect With(PALCrime ( ttle, & Co.: Ireton, 1969), p.

293. Ori the charging function, see also, W. Boyd Littrell,

tic Justice: pbh ice, tiaiiicuicks and Plea Bare eining

(Sage li6atrons, Beverly Rills; 1979), pp. 31-35.

4



office. J think_any type of police abuse or

police corruption is inappropriate. If I

can prove a crime I am going to

prosecUte. 15/

-The State Attorney maintains that the decisions not to charge

in.the taPleur Case, or originally in the Heath case, were

based an her decision that the available wide:ice did not meet

the standard' for dharging as articuitated by the Flocida-SU6reme

Cburt. 96/ The standard, however, 14 inherently subjective.

Based upon an interpretation of the available evict:ewe at the

Charging stage, the prosecutor may conclude that a crime wag

committed by a particular individual.

If, as"part of a clearly written policy, the'gramd jury'

reviewed decisions not to charge in import* cases, it would

0
provide a ohm* and balance to the State tamales decision,

which would benefit both the State\Attorney and the coniunity.,

As the eminent legal scholar Kenneth Cdlp uuviapolints out:

Viewed in bioad perspective, the Ameridan,

legel system seems to be shot through with

many excessive and unpontioliedi

discretionary powers but the one th&t stands

22/ Reno Testitony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1410.,

2§/ Ibid.t, pp. 1412-1413.
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out Above all others ip the power to

prosecute or not prosecute. :rhos affirmative

power to prosecute is enormous, but the

negative pow- to withhold, prosecution may

be even greater, because it is less

protected against abuse. 97/

Plea Negotiations

Plea negotiations are airestablithed and constitutionally

-accepted pert of the,criminal justice system. In Dade County,

as elseWhere, many more cases are settled by negotiation than

by trial.

f . One criticism of the State Attorney for her handling of the

Janes case concerned the sentence imposed through a plea

bargain, aid another oonompwki the openness of the negotiation

prooese itself. The State Attorney's Office maintains that the

probationary sentence was entire1414istent with other

similar,cases7 VEY the Governor's committee concurred but felt

'bhatthe plea ne4otiaticms were mishandled and then

ry Kenneth Cillp Davis, Discretionary Justice, (Wineries

thiversity bf /11incie Press,..1971), p. 188. .

rivij98tarmilsoaranatuasseOffirtheiroiof the State Attorney (uniated)
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inadequately explained after they became the subject public

scrutiny. 22/

The State Attorney's fears about the public perception of

plea negotiations led har to say'

[A]nytime you negotiate a case in Dade

Canty semitone thinks that something was

wrong and somebody made a and the

sentence was not right....[?.] negociatian to

me is a situation where you say, "Look, if I

bleed him guilty, I will give you this

deal." 'Mete was none of that [in the

Willie Jones' case]. 122/

She admitted that, despite her aversion to the process, her

'Moe regularly engages in plea bargaining:

Counsel. I Lake it that there are occasions

where your office does engage in normal plea

negotiations that result in a plea bargain;

is that correct?

Mb. Rama. Normal and abnormal, sometimes.

99/ Citizens' Committee Report, pp. 41-42.

my Rem Testimtny, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1419-20.



Counsel. When that does occur, do you

believe that the terms of that plea bargain

should be made public, Should beimadeapart

of the public records?

Me. Beno. Yes,\t do. But there ate various

types of plea negotiations that go-ciiiin

Dade COunty.

In some sentences you have the promecitor

and the fense attorney negotiating the

came outside the courtroom, come in and

present it to the court with nO chamber

discussion wh.atsoever, which the court can

accept or reject.

In the other sentences the court will

declare a recess and askthe prosecutor and

his attorney to come into the chambeis. In

this instance, he says, "What is the State's

will?"

"The State only wants five years."

The court, "Would you agree to less?"

The defense, "What about two?"

"I tell you what. If you plead him guilty,

I will give him two."

27



There are various forme of negotiation in

order to extract that guilty plea.

I wish with all my heart that we could do

away with that type of negotiation, but we

can't because of our Speedy'Trial Rules, and

our caseload. 181/

In the Willie Jones case, the defense counsel expressed his

client's unwillingness to plead guilty if that would result in

incarceratkin. 122/ The State Attorney maintains that,

althoudh "there were ccoferences in chambers with other people

present at which sentence was discussed" and "[t]here had been

discussion back and forth," there were "explicit instructions"

not,,to negotiate the case. 103/ F011owing these discussions,

the State Attorney's Office informed the court that it had "no

objection" to a probationary sentence. The distinctions

between not objecting to a proposed sentence and agreeing that

it is apprOpriate were discussed at the Coimaission hearing:

St%

221/ Ibid., p. 1421.

1Q2ihreState v. Jones, No. 79-2078 (11th Cir. Fla. 1979) Hearing
Judge Gordon, Apr. 4, 1979, pp. 23-24.

122/ Reno Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 141)-20.
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Cbunsel. In an adversary system such as wct

have, what distinction do you think there is

between the prosecutor agreeing to a plea

bargained sentence and a prosecutor

requesting or not opposing a sentence?

Ms. Reno. I don't know that there is any

distinction between saying, "I have no

objection," and "I agree, your Honor, that

is a good sentence."

Negotiation, however, does have a

connotation in this community of some deal

having been made Mich would give the person

involved a lighter sentence by virtue of him

pleading guilty, and that was not the case

here. El/

Negotiations and pleas do not occur solely because of

pressure to expedite court calendars. Prosecutors and defense

counsel in numerous cases often prefer to forego the

uncertainties of jury trials for strategic and tactical.

reasons and.do 9o-even when limited resources are not a

concern. 105/ A few jurisdictiOns have experimented with

104/ Ibid., p. 1421.

Es/ The President's COmmission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Juctice, Task FOroe Report: The Courts

(i ftshington, Governmea1t =Pitisg Office, 1967), p. 10
(hereafter cited as Task Pbrce Atli The Courts.
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abolishing plea negotiations. Although these experiments have

been hailed as successful by some, other reviewers have noted

that When plea bargaining is prohibited, negotiations do not

cease, but surface at other discretionary stages in the

r criminal process. 106/

In its 1973 report on courts, the National Advisory

Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goal3 recommended

that plea bargaining in criminal cases be eliminated. 107 /

Florida law still permits plea negotiations. 109/ The Florida

Governor's CoMmission on Crimir 1 Justice Standards and Goals,

the State agency that drafted standards for Florida's criminal

justice system, specifically rejected the national commission's

goal of eliminPting plea negotiations. The Florida commission

recognizeid the legal authority for such negotiations and

recommended that prOsecutors formulate written policies

governing their practices of plea negotiations. 102/ The

American Bar Association's Standards for Criminal

106/ Silberman, Criminal Violence Criminal Justice (New

York: Vintage Spol---=r;--.-73r79----f.196P13.

107/ National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
ndards and Goals, Courts (1973), PP. 46-49.

122/ 31 FLA. SPAT. ABEL R. Crim. Pr. 3.171(a)(West 1990).

20/ Governor's Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Standards and Goals for Florida's 'Criminal Justice

System (1976), Std. 011. 2.01-.02.
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Justice 110/ and the National District Attorneys' Association

Prosecution Standards 111/ also encourage prosecttccs to engage

in plea negotiatidbs. When the Florida Rules of Criminal

Procedure were revised in 1972, the Ameirican Bar Association

standard supporting plea bargaining added and

incorporated as law. Rule 3.171(a)' of the Florida Rules of

Criminal Procedure states:

Ultimate responsibility for sentence,

determination rests with the trial judge.

However, the prosecrting attorney, the

defense attorney, or the defendant, when

representing himself, are encouraged to

discuss and to agree on pleas which may be

entered by a defendant. Such discussion and

agreement must be conducted with the

defendant's counsel. If the defendant

represents himself, all such discussions

between him and the prosecuting attorney

Shall be of record. Alai.

110/ American Bar Association, III, Standards for Criminal
Justice (Boston: Little Brown, 1980), Vol. III, Std. 14-3.1.

111/ National District Attorneys'
FESeecution Standards (1977), Std.

112/ firn. ME. R. Crim. Pr.

Asspciation, National
16.1.

3.171(a) Oast 15,.#0):

2 0
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The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and

Administrationof Justice, in its report exploring the problems

presented byipaea bargaining, noted that the system operates

informally and invisibly with often no formal recognition that

the defendant has been offered an inducement to plea.

guilty. 112/

The commission added that "plea bargaining takes place at a

Stage when the parties' knowledge of their own and each other's

cases is likely to be fragmentary." 114/

When the State Attorney offered "no objection" to a
.

probationary sentence in the Wine Jones case, she was

adopting a position specifically permitted by the Florida Rules

of Criminal Procedure. 115/ What is unclear is haw and why the

dtate'Attorney's Office dnanged its position on the sentence.-

According to the Acting State Attorney2-s-regori, the

supervising As State Attorney "Would not entertain plea,

____--- nagO-tiations involving less than in-custody treatment," but-the

assistant who handled the case following its reassignment was

112/ Task Pbrce Report: The Courts, pc69-10.

121/ mid., p. 11.

p%
FLA. SPAT. AM. R. Crim. Pr. 3.171(,)(1)(1)(3)(West

)

2S1
4
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unaware of this limitation and actively lobbied for a

pcobaticlary sentence requiring only outpatient psychiatric

care. 116

Clearly, one of the causes for confusion in the prosecution

of this case was the number of assistant district attorneys

handling it and the communication breakdowns. The full course

of negotiations was unknown by all parties and could not be

ccommicated to the judge. lay A written policy the

conduct of plea negotiations and a requirement that the

negotiations be made part of the court record would Hake the

entire process ECM -formal and visible, aiding community

--understanding and acceptance of criminal adjudicatory

procedures.

116/ Deport of the Acting State Attorney, p. 7. The report,

however, goes on to state: "All evidence which we have
-reviewed supports the finding...that, from the outset, the

State Attorney's Office was actively attempting to covertly
convince a judge to accept a plea negotiation involving only
probation and outpatient psychiatric care." Ibid., p. 8.

117/ "[Me investigation and prosecution of the [Willie T.]
336.s case displays 'malevolent indifference' for indecent
criminal behavior by a white public official against the person

of an in black child. The record of this case bespeaks

an incomplete, half-hearted-investigatim and a prosecution
which =premed greater concern for the defendant than his

victim. The quality of the investigation and prosecution .12
Willie Thanes Jones left...[the]...COurt ill-informed on
crucial issues which could have been determinative of the
defendant's sentence. ". Ibid., p. 12.
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peremptory Challenges: EXcluding Black Jurors Because of Race

In any criminal case, prospective jurors can be dismissed

pat only for cause, but also upon the peremptory challenge of

either party. The distinguishing feature of the peremptory

dhallomIge has always been that no explanation is needed.

Either party in a non-capital felony case in Florida generally

has six peremptory challenges, which it can use to exclude any

prospective jurors who have not been discharged scii

cause. 122/

Jury lists in Florida are culled from voter registration

lists. 212/ Registration of black voters is roughly

proportionate to black repreaentation in the population. lay

The relatively small size of black community and the

State's six-person jury system in non-capital cases ay

122/ FLA. SPAT. MV. 1913.08 (1974). See also, Fla. R. Crim.

Pr. 3.350 (Wst 1980).

EY FLA. STA. MV. §f40.01 (Stipp. 1980).

222/ Janet Flagons Lancelot, =zethe Developecl
Political and , Floridada 1980Y

prepared tor. U.S. Comae on on v ealtei

cited as Political and Program Structore of Dade Cbunty;

Sec. rv, p. 2.

lay FLA. SPAT. AM 913.10 (1974).

2S3
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make it relatively easy for either party to employ its

peremptory challenges so as to select an all-white jury. 122/

The Governor's committee, are that much of the public

controversy surrounding the Johnny Jones case involved the

exclusion of black jurors, said that the guilty verdict would

have been far more acceptable to the community hada black

juror been seated. Lar The fact that the State Attorney's

Cffice, has used peremptory challenges ta exclude black jurors

has become, particularly since the Johnny Jones trial, a focal

point of criticism in Dade County.

Harold Long testified that, in his experience as a private

criminal defense attorney in Miami, he found that Assistant

State Attorneys used their peremptory challenges to

systematics: exclude black jurors. 124/

Bennett Brummer, the Public Defender whose office defends a

majority of the cases prosecuted in Dade COunty, also testified

that Dade County prosecutors regularly exclude black jurors:

122/ Bennett Brummer, Public Defender, 11th Judicial Circuit
WIPlorida, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1441.

123/ ....._)LsitfzeCcepaiee, p. 45.

124 / Harold Long, testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1403.(i.
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Counsel. In your experience does the State

Attorney's Office systematically exclude

blacks from juries in cases where blacks are

defendants?

Mr. Brmmer. Yes.

Counsel. Is it a policy that began with the

piesent State Attorney or do you know

whether it existed under her predecessor?

Mr. Brummer. I an not really in a position
.

to say. I have first become aware of it

under the present administration. I am not

in a position to say whether it precedes

this administration.\125/

Brummer believed that black as well as white prosecutors

engaged in such exclusions. 126/

.
The SUpreke Court of the United States in Swain v.

Alabama 127 held that wring peremptory Challenges to exclude

prospective black jurors in a particular case, is 'not, in and

_
of itself, a violation of the equal proteCtion clause of ;

112/ Bimmmar Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1437 .

lay Ibid.

. 122/ 380 U.S. 2021965).

3 255

J4
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the 14th amendment. 122/ The Cburt added, hOWever, that a

record 'of continuing and systematic excitation of black jurors

could constitute such a\ violation. 122/ The defendant

'attempting to establish such eyetematic exclusion Must meet

virtually insurmountableltandards of proof set by the

Court. 129/ Recently, a ;limber of State supreme. courts have

considered the use oi'ricially motivated peremptory challenges

122/ Id. at 221.

129/ "Nahen the prosecutor in a,county, in case after case,
Zikever the circumstance, Whatever the crime and Whoever the
defendant or the. victim may be is responsible for-the removal
of Negroes Who have been selected as qualified jurors by the
jury commissioners and who have surv1ied challenges for cause,
with the result that no Negroes ever serve oh-petit juries, the
Fourteenth Amendient claim takes on added significance." Id.

at 223.

3 19/ Id. at 226-28. Courts have affixed themselves to the
riteraTlanguage of Swain to determine if there-has beef

systematic exblusion. Fist, courts have required the
defendants to prove that the state excluded blacks incase

after case. thited States v. Carter,, 528 Fad 844 (8th air.
1975), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 961 (1976). (Exclusion of black

jurors in sevenorftfteen cases insufficient). Second, courts
have not distinguished the defendant's race in determining
whether there was systematic exclusion. State v. Baker, X524

. S.W.. 2e122 1975) (en bane) (no systematic'emolusido
blacks ere excluded cairn cases with black defendants).

ti Third, cFurts have required almost total exclusion of blacks.

Id. Only on& defendant cwreoord has ever.met this burden.
late v.,Brown, 371 So. 2d 751 (La. 1979).

t
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in individual cases and have prohibited such practices, my WO
the Florid Supreme Court hfis not yet addresimad the issue. 112f-

Hr. Long told the Commission that de counsels have ,

begun to combat such practices in radetCounty by making the

courts aware of the problem and by establishing the record to

prove systematiC exclusion:

[Cgne iod the primary [mechaniems] that we

have attempted to utilize, [is that] even

prior to the jury selection process, motions

are filed in advance to prevent the State

from isystemiiically, excluding b1aCk people

from the jury in the jury selection.

process. Each time that the State

perelptorily excuses a black person 'from the

prosletctive jury panel, an objection must be

132/ L. 1

IEWspittemati
See, State v.

i176); 4101101

1980). But

(Pia. 11th C

Wheeler, 113 Cal. Rptr. 890, 583'P.2d
th v. Soares, 387 NI.E.2d 499 (Mass. 979)

-due process protections arising from their

e-constitutions).

state appellate courts have' relied upon

equal_lorotection standards of SWain.,

326 Sb.2d 54 Alla. 4th,Diet..Ct:715F-

e, 388 So. 2d 1.094 (gla. 5th Dist. Ct. AN.
, Clornett v. City of Miami, Civ. 4.1o. 79-453

on axiom for'new trial)

(exclusion offblack jurors denied

orde r

rightdta fair trial).

I st
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lodged and yogi must state that the objection

is based upon the sl/tematic exclusion of an

I

identifiable minority, most specifically-a-

black person. 133/

rtato Attorney denied that her office systematically

excltx slack jurors, but there has been no attempt to

'I

form4 s a written office policy designed to prohibit .4

Attorneys.systematic exclusion by Assistant S

MS. Reno. [The attorneys on my st ff] have

exercised peremptory challenges to exclude

black jurors through the use of peremptory

\

challenges but I know of no lastance1wer

which they have done it on the grounds of

race. ,And I disapprove of that.

Counsel. Have you beeh explicit in

inetructina them not to exclude jurord on

`--
. 1the basis of race/

Ms. Reno. Yes.

;

,*olansel. By written directive or by oral

directive or what?

Ms.Reno.s By oral directive. -

A Counsel. When would this be?

RV fang testimony, Rea'ring TransCipt,'Etio. 1404.005.

V
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MS. Reno. It was raised, I think,

initially, after--probably in late

April. 121/

In a sworn deposition, Assistant State Attorney George

dePozsgay, Chief of the Organized Crime/Public Corruption Unit'

of the State Attorney's Office, testified that he knew of no

a

office policy specifically-to exclude or to include black

jurors. 135/

In July 1980, in the criminal prosecution dt another black

public official, the judge, who ordinarily presides in a

neighboring circuit, was critical of the prosecution's use of

peremptory challenges to exclude black jurors. He specifically

contrasted such prosecutorial practices with those which he was

accustomed to experiencing in his own circuit;-Aly

Neither criminal defense attorneys nor, more importantly,

the community at large believe that the State Attorney's Office

has an effective policy prohibiting racially motivated

121/ Reno Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1418-19.

ET/ State v. Jones, Cr. Case No. 80-3039 (Fla. 11th Cir.),

deposition of George deloorsgay (Nov. 4, 1980), p. 14

(maintained in Chommission files).

lay Citizen's Committee Report, p. 61. The case involved the

prosecution of Solomon Barnes, a school principal charged with

misuse of public funds.
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peremptory Challenges. The pefception endures that a dual

system of justice operates in the county--one for whites and

one for blacks.

Finding 7.4: The Miami Police D artment and the Dade County
Public Safety De argent have fa led to maintain effectIve

ems for reoe , investi t' and determini the

val ty comRla dboutyol ce misbehav or and

imposing appropiiate sanctions.

Miami is no different from many other American cities where

the relationship between the police and minority communities is

one of continuing conflict, despite efforts from both to

'resolve their problems. 11/7 As the only visible

representative of the predominantly White power structure,

police officers are often the lightning rod for grievances

unrelated to their performance. Yet precisely because of this

constant mbrasiotv-even-the-most trivial incident can develop

into a major disorder. While law enforcement cannot alleviate

tension by solving the problems of poverty and racism, the

police can develop programs and policies to reduce the

incidence of olice misbehavior.

Under Dade County's metrjpolitan government, law

enforcement services are provided by the 25 distinct

137/ Otis Pitta, Executive Director, Belafonte-Tacoicy Center

testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1238; Capt.Douglas Hughes,

Commander PSD Central District, testimony, Ibid., p. 1218.

290
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municipalities Within-their particular jurisdictions and by the

county in the unincorporated areas. 138/ The largest force is

the Dade County Public Safety Department (PSD), and the largest

municipal department is the Miami Police Department (MD). In

addition to having different jurisdictions, MPD and PSEldiffer

in a number of other important respects. In recent years MD

has been a leader in designing and promulgating important

departmental policies on the use of deadly force 139/ and on

the identification of officers who generate an excessive number

of complaints. 112/

138/ Political and Program Structure Development of Dade
County Sec. III, pp. 28-29.\-TWo small municipalities,

I landia and Pennsuco, do not have their own police forces.

122/ Both MPD and PSD have adopted departmental regulations
governing the'use of deadly force by officers that are more
restrictive than Florida's "fleeing felon" statute. FLA. MAT.

AM. §776.05 (1981). The Miami Police Department's policy,,
which was Lep/wanted during the riots, allows the use of

deadly force "only as a last resort when the officer has
reasonable belief that deadly force action is required to (a)

prevent death or substantial harm to the officer or another

persons or (b) to prevent the escape of a fleeing felon who
maid pose a real threat of death or substantial harm to the

-community or police officers. Departmental Order,7, §13.0

(1980). The Public Safety Department's policy is leas

restrictive. Administrative Order No. 20-75 (17c) Director
Jones testified that efforts are underway to make the two

departments' policies identical. Jones testimony, Hearing

Transcript, p. 1331.

112/ Her Testimony, Hearing Transcript/ pp. 1327, 1345-46;
Jones Testimony, Ibid., pp. 1337-38; Michael Cosgrove, Asst.

Chief Police, Miami Police Department, testimony, Ibid.,

pp. 1282-85.
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The Cbomission reviewed evidence supporting complaints that

police officers in both MD and PSD often physically abuse

and harass black citizens. 111/ A number of knowledgeable

witnesses testified that complaints of police abuse and the

level of police commmity tension in Dede.County remain as high

since the riots as it was before. 112/ The anger and

frustration in Miami's black neighborhoods, particularly

Liberty City and Overtown, have not abated. Consequently,

police insensitivity or abuse of authority could again, have

devastating repercussions.

141/ Citizens' Ccestittee ---W. 51-53, 57; NAACP Hearing
an Police ty a., 1979);-FloricU:
Advisory Committee to the Mated States Comaissicri an Civil --
Rights, Policed by the Mite Male Minority; A Study of

--Commmity Relations in Miami and rede.Courity, Florida
(1976); Metrcpolitan Dade County Oammunity Relations Board, A .

Regan cal the Level of Ccsmunity Trust in the Accountabilitvof
Law Enforommtit in Dade (March 1978); Metroliblitan Dade
County Cominity Rations ecd, Alleged Police Misconduct: A
Crircnolmical Account of CRBas Role' (February 1979); Board of
amity Ozammissicners, Dade Clarity, Memorandum and Minutes of
Special Meeting (Feb. 26, 1979); The Miami Herald, "Police
Brutality: ''The Violent Few," a five-part es, July 22-July
26, 1979; Perry Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1152-54;
Brunner Testimony, Ibid., p. 1461. Mays Testimony, Ibid., p.
1460; Michael Rey Greetwocd, testimony, Ibid., pp. 1523-24.

142/ Perry Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1154, 1188;
Pitts Testimony, Ibid., pp. 1240-41; Willard Testimony, Ibid.,

p. 75; Simms Testirrcny, Ibid., I-. 1175.
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Broad administrative measures that could reduce friction

between the police and the community include better training,

directives foe handling specific situations, redeployment

of personnel; and sensitive community relations programs. 112/

By identifying and disciplining those officers who engage in

misconduct, a police department earns the trust of the

communiti it serves. Aly

Officer misconduct rarely occurs in the presence of police

supervisors; thorough investigation of citizen complaints is

often the only way a department will learn of officer abuse.

Stich complaints, however, will be forthcoming only when

citizens believe that their complaints will receive a fair and

thorOujh review. The Governor's committee, While commending

mostPSO and NM) officers as sincere and delcated

professionals, noted that the absence of a Credible internal

review of citizen'complaints can itself justify and support

claims of police brutality. 112/

It

W/3 U.S., Oa passion on Civil Rights, %to is Guarding the
rdians? A Report on Police Practices (hereafter cited as M

is Guarding the Guardians?) (1481) pp. 23-93.

144/ Many of the PSD officers involved in the NcDuffie beating
established histories of physical altercations with black

arresteas and had been the foals of =mous complaints of
brutality and sieconduct. /he 1 ebin Post, Aug. 1, 1980,

p. A21; The New York Times, July 24, 980, p.

1415,1 Citizens'. Calleittee Report, pp. 52, 57.

233
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/ In its recently released report on police practices this

cimmission noted that an effective internal odiplaint

ing systestis essential. to ensure officer compliance

with departmental directives and to esta4lish police

credibility with the public. 146/ Any such system consists

of four separate stages: receiving and processing

complaints; all investigating alleged officer misconduct

notifyinii the officer and complainant of the results of the

investigation; determining whethai`the allegation h-s been

sustained by the facts; and imposing fair, swift and certain

sanctions in cases of proven officer misconduct. 148/

Because internal investigations procedures in both the

Miami Police t and the Public Safety Department were

tronstrably ixadequate, 149/ both departments have

II 4

146/ Mho is Guarding the Guardians ?, pp. 50-51.

112/ William
the National
testified be
he attempted to
Department of
having persi
Perry Testimony Hearing Transcript, pp. 1155-56.

:eii..__.__,ttbeGuardians?p6 35.

149 / Citizencemdteex?pp.37,57.

Prsident of the Greater Miami Branch of ,'
ation for the Advancement of Colored People,

the Oammissicn that on two separate occasions
ile complaints against officers of the
it Safety. He was unsuccessful, despite

for more than five hours on one occasion.
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recently revised their compla nt processing systems. 122/ In

tmany respects, the newly systems are in accord with

the recommendations made by

report. 151/ They have

evaluate their effecti

Commission in its national

in place too briefly, however, to

Tindina 7.5: Blacks are esented throughca.t the

criminal justfice Dade County, particularly in
supervisory' posit me

The Miami Police Department presently is Meng under the

terms of atnneent decriae resulting from employment

discrimination litigation, ay as well as a specific city

ordinance establishin minority hiring goals higher than those

required under the sOnsent decree. 153/ The Public Safety

Department now has an affirmative action plan, which also has

been incorporated into a consent decree to increase minority

150/ Dede County public Safety Department, Internal Review

Wticn--,-Standard operating Procedures, (Oct. 1, 1980); City

of Miami Police Department, Internal Security Unit-+Standard
Operating Procedures, (June 17, 1980); Jones Testimony, Hearing
Transcript, pp. 1332, 1346-47.

151/ kilo is Guarding the Guardians?, pp-. 156-60.

Ry United States v. Miami, C.A. No. 75-3096, CIV JE
. Mardi 29, 1977) (consent decree).

112/ Robert Krause, Directom, Hun Resources, City of Miami,

Hearing Transcript, pp. 596, 599.
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representation on its force, I51/ and the State torney's

Office has actively begun to recruit black att rneys for staff

positions. 155/ Never)tbeless, aa,ch of three agencies

still has a work force that does not repr sent the racial

makeup of the, constituency it serves. remployment of black

'.6fficers and attorneys is substanti and blacks are

underrepresented in bath the Publ' Defenders Office and the
P

judiciary.

Since 1974, the Miami Po ce Department has hired467 new

officers, 28.7 percent of are black, 156 although blacks

remain underreprehented Blacks comprise 33 percent of the

Miami population, bll the Miami Police Department in 1980 had

only one black ma two black lieutenants, and no black

captains. 152/ addition, only thirteen of the 124

154/ essive Officers Club v. Florida Dept. of

mini= ration, C.A. No 76-937 CIV,JCP (Imo). Fla. Jan. 22,

1980) stipulation of settlement); Sam Williams, Human

ces Coordinator, Dade County Department of Public Safety,

imony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1254-55.

Thomas-Perirsen,_!Chief Assistant State Attorney,

testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1339-1401-
\

12§/ Cosgrove %Antimony, Ibid., p. 1251v. MPD is presently

augmenting it.; force and plans to have an additional 260 sworn

personnel by /bye ter 1981.

15.1/ Chart Showii.i Employment Statistics of POlice Officers of

Mend Police Department 197519130, prepared by the Miami

Police Department (maintained in Commission files).
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sergeants (approximately 10 percent) and 64 of the 446 police

officers (44.3 percent) in the Department were black. 118/

Black officers are also uhderrepresented in Mines specialized

units. lir instance, in
7%

assigned to the criminal

investigations sections.

officer! were black. lmy

October 1980, 113 officers were

investigationi and special

Only ten, or 848,percent, of these

Also =.ndicative of the lasting

effectsiof prior discrimination is that 35.9 percent of black

employees of the Miami police department in nonclerical

positions earn less than $16,000 annually while only 3.7

percent of white non-clerical employees earn leis than

$16 000. 160/

158/ Ibid. But MAD reports that since November of 1980, the
Department has made additional mogress toward hiring and
promoting black law enforcement fivers. Mcording to MPD, as
of March of 1981, the Department = one black.defiutychief,
one black major, one black lieut sixteen black sergeahte
and 110 black police officers. I. Harms, thief of
Police, its on the Draft Miami Prepared by the
Comedssiam cn Civil Bights, Apr. 26, 1982 (maintained in
Comdssicn files).

152rafart-S113wirsg-PolicePersonnel_by0rwizaticral
Assignment, July 1980, prepared by the Miami PoliceDep-ifrVn*nt---
(maintained in Connissicn files).

Dual Employment Opportunity Commission, State and Local
Government Information for the.. City of Miami, Police
Protection, (FE0-4) (1980).
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a-

The Public4Sdfety Department, Which adopted its present

affirmative action plan in 1980,161Tralsojails to reflect the

community it serves. Only 122, &slightly over percent, of

PSDes 1,466 sworn personnel auNtIaLwA, 12/ although 15 percent

of Dude County's residents are black. The absence ofblack

officers in supervisoryopOeitions is evenlireaterl !Mlles only

one black division chief, the black lieutlnant, and no black

captains. 162/ Peweithan 4 percent of all officers holding

the rank of sergeant in the Public Safety tepaitment are

black. 164/

Dade Cboity State Attorney's Office employs 117 attorneys,

only 8 of Whom are black and none of wham has any supervisory

responiabilitr. 161/ Similarly, appioximately 8 percent of the

attorneys in the Public Defender's Office are black, including

civil of-the eight sukpercrising attorneys. mg

61/ Williams Thetis:ay, Hearing,Transcript,-pp. 1,254-55.

Thit plan requires that one -third of all new hires be black,

one-third Latin and one-third white.

112 / mid., p. 1253.

163 ItCk Holton, President, Progressive Officers
PubliLSaffety Department, interview in Miami, Fla.,

Sept. 11, 1980.

le/ Williams TestimOgy, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1269.

le/ Petersen Testimony, Hearing- Transcript, ;f6 1398=4400.

166 i &mom Tegtimcay, Hearin Transcript, p. 1436.
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CouRty, an essentially white system administers

justice to a defendant and victim population that ie largely

black. The lack of minorities throughout the criminal justice

system maintains the perception of a-dual system of justice.

Finding 7.6: The Dade "County Public Saf Department recently
wafted its hir include 'cal screen
of cants. , ch of tests known
to be culturally biased, diOwelifies black applicants at a
significantly higher rate than that of to applicants.

In its national study of police practices, this Ccamissicti-

a recommended that law enforcement agencies include, as an

integral part of the selection process, psychological screening

-of all applicants for employment. 167/

In January 1980, the Dade County Board of Canmissioners

adopted an ordinance requiring psychological testing for all

job applicants at the Public Safety Departient.168/ A listof

behavioral characteristics that department officials thought

should be tested included evidence of psychosis, character

disorders, neurosis, mood disorders,. poor impulse control, a

need for very high levels'oeexcitement, a tendency to be very

passive or aggressive under stress, and strong racial-,

167/ /11110 is_Guarding the Guardians? (1981), Recamnendation
TX p. lt5.

1980).

Dade County, Fla., Ordinance Requiring Adoption of
for Psychcaogicalyesting of Police, Cfficers (Jan. 8,

29 9
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religions or ethnic prejudices. 169/ Rio independent

psychologists, -highly re egardd for their work in stress

management, subsequently developTdtests,tolidentitir these

traits. 170/

During the interim, PSD had hired a mew class of recruite,

who were'receiving classroom training in the academy. Moak

the terms of the ordinance, the recruits had to peas the-

psychological tests to be accepted permanently on the force.

The screenipg process, ticAver, excluded 33 percent of the

black male candidates and onlI 17 Percent of the white hale

candidates. 171/

Dr. Larry Capp, a clinical psychologist and president of

the South Florida Association of Black Psychologists, testified

that the tests were inappropriate because they were culturaity

biased and includecc experimental comronents that had not been

-validaited through research. 172/

169/ Dade County Bcard'of Ccamissioners, Ordinance Na. 86-5

,man. 1, 1980). Fred Taylor, chief administrative division, .

Dade County Department of Public Safety;-testimcmy, Hearing

TratferiPts 1299.
/

170/, Mr. Jain A. Sampler/Director, Professional Developmart
Feciallste,--Inc., interview in Miami, Fla., Oct. 17, 1906.

/

--EyLarry Capp, director, titer for Family and Child/

iChmentf testirny, Hmarinf;Transcript, p. 1302., /

Ey Ibid., pr. 1301, 1316.

300
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I have some very serious concerns*about the

battery of tests that are used. The

research literature surrounding some of

those tests indicates they might not be

appropriate for some ethnic groupa*...Cme

of the malor tests an extremely old text, a

test that is 40 years old, is a test that

has a wry controversial history in the

research literature. There are sumewbo,

say the test !Should not be used for blades

because there axe certain scales...Where

b add historically and traditionally icore

lie% higher than whites. They score into

ranges that are considered pathological,

and unless there is some sensitivity to

thit kind of issue, then you are going-to

belie more blacks- excluded- because of the

bias of the instrument. 122/

'11w Association of Black Psychologists was excluded fiCa

participating in all stages of the developient of the tests

including the original development of the bid specifidaticm

122/ Mid., pp. N501, 1315-16.
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the review of the various -bids that were submitted, and the

selection of the group of psychologists to administer the

test. 174/

A recent grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration of the U.S. Justice Departs&lt allows the

Southeast Florida Institute of Criminal Justice to establish a

model assessment center in Dade County to screen applicants for

both the Miami and Dade County police forces. The $220,000

4project includes extensive analysis of police functions,

role-playing and simulation exercises, and the training and

supervisior of assessors. 175/

Finding 7.7: The Dade County Public' Safety Department and the

Dade County government have not effectively used the citizen

advisory committees in each of the PSD's six districts.

The Cbiamission on Civil Rights has noted the inherent

difficulties ',of nonexpert citizen panels reviewing police

policy and procedure. 176 / Metropolitan police fordes are

paramilitary organizations engaged in specialized tasks that

115/ HoWard Rwsussen, Director, Division of Public Service

Southeast Florida Institute of Criminal Justide, testimony,

Hearing Transcript, p. 1318.

1211 Etet!_2q!s212222Esslimilli- PO. 124-27.
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few ley citizens understand. Consequently, such committees are

usually no more expert or influential in shaping police policy

than are any other group of concerned private citizens.

In July 1979, attempting to improve relations between the

police and the community, the county manager established

citizen advisory committees in each of the six Public Safety

Department districts in Dade County. The county manager

Appoints the members of these committees, who meet regularly

with PSD personnel-from-their districts to discuss community

concerns. 177/

George Kilpatrick, chairman of tba citizens advisory

committee for the Department of Public Safety's Central

District, which includes most of the unincorporated area of

Model Cities, succinctly summed up the committee's role:

The only thinciwe do, we discuss whatever

the issues area and we send it in the

records to the county zenager. We have no

power.

Not only do thfr-faavisory committees have no power, tut they

also -mustely on the-imlividual district cossanders-to-

unteer information about police policy because the

177 George W. Kilpatrick, President, Public Safety Department
District Citizens Advisory Committee, testimony,

Hearing Transcript, p. 1209.

lzy Kilpatrick Testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1209-10.
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-department-does_not_requirethe
cconanders to provide any

.specific information to their advisory committees. PSD

policies are written and codified, yet the advisory committees

-do not have copies of these regulations. 122/ While the

advisory committees have proved a useful farm for police-

community discussion, 180/ lack of information unnecessarily

limits their potential influence on departmental policy. Even

when the Central District advisory committee has considered

issues and made recommendations, it has gotten no response from

the county officials. A

ommissioner Saltzman. Has, your committee

made recommendations that have brought

about any changes?

Mr. Kilpatrick. We advise the county

;magma* of what has happened at every

meeting. We take minutes of what is

happening; whatever we discussed, what we

vote on, we send to county management. So

far, we haven't had any feedback from

county management.

179 .Minutes of the Central District ivivisory Committee,

1979-October 1980 (maintained in Commission files).

Captain Douglas Hughes, district commander, Public Safety

testimony, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1221-24.
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Commissioner Saltzman. There has been no

response to any of the recommendation?

Mr. Kilpatrick. None whatsoever from the

county manager, not to the °committee...I

feel if-L.4 county Renege; would give me

some feedback as to what-Hirwticn-we--

should take are we feed him the

information, I would feel then we would be

empowered to give himwhoever is in

chargesome direction. LSI/

Finding 7.8: 'training for officer candidates and officers is

inadequate.

Although each of the 25 police departments in Dede County

can and sometimes do provide training for their own officers

and recruits regarding particular departmental policy, 182/ the
ti

'Southea'st Florida Institute of Criminal Justice (1CJ) conducts

mu&I of the training. Although 'ICJ provides a basic law

enforcement program that exceeds the minimum standards

/. Kilpa-Uia-Tess imcny;46-ating- TraniCrig-,

J12/ Rasmussen Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1320. ICJ is
a comortium of the participating departments and Miami-Dade
Community College. Memorandum of Understand As to the Role

1, July

Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1304.
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1.estahlished Jr the Florida Police Standards and Training

Ni

Commission, according to its director, the program does not

have sufficient time to adequately prepare and train police

officers and recruits. 183/

One of the most pressing problems at ICJ is the lack of

full-time faculty, which affects curriculum continuity and

quality control. 121/ Alto ujh since the Commission hearing in

December 1980 two full-time faculty positions were established
4

to teadh the law and human skills blocks of

the curriculum, 185/ most instructors are active duty polio!

officers Who are ompensated for actual classroom time Only,

Consequently, those instructors who plan and prepare lesson

plans and counsel individual students do so strictly because of

their om demands for professionalism. 126/ In an effort to

correct this situation, since the summer of 1981 ICI has

Rasmussen Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1321.

1E/ Howard Rasmussen, interview in Miaii, Fla., Oct. 15,

1980,

Hy James El. Stinchcomb, Director, Southeast Florida

Institute of Criminal Justice, letter to Paull. Alexander, Mar.

31, 1962 (hereafter cited as Stinchcomb letter).

my Sheila POster, program coordinator, Southeast Florida

Institute of Criminal Justice, interview in Miami., Fla.,

Oct. 17, 1960.
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'hired a full-time college curriculum development specialist who

shares the responsibility of preparing lessc . plans and course

designs. 1271

As with most police trainingprograms, 122/ ICI emphasizes

--:- training related to law enforcement, although police officers

spend considerably more time on social service functions than

they do pursuing and apprehending criminals. 122/ The ICJ

curriculum consists of 840 hours of instruction over a 20-week

period:

.AdMinistration (testing etc.) 100 hours
Introduction to Criminal Justice 25 hours
Basic Law & Legal Procedures 80 hours
Crime Investigation 106 hours
Patrol Procedures 174 hours
Traffic Ctntrol 54 hours
Human Skills 105 hours
Proficiency Skills (Arrest

tectniques & firearms
training, etc.) 196 hours 122/

Sward Rammussen, former director of ICJ, believes that U."
4

frogram's Human Skills depponent should be expanded. 121/

1E/ Stinchcomb letter.

112/ Who 4s Guarding the Guardians? pp. 24-28.

112/ Herman Goldstein, Policing a Free Society (Cambridge,

Mass.: Ballinger, 1977), pp. 2445.

122/ Southeast Florida Institute of Criminal Justice, Basic
Law Ehforcemat CUrriodlum (maintained in Commission files).

121/ Bemuse= Testimony, Hearing Transcript, p. 1321.
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Ica reviewed its basic law enforcement program in 1980 and

found that in the area (Human skills qualified instructors

IONDB difficult to find, and that those who were chosen did not

understand the program's philosophy and objectives. 122/

Captain Douglas HUghes, Commander of PSD's Central District,

which includes most of Model Cities, testified that a more

emperiential,and self-evaluative training program would be

preferable:

Captain Hughes. What we wind up with is

middle class white police officers Who come

from suburbia, and they enter a minority

caummity, amilume_a, Cultural shock. That

is not their world....

We don't have what the pey&ologists and

counselors call "processing." We have a

system where we will take people and expose

them to a drug center, say, "That is a drug

center," but, then, we don't sit down for

hours and say, "brat was your reaction to

that?" Ntor did you feel that that affected

,_you?" 'That are your assumptious, bawd( On

maintained

EU Curriculum Review Task Pbrce Report (1980), p. 4

in Co ission files).



f

hew people Should live and how they live in

a drug center." 122/

7.9: Al ,Dsas nevi is

the

In Its repOrt cm:national police practi the Commission

lipmerized the history pf indepeniOnt review of

alleged officer misconduct, ring many attempts to

establish civilian review of poll departments have

194 CitizenCitizen advisory tee do not usually have the

authority to decide cases impose punishment, and they often

have insufficient staff inadequate resources to cchduot a

'thorough investigat criteria crucial to success. 122/

In February before the riots, Dade County established/

review panel (IMP) to investigate serious /
against any "employee, agency or instrumentaliW of

anti to make recommendations. 126/

1211 Hughes Testimony, Hearing Transcript,-p. 12

121/ kho is Guarding the Guardiars?pp. 1227.

ltdd.

County Hoard of Commissioner Ordinance Lim. 80-8, 13

) (maintained in COmmiss files), Jeffrey L.
ive secretary, County Independent Devi*,
Hearing Transcri pp. 1349-50.

/
3 0. 3
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The 1W has authority to investiga 'into against all

Dads County employees andAsertments, including officers in

the Dade CbuntyPdblic Safety Department, but not against

msihars of the Miami Police Department or any other municipal

department. A review of the-complaints the panel received in

the first 8 months of its existence, reveals its jurisdictional

prOblems. Of the first 49 complaints received, 9 were against

police officers from municipal departments over which the IRP

has no jurisdiction, and 19 were against non-police county

agencies within the panel's jurisdiction. 192/ Although the

=panel's expanded jurisdiction apparently is fulfilling a real

need, acting as comtywide cebOdsman limits the panel's

16
Independent Review Panel Obmplaint Summar/ 25,

) (maintained in Ctmmission files). The non-police ocunty
agencies included the=Dade-03unty-Pnimal Service, the _Property
Appraiser's Office, the Corrections Departient, the County
OOmissioners, the Aviation Department, the County Clerk's
Office, the Architectural Impaction Division,,JackernMembrial
Ebspital, the Summer Youth Employment Program, and the
Department of Traffic and Titifisportatial, and the Office of

Transportation Administration. -

Of the complaints received by 1W to date, 18% involved various
monicipal police departmests and Florida law enforcement
agencies overwhidh =Phu not, jmisdiction. See Jeffrey L.

Borkoodts, Executive Director, Dads County Independent Review
Panel, letter to Paul Alexander, Apr. 13,,1982 (hereafter cited

as &emits letter), Appendix C, 2.
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ability to develop the specific expertise for conducting

independent reviews of alleged police misconduct. 198/

Since its inception, the panel members, particularly its

executive secretary, have strived to be independent and to.

investigate citizen oomplaints.dbjectively. 199/ The panel has

issued a set of rules-governing its proceedings, has attempted

to publicize its existence, and has received and processed

complaint! expeditiously. 200/. Nevertheless, the absence of

important legal and Perecnne resources severely hampers the

panel and limits its support 'in Miami's black community. 221/

There are six permanent members of the panel and three

temporary members, Who participate whenever four of the

permanent members determine that a complaint is serious enough

,129/ But see Berkowitz letter, Appendix C, p. 2, noting that
thilipresent IRP includes the president of the Dade County
Association of Chiefs of Police and a prominent criminal
defense counsel Who was previously chief trial counsel for the

AttOrney'sOffice.

11;1Berkowitz 74stimony,_Bearing Transcript, pp. 1349,

-52, 1357e

Metropolit!n Dade County Independent Review Panel, Rules
(June 10, 1980) (maintained in Commission files);

Berfairtrestisony, Hearing Trabeaript, pp. 1383-84;
lndspendent Review Panel asiplaint Summery (Novelber 25, 1980)

(maintained in Commission files).

,..Ey -Wiliam perry, President, Graeae' Miami NAACP, testimcny,

Hearing Transcript, cp. 1156-57.
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4

to merit review by the full, panel. 293/ The county

commissipiners_appoint five of thergermanent panelists, and the

A

county/manager appoints the sixth. When the_panel expands

foriti full investigation, the county commissioners appoint
---/---

tI*ee temporary panelists, tveloa-4=----must-be-s_repreasentative

cf the pertinent geographical area and ethnic group most

/ closely associated with the complaint." 204/ The third is

selected from a list of three nominees submitted aither'biy the

bargaining unit that represents the alleged wrongdoer or, if no

bargaining unit is involved, from a list of three nominees

submitted by the Management Association Council. 205/ The

Chief Judge of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit (Dade County)

appoints an executive secretary who manages the daily

.24
Dade County Board of Commissioners Ordinance No. 80-8

. 5, 1980) (maintained-inrtbeeission files); Berkowitz
Testimony, Bearing Transcript, pp. 1351, 1352.

-222/ ordinance No. 80-8,' 14. Each of the five panelists

selectsd by the County COMMIE315k11 is originally nominated along

with two other nominees frthe-foIloging organizaticmsz (a) -
the Dade County Cossamity Relations Board, (b) the Dade County

Community tice agency, (c) the Dade Canty League of Women
voters, 61) the Dade County Bar Association and (e) the Dade
County Police Chiefs' Association. Id., c4(1).-
2_9_41

21j5/ ids
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%aerations of the panel a-N ;1--Oncts-Investigatiorie. 226/

Other county agencies provide clerical assistance and Isla--

ccunsel, but the panel must request investigative and' research

staff from the county manager, who does not have to provide

sudh support.

Jeffrey Berkowitz, IN executive secretary, testified

before the Commission an the panel's need tQ increase its staff:

TWelAre in the process of trying to hire

an administrative assistant. We have been

advertising....When I found tut that the

advertisement had not been placed in the

black or Latin newspapers, I asked thatithe

deadline be extended so that we could

advertise the positicin in those papers....

Obviously, I would like to see more staff.

I was given this job on a part-time basis

where I was going to be paid for 6 1/2

t.

Ay Id., 310(2).

4212/ Id., 110.

3
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hours a week. The job is taking in excess

of 20 to 30 hours a week. 322/

The panel has ales had to rely upon outside legal counsel.

-----14presignificantly, the 1W has neither the authority to

subpeng witnessor-dmizents for its investigations nor the

authority to impose xlanalities, sh-o-uldthe--pan4 determine thst

an officer acted isproperly.

Mr. Berkowitz also testified that'the IRP needs sutpsma

powers. Because he assumed that the Public Safety Department

would cooperate and adainistt-dtively compel officers. to appear

before the panel at its request, he initially did not believe

that-sudh authority wee necessary. PSD's refusal to cooperate,

however, changed his mind:

With re:c:pet to)sutpena power, it has

always been my position...timtit was not

necessary..#.I have always assumed that I

wou/d'have the full cooperation of the

various county agencies in forcing their

officers or directing their officers or

employees to appOr before us.

Berkowitz Testimony, HearingTranscript, pp. 1350, 1357.
But see Berkowiti letter, Appendix C, p. 3, noting that shortly
ilEirSis appearance In the Commissicn hearing, a fullatims
administrative assistant MS hired by IRP.

0
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We had a meeting, [Public Safety

-:-Depertssent-YDirector-jonfevancs

weik. I was informed that the Public

Safety Department was gang to take 'the

positfaft.that they would not compel an

accused employee to testify before the

'panelhat stat-ament and that position

has forced me to reassels my position and I
)

think that Ian left with basilica/1y no '

I
alternative if enternal independent review

.

is going to worli in this coxinty but to ask

for subpena powers. 322/,

,Irviin J. Block, chairman of tNaCovernor'ejade County

Citizens' Coimittee that investigated the underlying caus6s

the Mai.19801 riots, testified before the Commission:

The Review Board should, in cur

opinion, have its oval staff, should have

l'subpena power,, should have its oval

.investigator, and they do not have that at

.

222/ ibid., pp. 1358-59. aut me:Irlrirkrwitz lette.% Apiendiz

p. 44,etating that "the Niel political implication

inherent in the efforts to cileain stitpoesia power would 10s.

counter-Firoduativi to the polio, dscutssnt's faucets to

Lwow* its awn bogs and might move to dlimO.nidh the respect

of the community Whidh.the dsperbasnt has been striving hard to

mein.

e
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this time. We feel that until they have

that they are not going to be able to

function r i well as they ahould"..Mou

are going to find that voluntary

appearances and oocperayon are going to

gradually disappear. 212/

Dade County's criminal justice system has been a continual

source of abrasion to the black community. A series of

incidents involving misconduct and unequal treatment

contributed to the May 1980 civil disturbances by underscoring

the'larger pattern of discrimination and exclusion. Distrust

of the Criminal justice sysiem,is fostered by a widespread

perception that blacks are actilded from the ranks of judges,

jurors, prosecutors, supervisory policy officers,%and other

decisiommakers. Without effective mechanisms for resolving

aillegations of police misconduct and for reducing friction

between the black commetity and the criminal justice system,

distrust and the potential for violent confrontation will

remain.

210/ Irwin Block, test Hearing Transcript, p. 1161.
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CHARIER VIII -- SLEW& AM RIBXWENIATIGIS

A. SUMMBRY

The black community in Miami is tharacterized diiefly by

its isolation foam the city as a whole. Blacks are in the

city, but in a crucial sense-,--they are-not part-of Miami. -They

are not in the politically and economically powerful sectors

that control _community resources and make ccmmunity policies.

A

Their concerns have not been a priority for the city, the

-county, or for the private sector. Their frustration fed the

violence that recently erupted in the wake of what was viewed

as yet another in a long line of abuses suffered at the bands

of an unresponsive and uncaring officialdom.

The isolation of Miami's black community results from a

series of events that have contributed to tie deterioration of

what was once a vibrant and viable community.- What Miami needs

is a recognition of the caus s for the alienation that has

overtaken the black community and a commitment by responsible

leaders at all levels in both the public and private sectors to

provide the leaderdhip and resources and exert the effort to

turn this situation around.

One of the events that precipitated the isolation was the

physical destruction of a large portion of the black community

by the municipal government. Under the urban een,m1 program,

the city tore down a massive amount of low-oosthousing,
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414v //
forcing large numbers of blacks to leave their traditional

i.fa'neighborhoodS and move into other areas that could rot

accommodate them. New units of low-cost housing were never

built to replice all that had been demolished. In a city with

wvecancy,rate of less thadcne percent, the remaining low-cost

,- housing haS become severely deteriorated...end overcrowded. ihe

consequences are isolated and desperate ghettoes.

Neither the children Who are transported to sdhools outside

of these communities nor those Who remain in neighborhood

sdhools receive, in Many respects,. an education that addresses

'their needs. The city has dot allocated enough resources and

effort to provide adequate vocational-technical programs and

well-trained guidance counselors or to address the myriad other

noOds of students from low-income families. When children

bit inappropriate behavior, Dade COunty's school system

e4ien responds by Shunting then into programs that do not

to their needs rather than intervening with effective

ing. The public sdhool systemhasmenycegable-bladk

but they are concentrated in the elementary sdhoOls

lcw4eval administrative posts. This practice not only

these employees' upward nobility also deprives

blacks of positive role models, carcounding the youths'

swipe of isolation within the schools.
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Blocks are isolated in Miami's economy, as well. Although

the local ecancay continues to grave' at a rate higher than that

for the Nation as a whole, there are few black entrepreneurs,

and the black unemployment rate remains high. Stymied by their

own lack of capital and their inability to obtain capital from

commercial lenders, woul&be black businesspeople fall through

the cracks of unimaginative and nonacoommodating programs of

the State, local and Federal government. Blacks with the

education and talent to succeed id business often leave Miami

for other parts of the country that appear to offer more

opportunities for blacks. Those who remain and try to

establish ]businesses in Miami run into many obstacles, such as

insurance redlining, that increase the likelihood of failure.

Federal programs established to help the disadvantaged

busineeppersoa, including the Small Bluaness Administration,

have helped some persons. The fact remains, however, that in

Miami, black entrepreneurs are receiving clispropertleinatay-

small number of the loans the Small Business Administration

provides for disadvantaged businesspersons. Witnesses before

this Clcrmission questioned the degree to WhiCh other

federallyfundedeconcmic development programs are benefitting

blacts i Although it is clear programs like urban redevelopment

are providing some-assistance to some disadvantaged persons,

federanyarded_wensvinid emf have not improved the

319
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quality of life within the black calamity as much as

anticipated. Blacks continue to be largely excluded from many

economic opportunities in Miami.

Blacks lit Miami have limited employment cortwthjes.- A

few Federal agencies, such as the U.S. Postal Service and the

Veterans Administratton Medical Center, have significant

numbers of black employees. But most Federal agencies in the

city employ few blacks. Local public and private sector

employers have a dismal record with regard to hiring blacks.

Some employers go so far as to recruit workers from other

States rather than provide on-the-jdb training to unskilled

workers in Miami.

COmpounding this situation is the fact that justice in

Miami is administered in a way that excludes blacks and appears

incapable of =dewing official violence against them. Black

complaints of police violence are common in the city. The

incident that took the life of W. MbDuffie was one of many

confrontations between black residents and the system that is

supposed to protect all of Miami's inhabitants. The underlying

causes tangs from employment practices to inadequate police

training and evaluation. The deportment screens applicants for

the police faros with an allegedly biased test. Dade County

has established an Independent Review Panel to investigate

20
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complaints against the police, but the Panel lacks resources

and has no edopena power. ALCkwiemmoris COmmissicrifound that

local police internal reviews procedures were totally

unsatisfactory.

The proportion of the youth in the Miaiii juvenile justice
t.

system Who are black is more than three times as great as in

the Dade Ocemb; population. Counseling for mXih youth i3

inadequate, in part, because the gystem employs fors who

meet minimal educational and experience requirement*. Services

for rehabilitating juveniles are grossly inadequate.

Maly of Miami's problems have answers--moce and

better-qualified teachers and counselors, better selection and

training of police officers, rehabilitation of housing, and so

on. But remedial steps cost money. The housing situation is a

good example of the cost-benefit approedh that mews to have

taken hold in Miami. Because it is a seller's market,

landlords can rent or sell any housing they choose to make

available, no matter how deteriotated. As a result, they do

not appear to view rehabilitating housing as being to their

advantage. In the rare instances when they are brought before

municipal authorities for violation of housing ordinances,.'

landlords generally find it cheaper to pay the fine thin to
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sake the rmpairs. The question-yr/whether ale approach is

indeed "d caper" than anothmr4ixml the trade-off involves human

ouffering and frustration.

As indicated throughout the report, Miami suffers,the range

of urban problems ,tit seem endemic to all major American

cities today. -The vast"miority of the black community,

regardleeirCd economic status, feels powerless and frustrated.

It ie.:irascible to identify and perhaps to ameliorate some of

the sources of tension, but any long-term solution requires a

coordinated attack an the underlying causes of racial isolation

and exclusion.

Other reports, including those by the Kerner ()omission and

by this Commission, have indicated many specific remedial steps

that officials at each level of government could take in areas

sidi as educaticno employment and housing.- To the extent that

Miami has ixplesented any of these recommendaticns, however, it

has not been a comprehensive effort. Consequently, racial

isolation and exclusion have intensified.

A, major question facing Miami is whether local leaders will

see it in their community's interest to take the coordinated

long -tens concrete action that is necessary to turn Miami

-around. Other riots have occurred without generating such a

commitment.
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Ma bledc Miamians are contributing -to the progress-of

their communities and the city as a whole. Black support for a

rapid transit system-in a 1978 referendum made the project

possible. The black Miami Dade Chamber of Commerce, albeit
-

with limited success, has coordinated efforts wlei- the Greater

Miami Clamber 04 Commerce in two projects designed to increase

the mbar of black businesses in Dade Comity. But the black

community in Miami has neither the size nor wealth that

commands political power and accountability in Miami. Acting

alone, it cannot control or improve the circumstances in Whidh

they live.

It is important to identify sectors of the comMunity that

have both the political influence and economic capacity to

address problems of such magnitude. According to Miami's

Mayor, the city suffers a power VaCUUR:

Nobody runs Miami....[Tlhere is no automdbile

industry; there is no steel industry; there is

no tobacco industry; there is no company that

permeates, that dominates. So we don't really

have the typical power structure that you have

in some American cities. In additidn to

which, unlike Atlanta and other cities that

have deep roots, Oa-don't have a:social

structure. Nobody has 'really bean for

O

.3:)3
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moire than 50 years....[E]veryboly here came

frOm sore else. Very tor native Miamians

are more than 30 years old....ThenWho are the

wealthy people? into are the money interests

here? Pbr the most part, absentee

---coitiorations_wheze the management is in NW

York. So, therefore, when you get-bo-the_

Chatter of Commerce. what you see, with all

_due respect, are a birch of lawyers that

represent interests and corporations. They do

a,mice job, but this is not Atlanta...[Where]

you can get together a dozen people andr"

something will-happen. That cannot happen-in

Miami. 1/

Miami may not haw the same power structure as some other

American cities, but there is leadership in both the private

and public sector-that.can get things done. Private sector

involvement will be crucial to aw successful remedial effort

and is becoming increasirsfly\importantvas Federal financial aid

-to-citiesis-beirq-eut-badidea-of-orgenized-private--

1/ Ml urice POrm, Hearing Transcript, pp. 1139-42.
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sector invOlvement is not new. "Metropolitan affairs

nonvrofit corporations" (INNCe) and "community" foundations
.

have improved the qual", of urban life in a nuiber of cities,

including Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Atlanta.'

These organization*, however, tend to limit their irtiVItiekor

deiveloping downtown areas to sponsoring cultural affairs.

In Mimi, one project that reflects private sector

leadership is the Nov/Mad Center development.i/Mbrking with

crnity groups to rejuvenate the downtown arMa, the private

tegtor put botjetbereaercial package supplemented by

Federal monies. Aleibugh-thject_emtasitel physical

construction, the elements Of commitment, --ocinii/OrtrAm003.

ionitoring are apparent.

The same groups, individuals, and units of government that

worked together to rebuild dOwntomn Miami man if they want

to- -work together with theblaci community to bring About that

commnity's participation in/all aspects of growth and progress
-/

in trade (jaunty. The knowledge and skills -are available; the

question is one of cceni4ent.Wis_repart.Ammmistakably--

deeonstrates that without such a commitment, conditions will

worsen, iftlation wall increase and violence will recur.
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B. RICOMEM'ICEIS

Recomendatica 1.1: The public and private sectors of the
Miami-lade community should work together to develop a
lonitAMmuccordinsted attack an the underlying causes of racial

isaation and exclusion.

What is needed is a coordination entity that comprises both

the public and private sectors and hasthe_support of the_

eetablidhment, the minority communities, and all relevant

government units. Although government support is crucial, the

coordinating group dhould operate outside the government

t
structure and not rely an public funds for istence. The

maraitivant of the privateiseator will be a determinative factor

in the success of the coordinating body. In order to be

effective, the group must include representatives of the area's

largest employers: the banking inckistry (commercial and savings

and loan in education system (both Data Countyopublic

wools and Miami Dade Comeinity-Collwe); and 1 members

of the takokerd Hispanic communities. These riiireAtentatives

should be from the levels of their organizations.
.1*

Becomasodst ion 2.1: Dade ()runty Public Schools should make

substactial efforts to identify potential and provide
support' systems to ericourage students to rema n in school.

326
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Potential dropouts should be identified early. Although

guidance counseling is the usual method for: doing so, EMS has

far too few counselors town& effectively with students. Mote

counselors are needed in the Slementary grades to encourage

students to Oct tin in school. __Secondary level comselors

should have-smaller caseloads that permit more intensive

counseling.

DCPS currently provide* Such counseling through its

Bilingual. Alternative for Secondary Education Guidance Program

(BASE), Which is an option within the discretion of eadh school

principal. Tnepro3rege *load be mandatory and should be

considered for the elementary schools since the results at the

secondary level have been encouraging.

Although budgetary concerns may prevent the hiring of

additionaltounseldes, DCPS could train its teachers to provide

guidance counseling within their clatsroomi.

Recommendation 2.2: Whoa atterslancboundaries Should permit
imxissal desegregation of D County` Public Schools.

In the past, attendance boundaties bSve been drawn so that

viO few tthite studiints baveto be b7sed to inner-city

Black students, hEweveraw -often Must travel

substantial distances to aitend school. BozoniN sotiocd

k
boundaries would'acComprish lore racially diverse school
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populations, particularly in the inner city. This would also

alleviate muds of the present underutilizaticn of some

inner-city sdhools.:

PUture,rezoning should be long- range, taking into

consideration Dade County growth patterns. It should' respond

tom iiiiireof the school, system rather than to the interests

of White parents Who do6ot make sdhooldWeegregatibn a

priority.

Beoumempdation 2.3: Dade County Public Schools should seek to

.
modify the original-courtTordered sdhool desegregation plan so

as to take Hispanic_ tudents into account.

Although the Hi-racial-Cbmmittee that monitors

ipplementaiion of the PCPELdesegiegation plan was to

reflect the growing nuMber of.Hispanic students, the plan

itself does-not provide separate requirements for integrating

Hispanics into the entire sdhool system. DCPS should ensure

that Dade'County sdhools are as reflective es is reasonably

feasible of the ethnic diversity of the community. "This would

prevent the continued existence of one-race sdhools and sdhools

Whose enrollments-are entirely black and Hispanic, Obviating

the rued to bus ram- Hispanic %pita stUdents'to predUminani4

bleu& schoolle and. vice versa.
t

B000mmendkOch 24; Dade CtotsiaPalic SO-boas should create a

=mord= of innar-ci to . de . n.

vccat anal t es.
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Vocational training facilities An et/turban white,schocis

are generally superior to those of zhe inner-city sc hools. As

a result, bah& students often are trained on outdated

equipment that may not provide them with relevant job skills.

A oonsortiutt of inner-city schools would permit a pooling of

resource,_ thereby increasing the availability of modern

vocational equipment and up-to-date training, which would

improvelthe employment potential of black students.

Recommendation 2.5: The Miami -Made Cbunty business community
and Dade County Public Whoas should develo p mechanisms for

is oasunicatfon, to ensure that voce'inal "training will

meet the needs of students and esiaeacre.

Although there is some communication Pit to the vocational

needs of the business community and the LZPS's ability to meet

thede needs, the dialogue is insufficient. Not only should the

school system provide students with rudimentary skills, but it

also should provide them with vocational skills relevant to the

local employment market The business sector sh d make MPS,

aware of employment trends and needs. If the schools

themeolves are unable- td provide certain types' of training,

they'ehould work out arrangements with potential employers to

provide the training. This is particularfy true in the

unionized trades, which offer the potential for better paying

n9 7
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DCPS should attempt to counsel minority students better and

tc recommend programs that enhance employability, including

vocational pirograms where appropriate. MPS and the business

doimunity could, encourage black participation throu§h more

individualized vocational training, such as having askill

worker train a small number of minority students. )0dii with

well-developed skills that are needed in a}ni-Lade Cbunty

area, are black students likely to nd viable erploYment and

job security.

Recommendation 2.4-- Because of the multi-cultural, bilingual

nature o! theAsiami4DadA County area, Dade County Public

Schools d native English- speaking students to

leari-functional as an employment skill.

The increasing Hispanic population of Miami -Dade County has

created a corresponding need for black students to be

bilingual. Because many potential employers are Hispanic,

conversational ability in Spanish can be an advantage in

seeking employment. Although the DCPS has indicated a

commitment to making all students bilingual, few black students
4

learn Spanish. Spanish courses should not only be required,

but should be geared toward teaching the students functional

use of the Language. Bilingualism would enhance employment

potential and increase cultural awareness in Miami-Dade Cbunty.

HOUSING:

Recommendation 3.1: Dade County and the City of Miami should

try tosattract developers and builders of low income housing.
2



Becauee the vacancy rate in Miami-Dade County is extremely

low, many black families have no choice but to remain in poor

and et* standard The city and county should provide

funds to encourage private development and should explore new

and creative methods to provide additionM1 housing for

low-income blank families.

flecomandation 3.2: To existing low- income housing,

the State Attorney's Off rre ould enforce mininEM housing

standards vigorously.

A civil suit is the most effective means of forcing a

landlord to comply with thihousing code. Because the remedy

ip a civil action is applicable to all successors, agents,

assighees, and lessees, the landlord is unlikely to sell or

aterxIon the property without making court-ordered repairs. The

civil suit, however, is only effective if the State Attorney's

Office (SAO) enforces it. The SAO, which currently has oily,

one full-time attorney handling such matters, should assign \\

additional staffin order to effect more widespread and lasting

code enforcement and to improve housing conditions for

low-income families.

MONO= EVELOPMENT:

AsOommeridation 4.1: The financial industry and the Federal
government Should jointly develop a risk capital program to
help blacks start smill businesses.

.331
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Continuing discrimination and the legacy of past

discrimination in education, employment, credit, and housing

make it particularly difficult for blacks to acquire risk

capital which is crucial for private sector business

/ development in black communities.

Recommendation 4 2: Congress should enact tax incentives that

encourage busine AS to developp minority training and
mena9ement programs to bring minorities into the mainstream of

corporate experience.

In addition to enhancing minority prospects within existing

corporations, such programs would give minorities requisite

management opportunities to strengthen their chances for

business loans. The programs should include entry and lateral

levels of participation.

Reammmmdation 4.3: Congress should strengthen the Community

Reinvestment Act, and the executive branch Should increase its

enforcement efforts to combat financial redlining of minority

njL9i bborhoods

Financial redlining often causes money generated in

minority neOhborhoods to flow out of the community rather than

rematr. in those neighborhoods to be continually reinvested in

business activity and jobs. The CommUnity Reinvestment Act and

Ftderal enforcement efforts need to be strengthened to address

thin problem.
-
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Wm:Emendation 4.4: The Federal Reserve Board, the Office of
therCbmgtroller of the Currency, and the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board should Review Dade County financial institutions for

compliance with the Community Reinvestment Act. These

agencies, as well as the Federal Deposit Ineurance Corporation,
should conduct similar reviews for compliance with the Equal

Credit e... uni Act and -all other aims of Federal law

scri t an extension of credit for which

they have miministrative responsibility.

Neither business nor personal investment is possible

without access tc credit. Credit discrimination strangles the

chance for growth and prosperity in minority communities,

making futile other efforts at economic development. It is

imperative, therefore, that financial institutions comply with

laws forbidding such discrimination.

Recommendation 4.5: District offices of the Small Business
Administration should develov a county by county statistical
system to monitor participation by blacks and other minorities

in -SBA loan and training programs.

The system should elicit data on the number and percentage

of'SBh program participants who are black. Without meaningful

dates\ the ddequacy of SBA programs cannot be assessed nor

problems corrected.

Recommendation 4.6: To enhance the flow of credit to
low-income and, particularly, black communities in Miami, the

Small Business Addinistration should conduct a study of the
criteria financial institutions use to extend financial credit.

SBA shouiciAlso consider experimental or pilot projects

using different financial criteria or interpretations of

financial criteria within prudent limits of risk to enhance

lending to low-income and, particularly, black communities.
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Recommendation 4.7: Congress should amend the Small Business,

Act to require that appropriate financial institutions subject
to Federal r an participate in the SBA, guaranteed loan

program and a certain percentage of their loans through

that program.

The SBA guaranteoa loan program accounts for 90% of SBA's

financial assistance to small business, but low participation

by banks appears to prevent this program from achieving its

potential for breaking the credit squeeze on minority business.

Recommendation 4.8: Congress should provide additional
appropriations to strengthen the SBA direct loan program to-

enable it to meet the needs of otherwise eligible small

businesses that have been unable to obtain financing in the

private sector.

The small amount of money available in SBA direct loans

hampers qualified minority entrepreneurs who cannot get

private-sector financing to maintain or expand businesses.

Recommendation 4.9: Congress should revise the Housing and

Curd navel.. Act of 1974, as amended, to str

the
Grant Program and to provide greater concentration of

resources. The amendments should mandate that a certain
percentage of the funds be used for economic development
activities and that, wherever pussible, projects or si
funded in whole or in part by CDBG should have b equity/
perticirdtion.

Seven years of experience with the Community Development

Block Grant program nationally and ,irodiami:skosonstratestWe

need for greater geographical concentration of funds. Such

targeting is even more important when budget tightening reduces

the amount of available funding. Many of the projects that

have been fumed have improved the capital infrastructure of

communities but have not produced adequate economic growth.
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Becommendatidn 4.10: Cbngress should amend Federal laws to=

give local govettisentS the fleiliility to direct Federal funds
and assistance desighated for minorities and women to eligible

prcgortion toPAmedh groupie degree of economic need

tgliTig the local jurisdiction.

Many Federal laws recognize that several groups of people

in society have suffered discrimination and arerin need of

special assistance to remedy its effects. In large cities such

as Miami, however, competition between eligible groups has

resulted in proportionately smaller shares of the benefits for

those groups most=in need and least able to compete. As

available Federal monies decrease, it is important for local

communities to have the necessary flexibility to target Federal

programs to the specific groups in their community with the

greatest need.

EMPLOYMENT:

Fecommendation 5.1: Public and private employers should

develop, implement, or strengthen affirmative aarEirains

designed to open opOortunities for blacks in all aspects of the

employment market.

As the statistics in this report indicate, blacks remain

underrepresented throughout the public and private employment

market. The cumulatiVe effect of contemporary discriminatory

employment, housing, and educational practices perpetuates

historical patterns of racial exclusion in Dade County's job

market. Both public and private sector employers Should
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undertake immediate and sincere efforts to identify and

eliminate those employment practices that deny blacks equal

employment opportunity.

Indeed, the City of Miami is under court order to take

affirmative steps to nierccue the historical employment and

promotion practices that denied opportunities to minorities in

public sector emplcyment. The city has gone beyond the court's

mandate,'voluutarily expanding this affirmative action plan by

municipal ordinance. Private employers also should make

voluntary efforts to eliminate discriminatory practices_ and

processes.

Recommendation 5.2: The is sector in Miami should
reinforce the gaini-nf ities, iculaalarblacks, inpart
!Mt- and sad-level positions and shaald take new initiatives
to recruit, train, and smplay black workers in positions of

greater authority, reswnsibirity, and remuneration.-

As a result of efforts to overcome discriminatory

employment practices, blacks and other minorities have entered

the public sector work force in increasing numbers. These

eMployment gains, however, seldom go beyond entry- and

mid-level positions. Efforts -to eliminate discrimination in

upper administrative and managerial positions should continue

until discrimination is eliminated throughout the public meter

wank force.
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Memommmidetion 5.3: The Federal Office of Personnel ftuiagement

provide technical Assistance and oversiaht 10 ensure

that all Federal agencies located in Miami devise

the effirmat actionplum required of them by

Moral law.

The Ims requires eadh Federal agency to develop plan;--for

recruiting additional minorities and women when they are

underrepresented in the agency's work Nevertheless,

many Federal agencies jj. Maki area have not developed such

plans. M timate authority responsible for ensuring

equal emplament cpportUnity, the Federal government should

take the lead by overcoming its own discriminatory employment

practices. The Clice of Personnel Management should review

the performance of all Federal agencies in the Miami area and

assist the agencies that have not yet developed minority

recruitment plans to do so.

apoommendation 5.4: Private s of all sizes must

=awe the ei1oyment practices to validate b 1 4a1

-employment requirements and change those practices not required

as business necessities so as not to bar black workers from

emplortment and advancemeht.

The process of discriminetion can be eliminated only by

identifying the practices that work to support discrimination

and adopting a systematic organizational effort that

comprehensively responds to those problems. Such anN,

affirmative action plan would include realistic bjectilk)for

dismantling discriminatory processes and also would include .

337
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plans for achieving the goali. Some of the specific measures

would take account of pda, while others need not.

Specifically neutrsp4Imployment practices Should be changeddf_ 1

1

operate to/dany equal employment opportunity to blacks.

F example/ a nth-related job requirement that employees be

bilingual, even if applied similarly to black and white job

applicants, may be discriminatory if most blacks are

,icnolingual. Indeed, the Commission received testimony that

some employers have imposed a bilingual requirement as a way to

avoid hiring blacks. Regardless of the intent of such a

requirement, it ahould be eliminated unlesi it is a bona fide

business necessity.

Faccamendation 5.5: The private sector in Miami must

lead to provide entrance level job skills to black yout14.

It is clear from the hearing record that Miami's/private

sector accepts ro responsibility for the predica,ent of a large

number of Miami's black youth. None of the private sector

witnesses at the Commission's hearing expressed a willingness

on the pert of their industries to go beyond simply rejecting

black job applicants because they lack minimal skills. It is

not eniodigh to say that the school system has failed. The

private sector :las more resources than any other segment of the

community. In order to make inroads into solving this problem,

2
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the busihess community mu;i,be willing to do more than the law

requires and codbine its tusiness, judgments with a sense of

social responsibility.

should ensure that

any successor 3db numcgrams tothe
Employment and Trafnin% Act META) intlude =cesiesources
to train bladks who lack minimal entry level,skills.

The Omprehensive Employment and Training Act is schedulid

to expire at the end of fiscal year 1982. The current

Aditinistration's pcdpOsed successor to CETA, the Job Training

Act 0,1982, plans to transfer responsibility for prograd

management to the states and the private sector: Transferring

of federal control could threaten the existence of many of the

earmarked for those bla&S-whodo_nottraining programs

1:01sess even pinimai entry level jab skills. Moreover, in

public sector employment and training areas exacerbate the

blacks must surmount.

The Public and private sectors must make a sincere

the
0

commitment to provide job training and placemenefor the

unskilled. Otherwise, unskilled blacks will find themselves

without opportunity or hope of ever securing gainful employment.

JUVEMEJIJEITICE:

Recasendation 6.1: Dade County Public Schools and the

Florida Department th and Rehabilitative Services Should

make a coordinated of to identify potentially delinquent

behavior as early as pcs itae.
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Schools are often the-first

delinquent orjpotentially delinquent behavior. ECPS should

Gage teachers and counselors who identify possibly

delinquent students to refer them (and their familied) to BPS

Mare intensive counseling at an earlier age

could "deter the possibility o which usually

becomes, stronger as the child ages. HES ndECBS,..shoulr

coordinate their efforts toencourage a child to-iwork toward

'building a sore productive way of life-.

'Hecommadat'on 6.2: The Florida Elepartinent of Health and

Behabilitat' =

-

Services A!, 6
ateladditional -1,x. homes

Muse play s in a

results in minimal rehabilitation.

Group homes, by virtue of their small dime, offer not only

more individualized, attention, but also Provide a more

"home-like".atmoiphere. Often, juvenile delinquents have very

poor haseeniiironments. Placing these dhildren in more

desirable living

behavior by. giving the juveniles thelocportunity to work

through their problems and to assess the value of leading a

zzreproductive life.

a

3. 0

1 1
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Counseling juvenil.ee who exhipit delinquent behavior can be

effective in 'tee i9stkans. dounseling should help juveniles

to cope with their environments. To be most effective, the

services should-extend-to the families, as well. Cne cannot

paace a juvenile in a rehabilitation program and expect lasting

results if the child is returned to the same environment that

contributed to the dellnquency. To deter further delinqUent

*-1013hirtfter-requirea-,ipre intensive effort to involve families,
Q

not just juveniles,, in counseling.

.

CF JUSIICE:

,..illeassesewleirkorr--7:12-1ftelede Crionnti -State Attorney s Office,
with the Eade-os Public Defender's Office and the

sludge 0 _ A .1` c =ult., = Ili d estaba
a committee to identify racially discriminatory policies within

's criminal justice system and recommend steps forDmie
-removing .

The exclusion_of-blacks from juries, particularly in-cases

in rich the issues are racially sensitive, has contributed to

the widely-held thatIglacicm.On not participate

in the adMinistratioh of justice in Dade County.

In addition, rectal disparities in sentencing, do issue that

the .grand jury began studyihg in 1980., reinforce 'the' image of a

dual-system of justices and should be included in the study.
,-..----

7.2: The Clam 1i .Pelations Service of the
ce' e the caaim of the

cammittes described above and should provide appeopriate.
technical assistance., ,
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. a Community Relation:: Service (CRS) is empoweredrto

assist public'and private agencies and organizations in

allevjating problems that cause friction between racial and

ethnic groups.; SOWN:is/stance can include providing resource
/ \

materials and models to hoWr other ccumuuities haves

resolved difficulties rela to discriminatorylpractices.

Ihe CRS should assist it

4 monaor its work

ultimate recommendations.

creating the committee arid closely

the process of formulating the

Socommehdation 7.3: The State Attorney's Office should adopt

written .Statements that clearly delineate its voliCies and

procedwres ggrerni.ng the, dOnduct of plea negotiations and' the

instituting-of criminal charges.

Clear and unequivocal policies would provide aefoundation

on which to base decisions, serve as notice of what constituter

unacceptable Pra6tices, and enhance the,credibility of the

office bothwithinitMTConmunity and among other actors in the

justi6e system.? The first statement should identify the

fagtoril,that the Office considers when entering into and

concluding.plea negotiations and should require its attorneys

t o m ske all such factors known to the presiding judge and to
.

enter them into court records of the case. 'Ms second

41;111 clearly reflect the criteria for presenting cases to the

gran :I jury, as opposed to directly filing them, and should
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provide for the expeditious handling of all Charges by the

Office. Both written statements should also be'available to

the

Jation The State At 's Office Should adopt a
written iCir gnat is committed to ethnically and racially

diverse ies and that forbids assistant state attorne'e to
make peremptory Challenges on the basis of a potential juror's
race. L

The continuing problem of all -white juries hearing cases,

particularly when they are racially sensitive, perpetuates the

perception of a dual system of justice. The State Attorney's

Office's failure to clearly prohibit the practice of excluding

potential jurors on the basis of their race is a major factor

in minority dissatisfaction with the justice system. The

adopted policy should specify the administrative action -hat

would result from violation.

Bscommendaticn 7.5:
Miami Police

''pepartment as
continue efforts to ty

Police department officials from both the
and the Dade Coun Public Safe

o a r rmat ve Act an Plans should
re cers, cularly black

of ii3g:rs, so that both Forces ultimately re lect the
ition,of the community they serve.

The Cbmmission has long advocatea -hat law enforcement

agencieieflect the communities they serve because a

representative4Drae -enjoys improved relations with its
-

community, 4ains its respect and trust and, convequently,

functions more effectively. Merely hiring additional minority
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off icere but denying them the opportunities to assume

increasingly higher -level policy and command positions,

however, will not allow the departments to realize fully the

benefits of improved relations with their communities.

Minority officers should hold a reasonable proportion of

supervisory pbeitions.

Recommendation 7.6: The State At Office as of a

wehensive 1Affiramizt -a: plan should centime its

efforts to hire more minority attorneys, ?particularly black

attorneys, and\ the Public Defender s Office should develop and

lament an atfirlative action lan tio that both offices

ref the compos

serve.

the CCEIBILM t es they

Prosecutors and defense lawyers are key officials in the

criminal justice - system. They are often the most visible

representatives of the system during la widely - publicized trial

and, by virtue of the disaretion aril/judgment-they exercise,

are among the most important. In o er to dispel the

widely-held perception that it is-a, ite system that wetes out

justice to minority defendants, both offices dhould work to

imorove their efforts to hire minority attorneys. Minority

attorneys 4eo should have equal opportunity to compete fOr

supervisory positions.

Recommendation 7.7s The Miami Police De tment, and the Dade

comity Publ. o, ety Department d eely monitor the

isplemantatioa of Lolicy antryrocedUres governing internal

imastigation of alleged police misconduct to ensure strict

adherence tO the guidelines, to evaluate the reviewing toms'

to ant

to assure t of ect veness

344
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Criticism of the criminal justice syste!,in Dada Cbunty has

raised
I,serious doubts about its ability to deliver equal

justice. Although subject to Niious procedural and

substantive strictures, each component of the justice system

possesses enormous discretionary authority. It is important to

review that authority and take steps to preclude abuses of

discretion. Immediate, concrete, and identifiable actions that

provide for the prompt receipt and investigation of civilian

complaints, the development of a systad to identify

violence-prone officers, and the fair, swift, and consistent

imposition of disciplinary sanctions when allegations of

wrongdoing are sustained would publicly demonstrate a

commitment tOfair and equal justice.

PaCommendation 7.8: Psychological testing that screens
applicants unsuited for policy work but is not racially
discriminatory should be an integral part of the selection

process.

The Commission believes that psychological screening for

all police recruits is valuable to enable a department to

screen out candidates predisposed to violence or racism and

those who may not be able to perform under the rigorous

physical, mental, and emotional stress of police work. The

screening mechanisms Dade County used, however, were not

entirely appropriate. The new assessment center should
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facilitate the development of techniques and instruments that

can identify unsuitabl.e applicants without being racially

discriminatory.

Recommendation 7.9: The Dade County Public Safety Department

Should review the purpose and functions of its Citizen Advisory

Chowitteee and issue a written policy statement delineating bow

the committees are-to operate and should devise and implement a

training program for the Citizen Advisory Committees to enable

them to fulfill their tasks.

A systematic training program that fully informs the

advisory committees of departmental policies and procedures,

based upon a mutual understanding of the committees'

responsibilities, would enable the saibory committees to

develop a practical Agerxla. Fbr example, advisory Committee

Should be familiar with departmental procedures governihg the

internal investigation of complaints against officers before an

incident occurs, rather than be briefed on those procedures

after an incident has aroused community concern.

Recommendation 7.10:, The Public Safety Department and the

County government *road respond in writing promptly and

systematicalb, to all written recommendations or requests for

information from the Advisory Cocamittsee.

A routine procedure ensuring that appropriate authorities

respond tr advisory committee recommendations and expressions

of concern could allay suspicions that the authorities ignore

such communications.

346
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Redommendation 741: The Miami Police Department should follow

-1±mrlead-of-thePdblicSafdtl(ileputSOM And establish similar
permanent representative neighborhood committees tosCreate an
avenue for open communication between MPE1 and the community it

serves.

Having individuals who represent a cross-section of the

community participate inta police department's prescribed

activities enhances that department's credibility within the

community. It also can help to dispel the perception that the

police department operates as a closed, semi-secret

organization, unresponsive to civilian concerns.

Recommendation 7.12: Training programs should emphasize police
work's service aspect because it is important and consumes the
majority of an officer's time.

Expanding all_aspeets-af-police training would improve the

performance of individual officers. The Human Skills component

of the Institute for Criminalustice curriculum, in

particular, requires stronger administrative controls to ensure

that the material is, in fact, taught. Courses in human

relations, including an awareness of differences in ethnic

behavior and race relations, need to be expanded so that

trainees otherwise unfamiliar with the neighborhoods they will

be policing are prepared adequately to perform their duties.

Recommendat4on 7.13: The Independent Review Panel should have
the means to fulfill its task, including subpena power and

tees of ad -. to t investi ative resources, as

the Panel determines necessary.

3'17
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The history of external civilian review of police

misconduct is spotty. There are numerous reasons that efforts

to establish-sudh review have failed in cities around the

country. The (mission has four, however, that failure to

provide such boards with tools to fulfill their tasks has been

one of the principal reasons for this lack of success.

Establishing independent civilian review is an empty gesture if

the panel lacks such essential investigati4e resources as

subpena power or investigative staff-. Without such resources,

it is nearly impossible to develop the professional expertise

necessary fcr success.

318
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DR. LEONARD N. PRITTON
swum/maim OF SCHOOLS

DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

LINDSEY HOPKINS BUILDING
SOO NCIRTNIMIT SECOND AVENUE

MAIN. FLORIDA 3:1132

April 30, 1982

Mr. Paul Alexander, Acting General Counsel
United States Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D. C. 20425

Dear Mr. Alexander:

DADE COUNTY SCHOOL 10AIRD
MN. PAUL L. CLIAS. OMOKKIKM4

ML auarsoutuLsy. VICOGNAIRMAN
MOIL [THU, bacKHAN

MR. CHouscs slIADOOOK
ML JOYCE M. KNOX
OR. MOCKAEL MOP

MR. NOMERT MUCK

I am in receipt of your letter of April 14, 1982 which included excerpts from
the report the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights prepared on the state of civil
rights in Miami. The Commission visited the Miami area and held public hearings
during the week of December 8-11, 1980.

I am disappointed with the substance of the report. It incorporates outdated
information inasmuch as the hearings were held in the winter of 1980 and even

---------at-tilet-time_included information from prior years. In addition, the report is
now c: be released itillwrspring-of-1.982_,_some eighteen months after the
testimony.

When the hearings were held in the winter of 1980, the Commission subpoenaed
witnesses of its own choice to testify, witnesses who were not always fully
knowledgeable to respond. Much of the report is based on testimony taken out
of context. While some points are correct, much is responded to in cliches,
on obviously limited information, and with an overly dramatic tone.

Little comment has been made of the many minority-oriented programs in place
in the winter of 1980 or initiated since then to respond to some of the problems
faced then and now. The report appears to be based on preconceived ideas of
what is "right", "desired", and "effective", and does not take into account other
ways of achieving or surpassing objectives.

Attached you will find responses prepared by staff to statements made in the
report in order to clarify misconceptions and correct inaccuracies.

Also attached for your information is a copy of a DecemberA2, 1980 letter I
sent Mr. Arthur Flemming, the Commission's Chairman at the time of the hearings.
This letter transmitted a copy of another letter sent at that time to W. John

-ffOkillan, Editor of the Miami Herald. The letter to Mr. McMullan was an
attempt to set the record straight in response to a newspaper story detailing
statements made by some of the witnesses subpoenaed to appear before the
Commission.

Although I saw no reflection of my December 12 correspondence to Mr. Flemming
included within the excerpts of your draft report, I share this letter with
the Commission again because most of the information in that original corres-
pondence is as true today as it was at that time.

3
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Mr. Paul Alexander -2- April 30, 1982

It is this school system's desire and intent to serve each segment of

the Dade County calamity equitably and to prepare well-rounded, educated,

aod employable citizens who can benefit themselves as well as the community.

In our opinion, it is unfortunate that what could have been a useful analysis

is biased in its approach and outdated in its contents. The U.S. Commission

on Civil Rights could have been of real service to the people of Dade County.

Unfortunately, if the draft report which my office received on April 19 is

an indication, it lost that opportunity.

Sincerely,

LB/JF/LM:dm
Attachments

cc: Members 'f the School Board
Superinvendent's Executive Council

School Board Attorney

0_

F-

r

Ink

Leonard Britton
Superintendent of Schools
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April. 3982 TEUMHONEM9504200
0

Nt. Paul Alexander
Acting General Counsel
United States Commission

on Civil Rights
Washington, D.C. 20425

Dear Mr. Alexander:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on pages 64-71,
168-179, 200-212, and 222-244 of a draft of a United States
Commission on Civil Rights Report.-

At page 69, we would simply point out that the State
Attorney's Office was not adequately funded at the time to
provide for sufficient resourcee to fulfill, its general
prosecution function and that its allocation of resources to
enforcement of minimum housing standards was based on what it
had, not what it considered proper.

At pages 172-73, you conclude that "the rate ofAuveeile.
crime has not dropped significantly since the 1978 amendments
were enacted....` You cite no authority so I would point out
that contrary to the conclusions drawn in the draft, the
Uniform Crime Reports issued by the Department of Law
Enforcement of the State of Florida indicate that juvenile
crime is decreasing as-evidenced by arrests.

The publications " Crime in Florida, 1979-81 Annual
Reports*, relevant portions of which are attached, reveal the
following arrest data for those aged under 184

.1979 1980 1981

Part I Offenses 51,263 51,799 45,585

Part II Offenses 49,475 43,440 37,952

144a 100,738 95,239 83,537

This has occurred despite a dramatic increase in crime
during the same period.
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Additionally, 1981 amendments (attached) to the Florida
Statutes have broadened the power of the State Attorney to

file direct felony informations (Section 39.04) and to detain

juveniles (Section 39.032). Mt expect these amendments to
further reduce the incidence of juvenile crime:

At page 200, et. seq. of the draft, you described the

case involving Nathaniel LeFleur. You furnish only
NW. LeFleur's version. You take this version from the
Citizen's Committee Report and the Wald Herald. If you are

going to do a solid documentation of community problems, I

urge you to go to the Court record and the actual transcript
of testimony of people involved. I urge you to present the
police view as well. When the police attempted to execute the
warrant they did not know they were at the wrong house. They

knocked on the door and told Mr. LeFleur it was the police.

Mr.. LeFleur knew it was the police. He did not know that the
search warrant was incorrect. Without giving the police an
opportunity to present the warrant and to determine that they

were at the wrong address, he himself said that he slammed the
door and locked it in their lace. To present all sides of the

question, I respectfully suggest you cite the Grand Jury
Report, a copy of which is enclosed, or take testimony from

the witnesses themselves. Finally, I urge you to refer to the
verdicts of a biracial jury in the civil action filed by the

LaFleurs, copies of which I enclose. Certainly the Civil
Rights ComAission should not rely on newspaper clippings as

the source to present what actually happened in a very

sensitive communjty matter. To do so will only exacerbate
community-tensions and will not present the full and clear

picture.

With respect to the case involving Trooper Jones
beginning at page 202, et. seq. of the draft, you rely only-on

the Citizen's Committee again plus one excerpt from a

transcript. I would point out to you that the Citizen's
Committee did not hear from the actual witnesses in this case.

It, as the Civil Mghts.Comission has done, heard only
superficial second hand testimony. If you are going to
present these cases and descObe what happened, then hear the
witness or at least read ell the testimony and make a

judgment. To rely on newspaper clippings and a superficial

tribunal is to perpetuate the perceptions of racism and
injustice that we assume the Commission is trying to erase.
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The quote from Judge Gordon at pages 202, et. seq. is
partial and taken but of context. The full transcripts of
that particular-hearing and the hearing of March-14, 197, are
attached and should be included to understand that the State
Attorney's Office had not made a representation that could
smack of racism".

- What you fail to point out at page 202, at pages 233-34
and at pages 237-38, is that the State prior to July 1, 1979,
refused to negotiate a plea to.no jail tine (in custody ,

treatment) because it did not think the statute authorized A
commitment to the mentally disordered sex-offender program
unless the offender was 'ncarcerated. Judge Gordon! follow d
the same view in the Spring of 1979 and the-defendOt refu pd
to plead guilty. -

1

The statute was subsequently amended effective July 1,
1979 10 that incarceration was not a mandatory condition of
commitment to the sex offender program. The amendment
occurred between the time Judge Gordon heard the case and the
time-Judge Levy imposed sentence. Contrary to your finding at-
page 204, Judge Levy was aware of prior plea-negotiatioris as
indicated in the transcript Of the hearing of Atari]. 6, 1979,
which is attached.

As for the Acting State Attorney's report, it is full of
factual errors and was so superficially done that the State
Attorney was not even interviewed concerning the handling of
the case nor was she given an opportunity to be heard on the
issues raised by the Acting State Attorney.

With respect to the Randy Reath case beginning at page
205, et. seq., I would hope that you would include what action
was taken by the United States Attorney fqr the Southern
District of Florida. We understand that he and the Justide
Department sought an 'indictment in this case and that a
Federal Grand Jury refused.-to indict.

With respect to 014. Jones at page 207, et. seq., you
should include the fact that we took unusual steps to insure
that we did not unjustly charge Dr. Jones including requiring
the Stntelp prime witness to take a polygraph. Note also,
that Dr. Jones admitted on the stand in the second trial- that
he took thousands of dollars for his own private use from a
person doing business with the school system
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At page 212 of the idraft you state "What remained was a

criminal justice system ncapable of clearly condemning
-excessive physical force against black citizens..." By that

sli

statement you seem to imply that the officers in I0Pleui
should have been charged and convicted of something; that the

sentence in the Willie nes' case was inappropriate; and that
the officer in the Randy Heath case should have been charged

and convicted of sometht. If.that is what you are saying,
then you should support ur conclusions with the law, the-

evidence and sentencing information. If you are only talking

about perceptions, I respectfully suggest y u state "What

remained was a criminal justice system whi some perceived to

be incapable of clearly Condemning excessive physical
!

With respect to preemptory challenges, your review is/at

best superficial. You cite Mr. Long and Mr. Drummer as
authorities for the factIthat prosecutors systematically

exclude blacks. Yet;'yod do-not cite one case in which they
-Support their bare allegation. -

Please ask them to furnish specific examples to support
their-statements so that We might intelligently respond. To
perpetuate the bold, unfounded assertions of two of the

prosecutor's principal adversaries is to perpetuate the half

truths and inaccuracies you should be trying to dispel. The

issues involved in jury selection are critical and sensitive

and you do not do justice to it in thii draft.

At page 244 of the draft you note that a judge was
critical of the jury seledtion process in a case. 'You fail to

'note that the State Attorlay then,appeared before the Court
stating the recognised the need for a jury "totally
representative of the community" and stating "it is extremely

important in_this case that there"-be -no appearance" of
racially motivated use of peremptory challenges. Furthermore

to remedy tht situation, the State volunteered that jury
-selection be started again and announced that. the prosecutor
would voluntarily state for the record the reasons for use of .

peremptory,challenges. This action of the prosecutor has
never been required by law in Florida. A jury that included a
black person was'ultimately selected and it convicted the

defendant.

a.

--345-
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You conclude this spdttion of the draft at page 244 Wiihs,

the statement, "The perception endure' that a dual system of
justice operates in the country . . one for whites and one,

for blacks.! It,will continue td do so as long,as the issues
raised are presented superficially and without thorough
investigation and dmammentatfon..

Sfncere0,
/'

.t"

'JANET RENO
State Attorney

JR:jw

Enclosures

=
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INDEPENDENT REVIEW PANEL

DADE COMITY 0:1LATHDUSE
73 W7FLAGLEit STREET

POOM 1902
MIAMI, FLOPIDA 33130

(305) 579400

April 13, 1,982

Paul Alexander, Esquire
Acting General Counsel
United States Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D.C. 20425

Re: Report, of the United States Civil Commisson on the, state

of Civil Rights in Miami

Dear Mr.tAlexander,'

This letter shall serve tolacknowledge receipt of your corres-

pondence dated March 23, 1119982 concerning the above-referenced

matter, in which you enclosed anlexcerpt from the portion of

said report which addressed the undersigned's testimony relative

to Dade County's Independent Review Panel. I have reviewed the

excerpt and have given a good deal of consideration to its

contents.

In order to present a balanced and fair view of the past
achievements, present status and future potential impact of the
Independent Review Panel, it is my opinion *hat the report needs
minor modification to reflect certain matters which have occur-

red subsequent to the Commission's bearings in Math This let-
ter shall include my consents concerning the issues raised in

the Cbmmission's report, inipddition to an overview of the *
Independent Review Panel's achievimehts during its first two

years of operation.

The Panel's first and second year. statistics'are interesting, if

not surprising. During the first two years, from April 17, 1980

to April 9, 1982, the Independent Review Pane received a total

of two hundred and ninety four complaints. ,...Despite the media .

focus on the Panel as a police review board, only thirty five

,percent (35%) of the complainants alleged some level of
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level of misconduct on the part of officers of the Metro-Dade
Police Department. The ethnic background of the complainants
reflected the fact that dissatisfaction with the pplice,las ex-
pressed to the Panel, was not limited to a single ethnic'group.
Thirty eight percent (38%) of the complainants were black, forty
eight percent (48%) white or non-Hispanic and six percentAW-
were Hispanic (ethnicity was unknown in eight percent (8%) -,of
the cases).

While the Civil Rights Commission is correct in noting that the
Paners"jurisdiction extends to all county employees and agen-
cies, this expanded jurisdictional base has proven beneficial in

. ameliorating police Iesistance to the Panel's existence, objec-
tives and efforts. Potential critics are not in a position to
claim that the police are being singled out for closer civilian
review of alleged misconduct, while all, other county agencies
and employees might otherwise be immune to the'same.- The Panel
has had occasion to review in great detail and to conduct public
hearings on numerous cases involving allegations against members
of Dade County's police department to date. The relative com-
prehensive nature of police internal review investigative re-
ports, which are reviewed andsdiscussed in great detail, provide
the Panel staff as well as the Panel members with the opportun-
ity to achieve the specific expertise in police reviews that the
Commission suggests is'lacking. In addition, members of the
present Panel include a municipal police chief, who is currently
the president of the Dade County Association of Chief's of
Police, -and a very prominent criminal defense counsel, who w:
previously the chief trial counsel for the United States
Attorney's Office. The undersigned has background in
successfully 'pursuing federal civil rights cases relating to
abuse of police power. Therefore, the specific police expertise
is present and is tempered by the lay members of the Panel,
whose sensitivities and-sense of justice are more reflective of
the community as a whole.

Public Awareness

Forty three percent (43%) of the complaints received were direc-
ted at a wide variety of Dade County non-police agencies and em-
ployees. Eighteen percent (18%) of the complaints involved var-
'iota' municipal police departments and Florida State law enforce-
ment agencies, over which the panel has no jurisdiction. As the
Commission correctly notes, the significant number of complaints
against municipal police departments demonstrates a lack of un-
derstanding on the part of the community of the scope and extent
of the panel's authority and power.
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In an effort to improve the community's awareness of the Panel's
existence and autho-ity, the Panel has embarked on an extremely'
successful public ,.,lations campaign which has included public
service announcements being aired on a regular basis on all of
Miami's television stations and a number-of local radio sta-
tions. The Panel is nOw receiving an average of forty to/fifty
complaints a month, and almost one-third of the same involve al-
legations doncerning the conduct Of officers of the Metro-Dade ,

Police Department. This is not to imply that a significant por-
tion of the police complaints involve allegations of excessive
use of force as we are continuing to experience a significant
portion of police complaints relating to alleged verbal abuse
and minor harassment.

Legal Resources

With respect' to the suggested absence of legal resources, both

the-undersigned and one Panel member are attorneys-and-the-Panel
s the benefit of representation of an assistant county attor-

Et4 Who has been assigned to the Fanel from its inception. I am

confortdble that the Panel has access to more :glen sufficient
legal talent to serve all of its present and potential' needs.

Staffi Assistance

I think it is important to mite the significant progress that
has been achieved with respedt to staff assistance following my

testimony 'aefore the Commission. While I have been quoted ac-
curately in the eitrpt from the report, an extremely qualified
administrative assistant was ired shortly following my appear-
ance before the COmmission fo lowing an arduous selection pro-
cess involving approximately ne hundred fifty particularly
well-qualified applicants, inc uding a number of lawyers. I

might add that I was afforaed omplete aatonomy during -the
selection and hiring process.

Discussions are currently otgoin with the appropriate govern-
mental officials relative to my equest that I be replaced by
another executive director who will be in'a position to serve-on

a full-time basis. Preliwilary conversations with a number of
officials have indicated that this, might be accomplished in the
near future. The chief judge, who', is responsible for the ap-
pointment of the Panel's executive\director, is extremely coop-
erative and is, cognizant of the need to have the Panel properly
staffed by an individual who commands a great degree of commun-
ity respact and is otherwise capableand qualified to discharge
his or her responsibilities.

s
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Investigative Staff

On numerous; occasions, we have utilized the services of private
investigators, hired out of the community directly by the
Independent Review Panel, and paid directly from the Panel
budget. We have thus avoided the necessity of potentially
comprising our autonomy by having to request the same from the
county manager, who has continually expressed a willingness to
provide the Panel with whatever investigative assistance the
Parr' deems necessary.

Subpoena Power

The issue of subpoena power has never been fully resolved, nor
have we attempted a community-wide effort to implement the same.
It is worthy of note, however, that the Panel has just completed
its first expanded -panel reviews in three'separate investiga-
tions involving allegations of police misconduct. Notwith-
standing the lack of subpoena power and the reticence on the
part of the Metro-Dade Police Department to compel its officers
to testify, four of the five accused police officers, together
with other police witnesses, came forward voluntarily to testify
at the public hearings when requested to do so by the Panel. If
the Panel is to achieve its stated goals,, primarily the goal of
improving police-community relations, continued voluntary coop-
eration by the department and its officers remains the only al-
ternative to subpoena power. It is my personal belief that the
legal and political implications inherent in the efforts to ob-
tain subpoena power would be counter-productive to the police
depiatment's efforts to improve its own image'and might serve to
diminish the respect of the community which the department has
been striving hard to regain. Yet, I will not hesitate to seek
subpoena power in order to preserve the ability of the Panel to
fairly and fully discharge its responsibilities to the
community.

Conclusion

The Panel has chosen to conduct its investigations quietly but
tta,..oughly. The objective has been to foster improved police-
community relations by patiently discussing all aspects of a
complaint with the complainant and then working wit)) the Metro-
Dade Police Department in an effort to mediate the dispute in
order that misunderstandings can be minimized and problems
caused by failures of communication rectified. This approach is
rewarding in t'-.At the real problems are addressed and in many
cases resolved to the satisfaction of both the complainant and
the accused employee or agency.
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I am comfortable in the knowledge that we have discharged our
responsibilities in a manner consistent with our initial pledge

to conduct impartial and fair reviews of Internal Review inves-
tigative files and to publicly recognize and acknowledge, when
justified, the quality and consistency of Internal Review

investigations.

In my opinien, the quality of the investigative efforts by the
Metro-Dade Police Department's Internal Review Section under the
present administration has been admirable, a fact which can be
attributed both to the dedication and professionalism of the

Internal Review Section anti to the fact that each such investi-
gation is conducted with the knowledge that the entire file may
be scrutinized by the independent civilian board or by the

media. In many of the cases, while the Panel was satisfied that

conduct of the officer was proper under the circumstances, it
identified certain weaknesses or inadequacies in general
departmental policies and procedures. In each such event, the
Panel's recommendations for corrective measures were graciously

receive1 . M-DPD Director Bobby Jones and implemented without

delay.

In general, the police community has been extremely cooperative,
a fact which I attribute, at least in yrat, to the respect and
credibility earned by the Panel in its brief two years of
existence after having established our ability to conduct in-
vestigations in a fair, unbiased and objective manner.

In summary, I feel that continued vigilence will ultimately re-
establish the credibility of our police and will enable the
department to regain the respect and admiration of the citizenry
which is critical if we are to successfully wage a cooperative
battle against crime and violence in Miami.

Very t.:iy yours,

INDEPENDENT REVIEW PANEL

BY
JEFFkEY L. BERKOWITZ

JLB:cls Executive Director
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April 26, 1982

Mi. Paul Alexander
Acting General Counsel
U. Z. Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D. C. 20425

Dear Mr. Alexander:

KENNETH I HARMS

, One M Poke

Please be advised that I have received and reviewed the
excerpts from the U.S. Commission on Civil Right's report
which addresses the state of civil rights in Miami and
which you forwarded to /lie for comments. I appreciate the
extension granted through April_29, 1982 for the Submission
of my comments.

It is with deep regret that I view this report which only
reflects the negative aspects of police-minority-community
relations within this community. Enclosed please find my
detailed comments on various portions of the report.

In addition., the following general statements are presented
which apply to the report in its entirety:

1. Like so many previous reports, this do-
cument makes many allegations and charges,
with little, if any, factual documentation.
Rather than investigating the state of
minority affairs within Miami, the U.S.
Commission has accepted the undocumented
testimony of other groups, the news media,
and individuals representing special in-
terest groups and presented their opinions
as fact. In addition, the Commission has
made no apparent attempt to document or
discard the charges/allegations made.

2. The Comission refers to this document
as pertaining to Miami yet constantly uses
as examples of police brutality/abuse and
discrimination agencies which are not part
of the City of Miami local government struc-
ture. The Dade County Public Safety Department'

MIAMI ouct DEPARTMEM/P.0 ROX 016777 /Miami, Floral 33101A30S) MASK
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is mentioned throughout this report although
it does not provide any direct law enfoYcement
services within the City of Miami.

The'title of the report should be changed to
appropriately reflect the jurisdiction under
study or, if it will remain the Miami Report,
all references to non-Miami agencies should
be deleted.

3. The report presents a narrow view of minority
relations by only discussing the Blacks while
totally avoiding other minority groups within
the City of Miami. Specifically, the largest
ethnic group within Miami - Hispanics - are
not dealt with at all.,

4. The overall tone of the report is character-
ized by undocumented inuendo and only serves
to further alienate the Black community and
law enforcement by only pinpointirig the ne-
gative aspects of their relationship without
including some of the successes which have
been experienced over the past four years
since I took office as Chief of Police.

In conclusion, I am totally opposed to the finalization and release
of this report as presently drafted since it can only serve to

alienate the Miami Police Department from the minority communities
it serves. As writter, this report is destructive and erroneous.
I suggest that you report the facts, not hearsay, and attempt to
relate the !-impliAhments to date and recommendations for further
action.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence or any
of the attached Materials, please do not hesitate to contact me.

KIH:mp
Enclosures

CO1111111110r1 PERIM WWI: 1912-374-0117:11101

Sincerely,

144.4.)
Kenneth I. Harms
Chief of Police
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